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In order to share with our colleagues as quickly as
possible the work being done in the Stanford Center for
Research and DeveloOment in Teaching we intend to issue
technical reports from time to time. These will not always
be "finished pLoducts", as Professor Politzer makes quite
clear in this first one. We hope that this report of work
in progress will be helpful to those who are concerned with
the improvement of foreign language teaching. Changes in
this field have probably been more far-reaching than in
most other parts of the curriculum. But many of the new
practices have not been firmly grounded in research findings
and many-important issues need investigation. Professor
Politser in this technical report raises some intriguing
questions, sets forth some challenging propositions, and
makes some imaginative and very practical suggestions for
improving foreign language teaching.

The Center invites teachers and researchers to use
and to react to these materials. Those who are interested
in receiving reports of the work of the Center may do so
by requesting to be placed on the mailing list.

Robert N. Bush

Co-Director

Adamfek44.4...e..64..
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PRACTICE-CENTERED TEACHER TRAINING: FRENCH

A Syllabus for the Training or Retraining of
Teachers of French*

One of the ,most important developments in foreign language
education during the last. decade has been the retraining of
foreign language teachers in various types of institutes and
the development of tests designed to measure the competence
necessary for foreign language teachers. These tests, commonly
known as the MLA (ETS) Tests for Advanced Students and Teachers
measure competence in (1) language skills (specking, reading,
writing, orak_comprehension), (2) applied linguistics,
(3) teaching: methodology (Professional...preparation), and

(4) civilization and culture. They are based on the Modern
Language Asiddiation recommendations As to qualifications
of the secondary school teacher of Modern Languageti (PMLA
vol. 70, Noi:4, Part 2, iv. 46-49, September, 1955) and they
correspond quite =11 to what are considered the essential
elements of the specific preparation of the modern language
teacher. They.define, in a sense, not only the curriculum
used in the retraining of foreign language teachers, but
alsO,the essentiarelementof_foreign language teacher
traiaing,generally speaking: .

Ihe*ritreining and, to some extent, the original training
of the foreign language teacher then takes the form of
courses in language, culture and civilization, applied
linguistics, and Methods. To these courses is added an element
of practice: obServation, student teaching, practice teaching,
internship, etc. In many calms, especially'in the'original
training of the teacher, the oourses'and the practical
experience are related in various sequential patterns.* Quite
typiCally, the courses fol104-iaeh'other and are in turn
followed by.the practical experience.

*The research and development reported in this syllabus was
performed pOrsUant to a contract with the United States
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of
Education, under the proyisions of the Cooperative Research
PrOgram.

L;;;;-.4k...c.06:Aft
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In the case of retraining in institutes, courses and practice
are usually parallel expiriences. The amount of integration
between the courses, and between courses and the practice
element, varies a great deal depending on a variety of
circumstances. The scheme-of a teacher training or retraining
institute may thus be represented as follows:

LeSsons on:

Culture & Language Applied Practical
Civilization Practice Linguistics Methods Experience

The aims of this teacher training syllabus is (1).to
bring about a Stich' closer integration of the language practice,

applied linguiStics, and methods element of the teacher
training courses, and (2) to relate theirdirectly to the
practice element by intrOdlicing the device of °micro-
teaching:"

MUro-teaching is a technique of teacher training which
was developed in the Stanford University "Secondary Teacher
Training program. It consists in having the'apprentice
teacher teach 81015 to 10:minUte.iessiini to a small
group of students.(5 to 10): 'The students are usually
paid subjects, but chosen in'such a way that they can actually
participate in and prOfit from theesson0 to be taught.
The micro lesson itself focuses on a specific teaching
skill which is to be learned by the apprentice teacher.

This syllabus is based on the concept that in the
teacher training program, each lesson in applied linguistics
(I) .be iinkid to A.corresponding lesson in language practice
(II) relited.tO prinCiples of methodology (III) and'that
all .three. of these experiences be applied in SOeCific micro
iileons (IV) to be taught by ParticiPants in the'training
program. The structure of the training procedure'MAY
thus be presented in the following way.

- P.11._,Fni44,
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Lessons on:

Applied Language Practical

Linguistics (I) Practice (II) Methods (III) Experience (IV)

(Micro-teaching),

To
?[:1703111

1,0

v

, .

In., other words, the. emphasiti of the training procedure., shifts

from a "vertical" progression, patterned according to .parallel

or :sequential courses., to a "horizontal" progression, fn which

leaents of .individual courses are integrated with each other

and in which the 'practical teaching experience rather than the

.0*1 examinations in or,sph. course presents the goal toward

which, the individual elemeriti' are:pcinted-.

The syllabus consists, therefore of the 'folloWing. four

,partu.,.

Part' I: Applied LinguistiCa.

This section of the syllabus contains a very brief
outline of some of the main facts of French structure and the

, main; points of interference coming from English. Part I of

'drill, syllabus is not trie*Ot to replace any of the existing

manuals on applied lingUiatiCs. It is primarily a guide for

the person responsibIc.for, teacher ,training -- not a textbook

for the trainee. It is ,followed by a brief index to applied

linguistics iranuals.

Part Ili' Language Practice.

This section is simply an. index which connects the outline

of, Applied Linguistics ,(Part, to, a selected number of

elementary and/or review texts whith may be utilized for

language review and praetice. ,, In addition, there .1.1 also

an index rOating Part X, to a few of the widely used

-secondary fiVhool texts, or it was felt that soma of these

texts could be utilized training. At any rate,
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it was of course impossible to be exhaustive in the inclusion
of textbooks in this index. Inclusion or exclusion does,
obviously, not reflect any judgment on the merits of Any
text. Anyone wishing to utilize in the teacher training
progiam a textbook not indexed in the syllabus can, of
course, quite easilrprepare. an index of the textbooks of
his choice.

Part III: Performance Criteria.

The Nethodssection of the syllabus consists of a
systematic listing of observeble:behaviors of the "good
language teacher,".., It describes very briefly how the ex-
perienced language.teacher conducts such activities as
pronunciation drills,,imparts knowledge of structure,
ConttolsrclasSIJOr activities, ere. land: it explains the
rationale behind the language' teachers behavior.
perfatiiihtketitetii'ate'based on obsetVation madelij the
individuals responsible :for the training of fOreigh'linguage
teachers withinthi,gtanfOtd UniveisitY tecondary, Teacher
Training Program TPrOgrat#sijetfotmance criteria ite an in=
strument for the training' as for the'tvaluatiOn of
the foreign languige"tetaii. Their :validity as Well as
their reliability as instrument of evaluation remains to be
established by furihetresearch.

Part Micro-lessons.

The series otsample,tiCrO-lesSons show how applied
linguistics knowledge prthe language and sPecifie:petfOrmance
Zliititia' are colhinid into practical application.: The
Micro-lessons deicribed in thitOlyytbui can be utilized in
I variety of iiity0110hiCh theptelmei-are Subject i0
ileperinehtiI researa)o The apprentice teacher_ can be
asked to teach_ one of the sicro-lessoni ot Can 'be-eisiked to

teach a micro-lesson modelled after the one formed lithe
syllabus. The micro-lesson Of the sirliabUS can be used'
as a model presented first by an experienced teacher, then
the'ttiiiate-eiA be'requited'toitiAch iht-idehtiCal or a
similar lassos himself. Both,:the model performance of the
experioncedteachillr*hd the' performance of the trainee can
be-videt040ed and the st4deititcan,,xWarthi. guidance. of
his methodi'teichettit supervisor, he asked-to coMpire the
two performances, ' 1A-the'latiguate course and in the
language labOratorY we 'Cifi'Co4Centrite On creating speCific
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language skills through a process of modelling, imitating,

repeating, etc., we can, in the micro-teaching procedursi

focus on specific teaching skills.

This training syllabus is to be regarded as tentative.

The undersigned welcomes suggestions, criticism, and

cooperation in research connected with this syllabus, as for

instance research connected with the validity and reliability

of the Performance Criteria (Part III). or possible variations

in training procedure (Partly).
It is a particular pleasure to acknowledge the help of

all those who cooperated in the writing of this syllabus --

in particular the work of Mrs. Linda W. Sangster in compiling

Part I and II, the help and cooperation of Mrs. Marcelle

d'Abbroaci, Mt. Norman Zonath and Mr. Louis Weiss in the

formulation of Part III and the contributions of the latter

in writing of Part IV.

Stanford University, May, 1966 kobert L. Politser
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INTONATION

In Englith,-Ott syllables- of tedh-Ootd,ititiessed. In French

all syllables of.eadh word are given equal stress. (See below,

fOr-etdeptiOlLY' '

In English, stress 1.8-phonemic.

In Frenth itreitrii-now-phonkid.
3. In English, syllable and irokebOunaariee'are marked.

In Frendb, tyllables tend to end with vowels; thus, syllable
boundaries and word boundaries do not coincide.
(In English, when pronouncing a.vowel, one anticipates the
following consonant,
In French, when.piononacing a consonant, one anticipates the

following vOwil;).
In English intonation, there ia Ala 4-And-doilin rhythm in the

sentence with the higheit pita and loudest stress On the same

syllable.
In Fiench intonation,. there is also an tip- and -down rhythm'.

Contrary to English, ilkikijik, *in going f*Orn the-beginning of

the sentence to the 00iieol.highest pitCh, one begins each-of
the up- stages on a higher pitch thin the-one before: And con -

versely, ii-k0004411:10m highest pitO.te the
end of the sentence, each i*Ceeifte.istage starts at a lower
pitoh.thantheone:befaii::;Thne, One has:

j
Also,.the loudest stress in the sentence is either at the end

of the sentence or*theLpiaCe.ote*OtiOnal,imPhasis. Thus
it is'not itiated to the place of highest pitch, as it is in

English.
5. In an English-sentence, a pitch transition can and does take

plece.in the middle of a vowel, especially at the end of the

sentence.
In A French sentence, a pitch transition can never take place

in the middle of a vowel, not cyan attbe end of "the sentence.

6. Reich intonation: intaiation.takeiplaCe in stress groups

or breath stoups of syllables (not in words Or groups of
words, as in English).

7. French distinguishes two basic intonation patterns -- rising

and
8. The rising pattern 1234) 230 is used for yes-or-no ques-

tions:

9. The failing ttern [51A1_is _use; for questions which cannot

be answered by 'oui' or 'non', certain types of eicliaations,
and cOlmands:
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10. The rising"falling intonation is used for declarative senten-

cee and has two types:
a. simple -falling gm., for short breath

groups:

b. complex rising-falling Erising-sustained 23A 311,7

for lon& breath groups:
...,,/ - ....

r2:744aStk.AMMINE:7
. '

.
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DIFFERENCES' 4ETWEEN TRENCI1 kw' ENGLISH VOWELS

1. No French vowels are exactly like any English vowels;
they are more or less like the English vowels.

2. Vowels are classified and diEterentiited as to position
(high, mid, low) of the tip of the tongue, the position
(front, central, beck) of the highest point of the tongue,
the position of the lips, the aperture of the nasal passage- -
all of which leads to c large variety of vowels.

3. In English, vowels are produced with more or less lax muscles.
In French, all vowels are produced with,tense muscles.

4. In English, many vowel are diphthongized, that is there is a
glide between the vowel and the next consonant, sometimes
accompanied by pitch glide and a tapering off of pronuncia-

tioa.
In Prench,.there are no diphthongized vorels, and these are
unacceptable to the French ear; there is" also no pitch glide
within a vowel for all French vowels end abruptly,

5. The French vowels (i, e, , a,O 9 9 o, u ) are almost equal

to the 'cardinal.' vowels as set up in the IPA--while English
vowels deviate more or less strikingly from these 'cardinal'

v.oltelaf rrj '6 . ry3 ('rue , (.' ',`, ( vain )1,),,_ ,

,E9-17 af2 (runt). halie no

counterparts in English and present ,great problems in..learn-

ing- !of articulation atumell as au,ditOty discrimination to

English speakers4

7. cp ('si'), Ce3 Cleo% LE.,1 Cdette'),C40
Ca'), Ca.7 ('me'), Ea] ('botte'),C.03 ('fact'),

Cu ./ ('doux'), and Lai ( le c)--all have vowels in the
English system which more or less resemble them but which
(in varying degrees) are unacceptable substitutes for the

French vowels.
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8. The French vowels are represented as follows:

front

14

central .back

mid

ale al

low

rejl

Eji CI.] (Et])

9. Ci790090a4 40.7 9 Cuj9EcitZ9
the rest are unrounded.

10. Lc, roe., and 5.7 are Open voweli, compared to their cl6se
counterparts, [e], 0(7 and Da.

11. The French vowels can Also be schematized to show their
different features as follows:

are all rounded vowels;

.4

_
pleacolacel

low'mid

low

a.++.-A7.21MCNNZaritar-J1-
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III. DIFFICULT FRENCH VOWELS
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1. All French vowels will represent ome ,difficulties for the
American student--difficulties of.different degrees and origins.

2.. For French vowelsrE, 'botte.) the English
counterparts (as in "bet" and '!bought ") are generally acceptable
substitutes, with the French vowels more tense than their English
counterparts.

3. For French vowelLO('lit!) the English counterparts (as in
"feet" and "bit") are not acceptable--with the first too low
and diphthongal and the second too low.

4. For French vowel [u] (*dome) the English counterparts (as in
"food" and "good") are not acceptable--with the first too low
and diphthongal and the second much too low.

5. For French vowel [0.7 (quit') the English counterpart (as in
"foe") is not acceptable--it is a diphthong.

6. For French vowel Ce3('les') the English counterpart (as in
"may") is not acceptable--it is a diphthong.

7. For French vowels 07 ('patte') and cag(1p2t0), the English
counterparts (as in "cat" and "hot") are not acceptable--the
[ajis intermediate between the two, and more tense; and the
Nis longer and more open (thanEd).

8. The nasal vowels 643 ('main''),[acj ('went'), (5, ('mon'),
and EOU(lun') have no counterparts in English and must be
learned as completely new sounds. -

9. English does have nasal vowels (which are phonetically very
different from the French nasals) but which are not phonemi-
cally signifiCant because they are conditioned by a preceding
or following nasal consonant...Therefore, speakers of English
do not notice the quality of the vowels. Also, speakers of
English. are conditioned to produe anon- nasalized vowel
before a non-nasal consonant-i-to nasalize the-vowel before
[m] or [II], [?)] and to add a: =nasal consonant automatically if

the vowel is nasalized. (These reflexes 'must be erased from
their French prOnunciation.)

10. The French nasal vowels are pronounced like their non-nasal
counterparts with nasalization tdded:a] ('maii1)-,a7

(Imaini); 0110.7i0M.7 Onent');EVCbonnei)7)13.7 Cbon');
and Ciej(IleurlY '0Er('un').

11. The French nasal vowel DiVis-gradually being dOpped from
the pronunciation of many Frenchmen (Parisians), especially
in rapid speech and is beintLreplaced by65.7. cf. tun' is
pronounced either as [Woraj

12. The vowels .Cy.7 ( ' rue s ) , [.ij ( neut 2,4') and Cimj(Ineuf') have
no counterparts in Snglish and are especially difficult for
English speakers to pronounce.

13. [y] ('rue') is a high, rounded, front vowel--whirh .combination
is one of the hardest for English speakers-to -exenounce, as
it departs radicallvfram the English systems, English speekers
also have difficulty vith-distinguishingFefromr1(i.e., 'du'
from 'doux').

Nr/11111111

7
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14. r: X) and coej are both mid, tiundadc central vowels--with

rø' 3 a little higher than Lie]. This combination (mid,
central, rounded) is also difficult for English speakers, who
have difficulty in distinguishing (40 from Lee] .

15. c a3 will be discussed in Chapter 4; the semivowels Ei.7
r.w7 , ci4.7 will be discussed in Chapter 5, with the con-
sonant8

16. In general, French has the open vcwels , re , coe3
in closed syllables (syllables ending in a consonant) and
their closed counterparts COY ,r eJ in open
syllables (syllables wilding in vowels).

17. Exceptions to the rules above (16):

a. C13 and EOJ rather than C0C-7 andC:z3
are often used before a CzJ sound ('chose':

b.
rfoz.3)
ceo- rather thanr4 is often used when the
orthography -is 'au' ( faut ' : C13 ).c. Co rather than-Cej is sometimes (ia careful
speech)used in the imperfect and conditional endings
( setaie ; C e. 1-e30r C t.:7 )
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IV. MUTE Ea]

mem Asissamissauslemeszt
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1. 'When= the phoneme [a] is pronounced in a word, such as
'Me', it is produced with tense muscles, protruding lips, and
tongue forwird.'
The English DJ ("buin is, by contrast, pronounced with"
lax muscles, lips spread, and tongue back.

2. In Englinh,la] is pronoiinced in both stressed ("but")
and unstressed ("report") syllableswith a corresponding
-.change in the actual.quality of the vowel. The unstressed
English [a) vowel hasmuch the same phonetic. quality as the
French [a] .

In French, [G13 when pronounced, is not-stressed, but given
the same value as any other. French vowel..

33. .English speakers must then be careful not to unstress the
syllibleAtim[3] -is found in, nor to elite a pronunciation
halfway in between the 6a.) ancUno The.,[ag is either

fully pronounced or totally absent.
4. -The [a3 is 'called tbe.°munt Ga]°, the- vfleeting g,

the cimistablevowel° becaUse it is sometimes pronounced,
Agotetimewnor.s. general,... the faster the delivery,.the

lest ;°,',4°-"1- be- pronointce&

5. The Gpj of °le° is dropped before a-vowel or seinivowel--
this is represented by an °1° in orthography: °l °avion,'

'1°oiseau.° Exceptions: before an °h hache° °le heros'.
6. The [a] is not pronounced at the end of a rhythmic group:

'ren ai.quatri moi°.
7. After the imperative, the cap of °le° is pronounced, except

before °y° and °en° when these modify the imperative:
°ditescle° but °mettex-1°y°.

8. The dropping of the mute [D] in other cases is always
dependent on the speaker--and even the same speaker will drop
Ears at one time and retain them at another or, in a
succession of mute &ols drop different.r.a:rs at different
times.

9. However, the retention of CCO in many cases is obligatory--
one cannot "opt to drop" in these cases. Most of these
cases have to do with the so-called °law of three consonants:2

10. The general rules for this are at follows: [Ail; dropped
after one consonant, retained after two (in order to avoid
the pronunciation of three consonants together).
French cannot tolerate three consonants in succession unless
the combination of the last two of the three can be initial
in an utterance.

11. If two or more G-a) sounds follow each other in successive
syllables and are separated by one consonant, every other
[9) may be dropped. This alternation will depencLon
which Gap. is dropped first. : °J4 le connais vs. It
saia °.

imam" -
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CONSONANTS

1. As for French vowels.s.none of the French consonants are
-exactly like English consonants and will present some diffi-
culty to the English-speaking student. Unlike the vowels,
however, many of the consonants are very similar to their
English counterparts, leaving the student with relatively
few new consonants to learn or old consonants to relearn.

2. Consonants are classified as to point of articulation, manner,
of articulation, and presence or absence of voicing.

3. Some French consonants On, n, f, v, s, z,f (0,3 (z).]

are very much like the English ones, and the English substi-
tutes for these will generally be inoffensive to the French
ear and readily understood. One should note however, that:

4. In English, cra] (especially at the end of a word) is not fully
released, fully pronounced.
In French, Cm] is altaA fully pronounced,

5. In English, [n] is pronounced with the tongue against the
alveolar ridge and, like [m], at the end of a word, is not
fully pronounced.
In French, [n] is pronounced with the tongue against the
teeth and is fully pronounced in all positions.

6. [14,i] are also unreleased in English (at the end of a word)
but fully pronounced in French. Ia addition,[s,z3 are
alveolar in English (like Cnj), pronounced with the tongue
against the alveolar ridge. In French, however, they are
dental: pronounced with the tongue against the teeth. It

should also be noted that the phonemic-contrast Cs] vs.
[z], although present in English, is not widely used and
hence is hard for the English speaker to distinguish. There-
fore, the difference between °nous avons° (Cnuzava)) and
°nous savons° anusav26) may be lost, unless practiced and
noted thoroughly.

7. In EnglisL, CI (s)93 (Z)] are pronounced with the
tongue in concave position, pointing to the alveolar ridge.
In addition, the FreAch sequence (s+j) tends to be mispro-
nounced as [53 by speakers of English, just as the sequence
z+j tends to be mispronounced as .d3]. Therefore, the

student may have trouble with such differences as pcachions'
([ka5g) and 'cessions° ([kasPg) and °cachous° aka552).
Also it must be noted that [3] never occurs in initial
position in English,
In French, U,5] are pronounced with the tongue against the
alveolar ridge. And of course,[3] in initial position is
a very important phoneme in French.

8. The stops [t,d,b,p,k,g,") produce some difficulties. In
English Et,d] are produced alveolarly; [k,g;] (in the velar
region) vary according to their vowel ("cat" vs. "kill").
Also, all of the stops in English are not fully released at
the end of the word.

AAA
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In French, [t,d] are pronounced dentally; k,g3 are always
pronounced velarly.And, of..course, all stops are fully. ;.

released in ktench.,; ..,. '
9. in addition, in English, the unvoiced stope:,[p,t,Q are

aspiraod in initial position (unaspiratedifter EC):
tip: Ithirlifi4liia1:01, (itEib ,*,...F*,eadh,, the stops Op,t,k;lare

1

a1waysi_unaspirated (a1thoneilsOMe have analyzed the final ,

release of the stop inNord-final,PoSAtion as an aspiration).
. At any rate, in initial and medkalposi4on'they*e Unaspi-

.i

rated: the": Etej.

10. [j (or CA3) as in 14,8EPW*ig, completely new to the English .

system, although it produce MOdhdifficulty foi
English speakers. Iti0,ftOnoUndedOithtfietonige:in,back :4

'. .of the lower teeth,.the"iiddle'OUthe'totiiiiiiLaiainififie
highest part of the palate. (The,sound,in onion should not

.
..*

be substituted for thie.) ,. ,. ; ,'...,, -: .. ,:,
U. The,sami7vOwejs(0 semi-consonants) will 'Oro* some

difOdUltiei-kor_tiielinglispea_2r.1;7:CylOhnitTis com-
pletely new for iiinr--being :fOtilie,44;tin 4e French vowel /).

',
The Cw3 CaP4.!,),.,(gormed on 523 -i...0 .0.,m0.0 to *lie:Eu*4Bit: ..

,,;. cy),. bUt.lsOre,,tensei The dificriiiiiiitioi.1**AJN) '(1.Auisi)
and ,41]. q 114 1;;-143t '0e- :444',;,,,O the 414.14,14 -,

speaker. ''Tli:e
French CJJis4imilar to ihefaigliWISJjtn "140);21)4 fully
pronounced when'final:,

12. In English, there are two pliOnei4--N3'0,0:Okeintninced-
against the alveolar ri4ge'(4s,in!loVe")-:ad:the other
pronounced with the tongue curlidjia4:000'the back of
the mouth (as in AThell").,:Iiiiddition; in some

El] is reduced tcw.4,4 simple f10.0f #40,t0004("blaok").
In Frendh;*iv49C-t4a0a.4.044409ficia**410-.tfie French
[1] is always pronounced with the tip of the tongue touching
the upper teeth.

13. In Frendh [k3 will Probably be one of the most difficult sounds
for English speakers to 441. The AmikidaOnglish Cr] is
normally produced bra retroflex curving of the tip of the
tongue. In the French Ws thitoigOe may be kept pressed
against the ridge below Cie tower teeth, with the back of the
tongue and the back of the palate. The CR). is,then,produced
by the friction of the air stream betWeen the back of the
tongue And the bacic, of the palate, or against the Uvula.

x

4
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VI. LIASION

1. Frindh iyilatiii are genetitly"open'oned4 ending InHa vowel.
2. In general, consonants are pronounced at the beginning of

then44"0711Able.
3. $0.114ficatiOn'tinii*Carding to these two rules, and in

general disregards word b:otiloitse# within A 'stress group.

4. In general, 04041'0404* of a 'word as orthographically
rendered, 1s sometimes pro-
*Ounced'before the 464efOi the next word in the same 'stress

ygrPuP.,?, ,-
5.. In ,004 Worl'40,,:.Manyls* words have two spoken variants;

one e`n04, in a ,44.74-400s9ottooed before a consonant, an
4000404,#-14#89-4,00000 ending in a consonant, pro-

ouflced 4 *042begin4ing*itil a vowel. Ex: 'excellent
dthretfvd.-iixcalleintliStel.' '

of 04.1.4 9,921P901# ,14.001.144
7. J100*0.10-40; liaison ,444,461.*4 'complicated, and in

jiliii,.:004,14.=141#4404=9,00:0441:01. The koll!Wing,

ere Ate three : those which are obliga-

ry, i:#04.7.14i30 401):Pei9nag, and thàse :i4h1.0 are impossible.

;44904 444.0011;$ 4.0 ,
0.004414Y -00046 ìü more formal

speech, hule bse WinfOtMat, rapid speech.
9. The oblige:W*114*ns are As follows:

a; ii#44K (article, determ-native, and adjective)
'.104noun07,0ronOun:: le petit enfant'
0,010)44044.04Taltid verb or verb and personal
,prof 14.4'04;!40nV4i0

c. .peri444tOnoUn1#0h0.464144iretb, And vetb
or verb, pronoininal adverb and personal pronoun:

'ills 'y viine ane'aiiii-ye.
1. monosyllabic preposition or adverb and anything:

.
'

0: and anything: 'ClesttOpodsible.
10. 114 impossible -144000040.44'0400:

, singular so* 'or::Otopeti,nairagi and anything:
,

4.10Aiitests.41^

b. 1'0" and *41,004gt
c. before "i4/hfitoti.

'4. intertogativ adVitb and'a*thingt °cookout/eat.'
e. exceptions are: comment allez-vouz; pot-aulteiq

quand-est-ce que; de temps en temps; de plus en
plus, avant-hier.'

f. there are also other bound forms: rien faire;,

un fait accompli; les Champs g1ys4es; up sous*
officier; tout i coup; Mesdames et Mesisieuts.

11. There are some consonants often heard, in liaison which are
written orthographically as one consonant and pronounced as



another.. They/are:,

AMMIL. =_
writtel

4,10F -
'beaux arts'
'grand *mast :I ..' -a
, .1, ,
Bata = 0.
actif Ni l',exc 40.

ism= remaz L4E-If=
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-rdiiotin-Ced

[z

LC

[fig

exciPtions; pronounced -

'flea i pronounced as Cfj.
12. If a word ends in a ikailt14awel=-4ind.ladds a- nasal consonant

Ilitistiti,---7-thtt-the'Ireceding*A1S1:487:generally denasalized.
"iThe -etCiiptitinti:tO this are some -Comion(szinosyllabic) words
where the 713- are kept: lun, en, on, bien,

.

, 1." ; .7.

.2i

'. , ,_" ; ::' ' At .-...
'.. "". 1

::: .
Z -..

'-;

-;7; -... .
1

_
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VII. DETERMINATIVES

1. The article, possessive adjective, and partitive article
are all noun satellites: that is, they nest occur Jefore a
win lot an adjective acting as a noun) and as such they
signal that a noun is coming in the sentence. Thus One could
call them noun determiners or nom, markers.

2. Although these three modify nouns and thus could be classed
as adjectives, they are not like true adjectives:

a. they can be used instead of but never with the
article - they-all are then alternatives of the
article (which is in turn classed as a determinative);
they cannot. form adverbs;

c. they are never used as .predicates after a verb
(such as fto.be"): that is, they are unstressed
and cannot stand alone in the sentence;
they are mutually exclusive before the noun: .

that is, one and only one of these alternatives
of the article can be used before one noun;

e. unlike most adjectives they usually express the
plurality (or singularity) of the noun that
follows:

3. Those determinatives that always express the singular-plural
distinction are:

a. the definite article: 'le, la, les;
b. the possessive adjectives: 'mon, ma, nes; ton, to

tea; son, sa, sea; notre, notre, nos; votre, votre,
vos'.

c. the demonstrativeadjective: 'ce, cette, ces.'

4. Of the possessive adjectives, only 'leur' does not express
the singular/plural distinction except in liaison. The
masculine /feminine distinction is not expressed by 'nbtre,
votre, leur' and is generally lost before nouns beginning
with a vowel.

5. The demonstrative adjective 'ce' and the definite article

le', 'la' also express the masculine/feminine distinction
in the singular ( except before a noun beginning with a vowel).

6. The indefinite article 'un° always expresses the masculine/
feminine distinction.

7. This can be expressed in tabular form:
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SINGULAR PLUM,

before a masculine before a
masculine feminine vowel
le la

feminine vowel
leg les

mon ma mon mes nes
ton to ton tee. tes
son si son ses ses
notre = notre -notre nos nos
votre = votre votre vos vos.
leur = lei& = leur Aura leurs
du . de la de 11 des des
au a la a l' aux aux
ce cette = cet ces ces
quel = quelle = quel"quelle = quelsmquelles mquels=quelles
un une un, une

italics indicate those consonants which are pronounced in
liaison- bit'are.otherwise onpronounced._

equal signs indicate words that are pronounced exactly alike.
pronunicitiOni before the 'h hackie' ire riot included. They

follow this table, except for the feminine= singular of
'notre, votre, cettel quelle and une' where the 'e meet'
is pronOunCet.

note that many word*, such as fmterrogative 'quel' and demon-
strative ice' "lose the smiculineffeminine. distinction
before vowels.

8. The definite'article is used-for generalization.(1j'aime
le vile) and particularization ('-jelAmmx le livie de Jacques').
Other particular uses:

a. ,before, abstract nouns, 'la liberte:'
b. befOre names-of Countries, 'la France.'

Remember: from a country: 'de (no article) if
feminine. 'de France.

+ article if
masculine - -'du Nexiques'

to, in a country: 'en' (no article)
if feminine.7='en France'

+ article if
masculine--'au 14exiqu' es.

also: !en Amerique.' 'dens
l'imerique du Su4.' etc.

9. The possessives agree with the noun they modify in gender and
number.

10. The definite article and not the possessive is used when parts
of the body, etc., are being described and the possessor of
these is obvious.
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11. The -indefinite article is used for:
a. in the singular (up.', une') one unit of a count

nouns 'je veux livre:'

b. in the pltztil (des') for several units of a count
noun: 'je veux des livres.'

12. The partitive article is used for:
a. In the singular ('du,' 'de' la,"de 1') to express

an unlimited, indefinite quantity of a mass noun:
'je veux du pain.'

b. in the singular and the plural ('du,' 'de la,'
'de 1', des') for identification: 'c'est du pain,'
'co sont des livres.'

13. The partitive and indefinite articles become 'de' after
a negative ('il ne veut pas de pain') or after an expression
of quantity ('...beaucoup de vin...'), unless:

a. they-'arcised for identification (generally found
after the verb:'4"tre'); or

b. the.noma itself..is qualified in sons way (e.g., by
an adjective).-

Examples:
'c'est du pain'--'ce nest pas du pow,'
_'ce scout des livress-toce ne sont -pas` des livres.'

'je veux du vin rouges,-"je-ne veux pas du vin
rouge, je veux du vin b/anc.r

14, T'.4ft partitive and indefinite articles -also become
'de' before a plural adjective that precedes.* noun:
'de stands homages.'

15. The partitive should-not be confused with homophones caused
by the contraction of the preposition 'de' plus the definite
article, especially with such eicpreisions as 'de' with a
possessive or genitive meaning, and 'de' after a verb:
'parler de,; 'avoir besoin de,' etc.

16. Thus, 'il se moque di danger' really means (comes from)
'il se moque de/le danget' while y a du danger' really
:eana 'it y a/ du %Upset.' In the negative these become:

ne se moqui 'pas du danger' but 'ii n'y a pas de danger'.
17. In general, the deteiminatives must be repeated before

each noun mentioned, etren though tied by 'and' (and omitted
in English): "I saw these boys and girls today"--
vu ces gatIons et ces filles aujourd'hui.'

50:11MON.
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VIII. ADJECTIVES

"r1

1. In French, in general, there are two kinds of adjectives:
those that generally come before the noun and those that
generally come after it. These are called prenominal and
postnominal, respectively.
In English, there is no such distinction: adjectives come
before the noun, unless they are emphasized. In this case,
they are sometimes put* after the noun.

2. In general, the singular-plural difference is not expressed
by the adjective. Exceptions: adjectives in 1-al' become
°Lamm! in the plural; example: °normal' (masculine singular)-
1normaux1 (masculine plural). The masculine-feminine dif-
ference is sometimes. expressed by the adjective: °content'
vs. 'contente .°

3. There is one class of adjectives where the singular-plural
and the masculine-feminine distinctions are not expressed
in spoken French, (although they may be expressed' in written
French). An example of this: 'jeune.'

4. there is a large class of adjectives where the singular-
plural difference is not expressed but the masculine-feminine
difference is:

a. usually the feminine ends in a consonant which
is absent in the masculine (except in'liaison'):
'petit' vs. 'petite:'

b. in addition to the consonant which is present in
the feminine but absent in the masculine, there
is also a vowel change in the stem for the feminine
form: 'premier' vs. spremilre.°

c. a consonant change in the stem: 'actif° vs.
'active.'

d. suffix alternation: 1 conservateur° vs. 'conser-
vatrice.°

e. a consonant-and-vowel change; °beau' vs.
°belle.'

f. the masculine ends in a nasal vowel while the
feminine ends in-a nasal consonant: 'ancient
vs. 'ancienne.'

g. for prenominals; before vowels, masculine-
feminine contrast is sometimes lost; e.g.,
petit ami,' while the singular-plural contrast
is gained, e.g. -, °de petits amis.'

5. In French; the adjective agrees in gender and number with the
noun (s) modified. If it modifies more than one noun and
these are Of different genders, the adjective will be in the
masculine: 'les filles et les garions sont contents.'

6. The position of the adjective will be of great difficulty
for English speakers.

4*.
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7. The order for prenominals is:

a. 'autre' and ordinals;
b. 'nouveau,' jeune,' vvieux,"vrai',
c. 'mauvais,"faux,"bon,"beau,°
d. 'grand`,' petit.°
Thus: 'un autre bon petit roman.'

8. The order for postnominals xs
style, flood, etc. Yet, there
adjective becomes an integral
must remain with it: 'du bon

not so rigid and depends on
are some expressions where an
part of the noun phrase and
vi blanc chaud'.

9. Many common adjectives come before t e noun. A partial list

of these is: 'jeune, autre, bon, mauve: , petit, grand, joli,

gros, haut, long, vieux, nouveau, beau.'

10. Others may be used before the noun in purely epithetical
usage or established usage or for emphasis: 'quel charmant

un excellent Ate', une charmante femme.'
11. Still other adjectives change meaning according to position:

if the adjective expresses a descriptive quality which can
be perceived as subjective judgment it may be put before the
noun; if it assigns the noun to a class which can be objec-
tively determined it is put after the noun. Thus one can
say une idee excellente or une.excellente idge but only

un livre allemand (never.ini lrallemand livre).
12. In addition, there are some-that have well defined usages

in each position. In general they are: 'ancien, brave, bon,
cher; dernier, faux, grand, jeune, long, mAhant, tgme, noir,
pauvre, prochain, propre, sacrg, sale, seul, triste, vert,
vra(,' etc.: 'son. ancien professeur' (meaning:"formernmE.
'une maison ancienne° (meaning "old").

13. Comparison is done as follows:
a. for the comparative degree: 'plus' and adjective:

'il est plus jeune qu °elle';

D. for the superlative degree: 'le /la /les' and.

adjective: Jean est le plus content de tous les
etudiants';

-c. exceptions: "meilleur, pire': Ice livre est

meilleur (pire) que l'autre.'
14. Position in comparison:.

a. if a postnominal adjective, the same; 'un

roman plus ancien°, 'le roman le plus ancien'.
b. if a prenominal, generally postnominal for the

comparative and superlative: 'une belle saison'
but 'une saison plus belle que l'automne; and

saison la plus belle de toutes les saisons
de'l'annge:'

.
^, - it va, 'vAN &t: -
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IX. INTERROGATIVE PATTERN

1. The interrogative in French will present some difficulties
as it has both similarities and differences with English.
It must, therefore, be given special attention to eliminate
as much interference from English as possible.

2. To review the intonation of interrogatives: the rising
pattern (231) is used for yes-no questions: lest-ce que

vous avez de lgargent?° and the falling pattern (3l) is
used for information-eliciting questions: "ou se trouve la
bibliothaque?°

3. The interrogative Is thus signalled by one of these intona-
tion contours and the following:

a. the addition of unlest-ce pas° at the end of the
sentence (usually expecting agreement, but can be
answered. try either °cad, "non° or "si°: 'vows
ates content, n'est,ce.pas?°)

b. the introductory element lest-ce quel: 'est-ce
que vous aimez les fruits?'

c. introductory interrogative adjectives, adverbs or
vronouns--sometimes accompanied by:inversion of
the verbal element allez-vous?'

d. taersion of subject and verb. Note: if there is
a noun-subject present, the pronoun is repeated
after the verb. This inversion is always:strelled
by a.W between the verb and the 3rd-person pronoun;

.°Jeatc.va-t-ill-autrestaurant?"

4. Interrogative adverbs: 'comment, quand, combien.'
With these Adverbs, inversion of the noun subject may be
used :. ' quant arrive Robert?' However, if the verbal element
is complex, this construction is not possible: 'quand
Robert est-ii arriya?°

5. Interrogative adjectives: uquel,° 'quelle,' lquels,'
quelles.° They agree with the nouns they modify and are

repeated before every noun they modify. Special problem:.
°quell + 'atre° + noun pleMie est votre opinion?') may be

confused by the student with the pronoun since they both
correspond to "what" in English, Thus: "what do you do?":

. 'que faites-vous?° but "what is your opinion?": 'quelle est
votre opinion?'

6. Special interrogative pronoun: qequel° glaquelle,°
llesquels,° llesquelles.° It corresponds to the adjective
quell and agrees with the noun it refers to. It corres-

ponds to "which one(s)" in English and refers to a noun
already mentioned. In many interrogative sentences, it
combines with the prepositions 'ig and "Je vous
donnerai un de mes livres. Level voulez-vous? Duquel
parliez-vous?'

1", sx.4. "'"e 66 . :V-
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7., Interrogative pronouns:
a. in general, they are divided into two groups:

those used for Persons (animate) and those used
for nonpersonskinanimate). They are:

b. those used as.subjects:
animate: 'qui' or

'qui-est-ce qui'
examples: 'qui est cet hotme-la?'

'qui est-cequi frappe a
la porte?'

inanimate: 'qu'est -ce qui'

example: 'qu'est-ce qui vous ennuie
tenement?'

c. those used as objects:
animate: 'qui' (plus inversion) or

'qui est-ce que'

'examples: 'qui aimez-voui?'
'qui est-ce-que vous avez vu
hier soir?'

inanimate: 'que' (plus 'inversion) or

iqu'est-ce-que'

examples,: 'que voulez-vous?'
'qu'est-cm que vous faites?'

d, those used after prepositions:
animate: 'qui'

example:
inanimate: 'qUOI!

,111P1 t ; ;41 ?- )!,
,example;f-H!sur:quol comptez'vqus?
p§.1:- the preposition comes first in

the.sentence,,,followed by the

;$" ..pronoupl,and,,there4s either
inversion, of the,verb or 'est-ce-que'
inserted .and no inversion.

S. Special interrogative pattern:
,,n,4110.est,ce que c!esttqueiljasking_for a definition

pnly; lqu'est-ce que c'est quiun.'!pardessuor'

'avec qui sortez-vous?'

(

"xtr4-, 64-et
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X. NEGATIVE PATTERN

1. The basic French negative pattern is the use of.the particles
'ne.:..pas' with the 'necoling directly before the object
pronouns (if any) accompanying the verb or verbal auxiliary
and the 'pas' coMing.directly- after the verb. or verbal
auxiliary.: ne me le donne pas'.

2. Therefore, in normal sentences, the 'ne' comes right after
the subject pronoun (the combination 'je ne...' being pro-
nounced r3a753). In interrogative sentences and in commands
the °net is first in the sentence: 'ne voulez-vous pas de
sucre?'

3. Other substitutions. for the negative particle 'pas' are the
following, being divided into two main groups:

a. those which come directly after the verb or
in compound tenses come directly after the
auxiliary: 'pas,' 'jamais,' 'plus,' guere,'
'point, 'rien' :sje.ne stria jamais alie a Paris.'

b. those which come after the past participle in
compound tenses: 'que,° 'personne,' aucun,'
'nul,"ni...hi't vu personne a la gare.'

4. When an iniinitive,is made negative, both particles in group
3a above come before the infinitive. For group 3b, the
second element comes after the infinitive: 'il me dit de
ne pasparlerg vs. 'il me dit de lie regarder personne.'

5. Many of the particles (second eleinent) can be used without
the verb, either alone or with some adverbial element of
pronoun, etc. Thus- 'Avez-vows vu malioeur?--Non, pas
encore!' 'Personae' and 'rieng may becote the 'subject of
the sentence;.in this case they are followed byt'ne':
'personne ne me comprend.'

6. As mentioned under the determinatives, the determinatives
'de la,' du,' °) change to 'de' (°c11) if:

a. the 'du' etc. is one of quantity;
b. it-does not.f61.100, A preposition; and
c. it is an absolute, not a qualified negation.

'('ip ne veux paS du caf noir')
Example: 'Je veux du sucre': 'Je ne veux pas de
sucre.'

7. Notice the following Substitutioni when positive Sentences
are made negative:
'voulez-vous Agglgue chose?' -- 'non, je ne veux r_ ien.'

'voyez-vous suglgkim?' --'non, je ne vois personnW
'allez-vous cuelquee art?' -- ne vacs nulle part.'
'j'ai encore des g teaux.° 9je n'ai plus de, gateaux.'

travaille toulours.° ne travaille
'avez -vous ski fini?' 'je n'ai 211_glacore fini.'
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8. Some of the particles (second elements) can be used toge-
ther, sometimes for emphasis, sometimes for shift in meaning:

a. emphasis: 'plus personne,' 'plus rien,'

'plus nulle part,' jamain personne,' 'jamais

rien,' rien que.'

Example: 'il n'y a rien lt-dedans'; n'y a plus

rien la-dedans.'
b. shift of meaning: 'plus clue,' 'pas que.'

Example: 'je n'ai plus que des livres bleus.'
'je n'ai pas que des livres bleus (j 'en aussi
des rouges;).

9 ...que
a. does not produce a change in the 'de' of quantity:

y a des gateaux dans cette. boite': n'y
sue, des gateaux...."

b. cannot be applied to a simple tense of the verb
but demands a circumlocution for it: 'il n'y

a que lui qui parley; ne fait que pleuvoir.'

c. if used with an infinitive, there are three posi-
tions possible:
'ne' (verb) 'que' (infinitive): ne fait que

parley';
(verb) 'ne' (infinitive) 'que' (another element):
'je veux ne faire que mon detroir";,

'ne' (verb) (inlinittie) Nue' (another element):
'nous ne voulons parler qu'avec lui.'

10. .'rien'and 'personne' (like 'quelque chose' and 'quelqu'un)
when used with an adjective, require a 'de' between the
particle and the adjective coming after: 'je ne sais rien

de nouveau.'
11. 'ne...ni...ni' causes the disappearance of the quantity

article (when unqualified) after it: 91_1 ley a ni pain ni

sucre ici.'
12. The 'ne' is used alone in dependent clauses in two cases,

in a arlyenn:
a. after comparisons, except when the main verb is

negative or interrogative or it is a comparison

of equality: 'il est plus intelligent que vous

ne pensez' but 'il n'est pas plus intelligent

que vous pensee;
b. the so-called "pleonastic" 'ne' (see Chapter XX),

which is dropping from speech: 'je crains qua vous

ne
(It is also Used as a _If,...._2111..2....neativeilout6as' in sore

expressions, e.g., with savoir, pouvoit, oser).
'si' is used instead of 'oui' as an affirmative answer to

a negative question.

'
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XI. PERSONAL CONJUNCTIVE PRONOUNS

1, In French, contrary to English, one type of personal pro-
noun (conjunctive--subject and object) cannot exist without
the verb: they are bound forms and can be considered as
verb satellites or even as prefixes and suffixes of the verb.

2. Different forms of the personal pronouns (disjunctive--sub-
ject and object) must be used for stress or in separation
from the verb. The conjunctive pronouns are never stressed
or separated from the !verb.

3. For conjunctive subject pronouns, the following should be
noted:

a. there are two 2nd person pronouns: 'tut and

'vous.' The usages of these have to be taught
to American..students: 'Jean, veux-tu me dormer
ton devote vs. 'Madame,. voulez-vous entrer?'
'Messieurs) voulez-vous entrer?'
the .30 person pronouns, masculine singular-plural
or feminine eligular-plural, are pronounced alike,
except in liaison. Thus the singular-plural
difference mist be either shown in the verb

vient ' vs, gilsviennene) or in liaison
(41.1 ve. tile Aiment).or produced only by
.context. '('Il pOrte and 'ils portent' are pro-
nounced exactly. alike.)

c. if there are more than two subject pronouns, the
stressed forms must be used with repetition of a
conjuncture pronoun (except,in thet3rd person):
qui et mi, nous savons la NWrite.'

d. the translation of the Englivh "it" will be
ice,' 'ca,' 'ceci,) 'il' impersonal,
'il or 'elle,' according to grammatical context:
c.c'est.bien de vous voir' vs..'il pleut' vs.
'ceci est tree jolt.'

e. the English "they" (without specific reference)
as in "they say" is usually translated by 'on':
'on dit qu'elle est tras aimable.'

4. Position of the subject pronouns:
always before the verb and separated from it by the
negative particle and object pronouns only: 'je ne

vous les donne pas.'
Exception: subject Pronouns come after the verb in
interrogative inversions: ('voulez-vous du pain?')
and are omitted in coMmands (,'venez ici'),

5. 'For conjunctive Object pronouns, the following must be noted:
a. there is a differentiation form between the

direct and indirect object pronouns: '1e,! 'la,'

'les' vs. quiY 'leur.' In addition, those
uses that are thought of as direct or indirect in

Izal*IXD-Vazi ;64-'72aN
rs
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english are not necessarily the same in-French:
"00ii'lloOking for it" but. 'ii le cherche.'

b. in the indirect-objeOt pronouns, there is no
differentistion'Of" sex: to the Sr* person singular

or plural. PliiificatiOn of this must "be done by
a disjunctive pronoun: 'je lui patine, a elle.'

c. there is of course no fixed corresponding meaning in
English to many of the pronouns. Thus, 'en' may
correspond to "it'," "the4 "some," "there":
'j'aime bien le vin--je vous en donne quelques-uns.'
'y' may correspond to "it," "themi," "there":

vais,' pense.' qui° may correspond to
"to her" or "to him": 'je lui donne de l'argent.'
'1" may refer to a man, woman or thing: 'je i'aime.'

6. Position of the object pronouns:
a. except for those cases listed below, they come

before the verb or verbal auxiliary: 'Ulm la
donne.'

b. special case: with certain verbs, the conjunctive
object pronoun cannot be used and .a disjunctive one,
after a preposition, must be: 'je pense )1 mon ami'

becomes 'je pense'a lui.'
c. special case: with commands, the conjunctive object

pronouns-come after the verb: 'donnez-lui le livre.'
d. the-Order of the conjunctive pronouns before the

verb is fixed and must be handled-automatically by
the student. The order is:

me
te le

se la lui
nous les leur
vous

y en

e. after a command this order is the same, except that
the 'me,' te,"se,"nous,"vous' column and
the 'le,' la,"les' columns are reversed and
the disjunctive forms 'moi,' 'toi,' are used.

Note however the use of 'me,' 'te,' before 'en':
sdonnez-ims en!

moi_

y en 4
A

le tot
la lui

les -nous leur
VOU8

f. with infinitives, the object pronouns follow the
same ordering as with the main verb.
Note: that when the infinitive is-preceded by a
preposition q' or 'de,' no contraction between
this and the direct object pronouns occurs: 'ii

C.

IMP
4"rll
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decide de it dire.'
Note: that there are some expressions where the
object pronouns accompany the main verb (especially
when it is 'laisser,' 'faire,' entendre,' 'voir):

'je l'entends chanter.'

Note: the use of "causative! 'faire': 'je lui

fais chercher it maecin', 'je vous ai fait tomber,

excusez-moi.'



XII. PASSE COMPOSE

1. The passe
auxiliary
verb.

127

compose is formed with the present tense of the
('avoir' or 'etre') and the past participle of the

2. Most verbs are conjugated with 'avoir.' However, the following
are conjugated with 1%treg:

a. ALI reflexives;
b. so- called 'intransitives of motion,' with no

direct object.
Examples: 'II s'est blesse.' 'II est venu

3. There are some verbs which can take either 'etre' or
'avoir':

a. Those which take vavoie when nonreflexive and
'etre' when reflexive: 'ii a leve la main' but

s'est levtode bonne heure ce matin.'
b. Those which take 'avoir' when a direct object is

present (i.e., when they are transitive) and0etre when no direct object is present (i.e., when
they are intransitivi): 'je suis descendu de la
chambre' but 'j'ai descendu la valise.'

4. A partial list of those verbs usually conjugated with 'etre':
'alley, venir, arriver, partir, retourner, revenir,
entrer, sortir, muter, descendre, naitre, mourir,
rester, tomber, revenir, d4Ceder': 'il est sorti it
y a quelques minutes ppur chercher un journal.'

5. The past participle ending for regular verbs is thus:
'-er' - !i' = [e]
'-re' - = [y] 'vendre-4'vendu'
'-ir' 'i° = [i] 'finir'

6. Irregular verbs are divided into three main groups:
a. Cy] grout):

'eu (avoir), bu.(boire), connu (connaitre),
cru (croire), lu (lire), pu (pouvoir), su
(savoir), vu (voir), cousu (coudre), plu
(pleuvoir, plaire), refu (recevoir), vecu
(vivre), voulu (vouloir), fallu (falloir),
valu (valoir), couru (courir), de4enu
(devenir), tenu (tenir), venu (venir)'.
[1.] group:

(fuire), souri (sourire), suivi (suivre),
suffi (suffire), acquis (acquerir), conquis
(conquerir), assis (asseoir), mis (mpttre),
pris (prendre), dit (dire), ecrit (ecrire),
conduit (conduire), construit (construire),
produit (produire), traduit (traduire)'.

be

1
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c. highly irregular:
'AP (atre).
'fait' (fairl).
'decouvert (decouVrir), couvert (couvrir),
ouvert (ouvrir), sauffert (souffrir), offert
(offrir)'.
1 craint (craindre), eteint (eteindre), pant
(peindre).'
'more (mourir).

7. The past participle has four different written forms for
each verb--the masculine singular, the feminine singular,
the masculine plural, and the feminine plural: porte,
portee, portes, portees. This is due to the fact that the
past participle is actually an adjective. It agrees

a. when conjugated with 'avoir' or when-it is
reflexive, with the precedin$, direct object,
if any. Agreement is in gender and number.
(Exception--'en', where there is y) agreement.)
Examples: lettre a la botte;
je l'ai portie a la botte.' fin rea donne
des cerises; it mien a donne'.
Note that inreflexives, the preceding 'se'
must be carefully categorized as either a direct
object or an indire3t object pronoun. Emple:
'elle s'est lave'e' but 'elle ,s'est lave les

mains.*
b. when conjugated with 'etre' (end nop reflexive)

with the subject: 'elle est rentree.'
8. Althowsh there are four written forms possible, most verbs

have only one spoken form, so that such agreement is purely
in writing. (The four forms of 'pone% listed under nura
ber seven are pronouncedin the same way.) Exceptions:

a. there are times when liaison between the past
participle in the plural and certain words begin-
ning with a vowel will indicate plurality, but this
liasion is generally optional and left out in fast
speech: 'il les a portees a la maison.'

b. the main source of two spoken forms, showing the
masculine-feminine dimension, is the verbs which
end in a consonant in the written formi but the
consonant is pronounced only for the feminine.
Examples of this can be found in the list of verbs
under number six.

9. The past iarticiple is separated from its auxiliary by:
a. a negative particle ('pas,' rien,"point,'

'plus')
b. certain adverbs ( °d4j1,9 'souvent,' ltoujoure)

,01141."V" g' zwf yr. o. z4 t=4"`e " " "" " " '
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c. the subject pronouns in inversion.
Examples: tje n'ai pas fini' a aja fini'
'Avez-vous fini?'
In all other cases it comas directly after the

auxiliary: 'il n'a vu personne'.

10. The past particiRle is used in three other main constructions:
a. after 'etre.' to form the present passive. This

particular construction is easily confused with
the passe compose: 'je suis surpris' vs, 'je
suis

b. after 'avoir' or 'Igtre' to form the perfect infini-
tive: tapas avoir fini.'

c. with a noun, purely as an adjective: 11a porte
ouverte.'
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XIII. IMPERFECT

1. The imperfect is formed by taking the first person plural
indicative present of the verb, dropping the [:).5.1= 'ons'

ending and adding the following endings:
[e] for the singular-and third person plural.
Fjlpor the first person plural, and
e for the second-person plural.

2. Remarks on the above:
a. some people use [it] for the singular and third

person plural in careful speech; and
b. [iy5] and WO are used after two consonants in

the stem.
3. The only exception to this: 'ftte'- has a different stem:

4. The pluperfect is formed by an auxiliary (either 'avoir' or
'etre') in the imperfect and the past participle of the verb.
(The same rules for agreement and placement of the past
participle obtain for the pluperfect as for the passe
compose.)

5. The difference, in usage between the imperfect and the passe
compose is a very difficult and subtle one to express
verbally. There are, however, some points to be noted.

6. The imperfect generally denotes "duration in the past,"
thus a state or condition of affairs, a continuous action
or a repeated action: 'jggiais content,' 'je me levais
tous les/jours aehuit heures.'

7. The passe compose generally denotes an action thought of
as having taken place at one point in time (44er j'ai vu mon
ami') or an action which has taken place at an indefinite
time in the past (Tai eie heureux).

8. The imperfect also denotes an action in progress when
another action occurs (the second usually being in the
passe compose): 'pendant que je chantais, it est parti.'

9. Another difference is that the imperfect denotes an action
of which the beginning and/or end are not noted or, at
least, not relevant to the speaker, while the passg compose
denotes an action of which the .beginning and end are noted
and relevant.

10. In addition, the imperfect is used in 'si' contrary-to-
fact clauses: 'si j'etais a Paris, je serais content.'

11. Due to their meanings, certain verbs are generally used
natilyin the imperfect. They are:

'etre, avoir, esperer, aimer, savoir, connaitre,
/

comprendre, vouloir, penser, croire, pouvoir.'
However, if .they appear in the passe compose, they denote
an action at a given time rather than a state:

Tavais peur' = "I Nes afraid" but
eu peur' = "I became frightened."
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XIV. RELATIVE PRONOUNS

1. In French, contrary to English, a relative pronoun must
Lx_abas be used--it cannot be left out or be "understood."

2. Also, all relative pronouns must have some antecedent
present in the sentence, whether a definite one such as
a person or an idefinite one such as 'ce.'

3. As regards to the 'indefinite'r,anteceaent in the sentence,
some authors have analyzed the °ce° (in.'ce.qui,"ce.que,°
'ce etc.) as belonging to the main clause and there-
fore as an antecedent of the relative pronoun. Others have
analy'ed these same constructions as a two-word composite
pronoun, which is used as the subject, direct or indirect
object, etc. of the verb in its own clause; and the whole
clause thus acts as a subject, direct%or'indirect.object,
etc. of the main verb'. (Thus: "Jle ne comprends pas ce

que vows dites. Ce que vows dites nest pas clair.
m'a parlefde ce cell a vu.') It does not matter which
vague view it except that regarding the 'ce° as an ante-
cedent and the second eledent above as the relative. pro-
noun makes our following analysis less complek. _Thus we
will use this viewpoint.

4. With this in mind, we can classify the pronouns according
to:

a. inanimate vs. animate definite antecedent; or
indefinite Antecedent 'ce.'

b. function of the pronoun in its own clause.

5. All relative pronouns used as subjects of their clauses
and regardless of their antecedents, are 'qui': Whomme
qui est

6. All relative pronouns used as direct objects of the verb in
their own clause are 'que,' regardless of their antecedent;
Whomme que vows voyez'

7. After prepositions (excluding 'de') the picture is more
complex:

a. for animate antecedents, the normal pronoun is

94:149°

'l'homme pour qui je travaille
However, 'lequel° may sometimes be used after
these prepositions and must be used after
'parmi° and 'entre:
'les homdes parmi lesquals je travaille'

b. for inanimate antecedents, 'lequel' is normally
used:
'le travail auquel je pense°
However, for thoie antecedents of time, and
location, 'oil° may be used:

'la maison dans laquelle (OW je travaille°

9 I'
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8. After the preposition 'de,' the following is true:
a. for animate and inanimate antecedents, 'dont'

is generally used: 11'homme dont je parle',
°le 'Duquel' or 'de qui'
are used for animate antecedents if the relative
pronoun is preceded by a preposition or a noun
in the relative clause:
'Volta 'le garcon avec la soeur de qui je dense'
'd' our also replaces 'dont' for inanimate ante-
dedenti of location:
°la maison d'ot je viens de sortir

b. for indefinite antecedent 'ce,' 'dont' is also
used. However, it can be replaced by 'de quoi':

°Je sais ce dont (de quoi) vous parlez.'
9. Word order in the relative clause is always normal (subject,

verb, object) except in those cases where 'que' (direct
object) may produce the verb, subject order when the sub-
ject is longer than the verb:
"Mill les fusils que dopnent les gd6draux aux soldats'.

10. There is another type of clause which is easily confused
with the relative clause but which should be contrasted with
it. This is that of an indirect question. The indirect
question (e.g., 'je sais qui eat atriVd...°) should be
looked on as a transform of the indirect question (e.g.,
'qui est arrivi...?°). Thus there is a whole series of
indirect questions:
'Qui est arri1.44°-- 'Je sais qui est arrive.'

regardez-vous?' sais qui vous regardez.'
'44, qui patlez-vous?' 'Je sais quivous-parlez-:!:

quoi pensez-vbus?' --'Je sais 1 quoi vous pensez.'
'Vers ou allez-vous ?' -.!Je me demande vers au vous allez.'
'De qui parlez- vous ?' sais de qui vous parlez.'
'Comment l'avez-vous fait?'-- 'Je me demande comment vous

l'avez fait.'
'De quoi parlez-vous?' sais de quoi vous parlez.'

or 'Je sais ce dont vous parlez.'
11. Indeed, those cases where gm° is the indefinite antecedent

of the relative clause can be looked on as transforms of the
indirect question:
'Qu'est-ce qui est arrivg2-(i. 'Je sais ce qui est arrive.'
'Que faites-vous?'-- sais ce que vous faites.'
'De quoi parlez-vous?'-- °Je sais ce dont vous parlez.'
Since gm' has been treated as an antecedent in the main
clause, however, these clauses are also treated as relative.
ones and not as indirect questions. (see #2 above)

,--7,07r..0.-=>, .0". ,YeA,,,,"Tir
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XV. FUTURE TENSE

1. The future is formed in various ways:
as some verbs add the endings r-R0 [R4? and

1.4 (orPte g5 9 and p11.-53 if the stem

ends in two consonants: eparleraie) to the
singular form of the present: sachatftai.'

b. others add[g] , and L$] to the infinitive;

'partirai.'
c. ethers will be irregular according to either

of these rules, but the irregularity can be
systematized: e.g., EdReJ after the present
stem, if it ends in a nasal vowel: eviendrai.'

d. still others are alw*yos irregular, and must be
explained separately: 'semi,' 'ferai,' °pourrai,'
etc.

2. The endings of the future are always the same and even in
the case of irregularity, there is always an ge present
to signal the future.

3. The future perfect is formed by the future of the auxiliary
and the past participle of the verb: 'serai venu,' 'aurai
fini.'

4. The imperative, a kind of future, is identical with the
second person singular and plural and first person plural
of the present indicative: 'donne,' 'donnez,' 'donnons.'

Exceptions: °avoir,° ettre,' usavoire and 'vouloir"
which use the corresponding.forms of their'irregular
subjunctives; 'ayee,' Psoyez,' 'Sachet,' 'veuillez.'

5. An alternative form of the future and one which is gaining
in frequency of usage, is the construction of the present
tense of 'filler' plus the infinitive of the verb.: %le

vais finir dams quelques instants.' This is used more com-
monly for the immediate future.

6. Another expression for the immediate future, where the
futurity ie evident to speaker and addressee, is the use
of the present tense: g.le viens tout'a l'heure.'

7. In general, if the verb in the main clause is in the
future, the verb in any subordinate clause, if it refers
to the future also, must be in the future. (This includes
those subordinate clauses after imperatives): 'je vous
iCrirai dis que j °arriverai.° 'Ecrivez-lui aussittt que
vous recevrez ma lettre'.

8. These subordinate clauses are generally introduced by such
adverbs as 'quand': 'quand vous arriverez, je vous donnerai
de l'argent.' Other common introducers, 'pedant que,'

°autant que,' comme,' rue,"84'
take the future tense when referring to the future. The
future perfect (referring to a completed action in the
future) is sometimes used after 'apAS .que,' que,'
1 quand': 'je partirai des que j'aurai fini ceci.'

eat
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XVI. CONDITIONAL TENSE

1. The present conditional is formed from the future by
dropping the final vowels (of the future endings) and
replacing them by the endiag used in the imperfect:
'it porterat--til porterait.'

2. The only difficulties that obtain are:
a. after two consonants in the stem, the first and

second person plural endings, 6;5/ and 6,4
become AI/ and /ije/ respectively; tvendrions°,
tvendriez.8

b. in all Ler' verbs, an hal appears in the stem
(before the /R/) for the first and second persons
plural: °nous porterions,! 'vous porteriez.'

3. The conditional perfect (or past conditional) is formed from
the present conditional of the auxiliary and the past parti-
ciple of the verb: 'aurions dit,' 'serious allis.'

4. In general the present conditional is used to indicate the
result of an action not based on facts ("contrary-to-fact"):
'Si je le savais, je vous le dirais,' or as a future action
after the main verb in the past tense ("sequence of tenses"):
til mit'a dit quill viendrait en deux heuree.° The condi-
tional perfect is likewise used for contrary-to-fact actions
and for the future action after a pluperfect: psi je

l'avais su je vous l'aurais dit.' til m'a dit slue deux ans

avant it avait serait veniOa Paris avant la
fin de igande.' There are also some isolated uses of the '

conditional which have specialized meaning. (see #6 below).

5. Thus, the present conditional in general parallels the
usage of "would" in English while the conditional perfect
parallels the usage of "would have."

6. The special uses of the conditional in a main clause
are these:

a. to soften the tone of speech: °je voudrais vous
parler,° 'tu ne pourrais pas to taire'

b. to indicate the English idiom 'looks like ";
'on dirait du vim's= "it looks like wine"

c. isolated instances with an if-clause implied:
'je semis parti plus tat (si j° avais su).'

7. By far the most important use of the conditional is in the
main clause:of a contrary-to-fact condition, accompanied by
a si-clause. The sequence of tenses is:

a. if the meaning of the sentence is present or
future, the 'sit-clause uses the imperfects, and
the main clause the present 'conditional: vstil

eiait ici, it vous dirait lui-mane'
b. if the meaning of the sentence is past, the

'si' clause uses the pluperfect and the main/
clause the conditional perfect: teil avait ete
content,,i1 v serait revenue'.

A,. `b, tA.
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8 Note that the conditional is neveriused in .a 'sis clause:

'S'il 4tait ici, je lui dirais que.' However, the condi-

tional is used after 'ail in'an indirect question: 'Deman-

des-lui s'il viendrait ici dans deux heures'.

4. 4. 4440.44.7
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XVII. DISJUNCTIVE PERSONAL 2RONOUNS

1. The disjunctive personal pronouns (also called ustress,ed"
personal pronouns) are used instead of the conjunctive per-
sonal pronouns (subject and object) when the pronouns are
stressed or are otherwise Separated from the verb.

2. Thus,
a. if'tbere is more than one subject pronoun or the

speaker wants to stress the subject pronoun, the
disjunctives must be used and the conjunctives
Corresponding.to them.also expressed (except in
the case ofthe third person singular and plural):

je.tUis content,' 'lui et' moi, nous sommes
tree -contents,' 'lui et elle wont venir idi!

b. alio, if-the subject is diSconnected from the
verb as, by a relative clause, -the disjunctive or
some other Substitute, must be used: gmoi, qui
suis tr4s content de vos etudes.je vous die.'

3. The-disjunctive object pronouns are used for:
a. two -or lore objects that the speaker wants to dif-

ferentiate;- 'elle nous acme, lUi et moi.'
b. stressing the object: -'je to parle, s toi.'
c. makinglIm.objett clear (especially for the

third person indirect object, Where the gender
of the .terson involved is not clear): 'je lui
parle, a elle.'

4. The disjunctives.tre also Used for the following:
a. after a preposition: 'avec moi,' 'ce sera.'
b. after °etre' or When the Verb is omita.ed: 'c'est

moi,' 'A qui pensez-vaas?' -. 9A lui.'
c, after 'ne que or iseulement,' When they. are the

element being limited: 'Ii n'y a que moi ici.°
d. with the Suffix '-name' attached, for emplEasis

of the action or the subject: °Tu it feras toiA
mem.'

5. There are also several verbs which do not allow replacement
of plus person by''lui,' eleurg before the verb. These
then take .°10 plus disjunctive ('lui,' Seux,' 'elle,' 'elles').
The following verbs are among the most common:

'penser a; songer venir a, courir.-4, alley
etre a (possession)': 'je pense a lui.'

6. Likewise with those verbs which take 'de' plus person,
the latter is usually replaced by the disjunctive pronoun:

'avoir peur,de, avoir besoin de, icrire de, etre sur
de, se souvenir de,' etc.: 'Pei pear de lui.'
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XVIII. DEMONSTRATIVE AND POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS

1. The demonstrative pronouns are the following:

1 celui-ci,' fcelui-110 "this," "that"

'cello -ci,"celle-11' "this," "that"
1
ce ux -ci,

V ceux-11° "these," "those"

'cellos -ei,' acelles-i10 "these," "those"

ce "it," "this," etc.

'eta', 'eels° (ca') "this," "that"

2. The' -ci° of all these forms (including fcecif,) derived
from 'ici = "here" refers to the nearer while the f-af
of all these forms (including 'eels' and colloquial fve)
from '1k' = "there" refers to the more distant.

3. Thus, 'celui -ci' can mean "the latter" while fcelui-1k'

can mean "the former,"
4. The first group of demonstratives giver can also be used

without the affex ' -ci' or 9:10 in the 'following cases:
a. if followed by a prepositional phrase (usually

1
'de'): 'Quel livre preferex-vous11--fJe pre-
are celui de Jean.'

b. if followed by a relative clause--note that
English expressions like. !'he loh9r "those who"
correspond in French to demonstrative pies 'qui':
°Celui qui aime la France dolt... or la France....

5. 'eels' (5a) and 'eta' mean, roughly, "that" and "this"
but differ froM the first group in that thiy refer to com-
plete statements, ideas or things pointed out but not named.
They are, in short, vaguer terms: faimez-vous cela?' icecit

can also refer to something about to be mentioned, while
feels° refers to something already mentioned.

6. fee' as demonstrative can be used only as a subject with the
verb "to be" and in some expressions in which "to be" is
the logical verb: °C'est vrai.' °Ce doll/etre vrai.'

7. The possessive pronouns are:
le mien, la mienne, les miens, les miennes
le teen,
le sien, ----
le eatre, la notre, Its nttres, noAtres

le Vttre,
le leur, la leur, les leurs, Is leurs.

8. Notice that the article must always accompany the possessive

pronoun. The article, of course, and the pronoun itself
agree in gender and number with the thing possessed, not

with the possessor.

9. Notice that the disjunctive possessive pronouns may--like
the disjunctive persoilal pronouns--be used without a definite

antecedent. When they are so used, they have a restricted

meaning: 'les miens' refers to my f.mily, my people, etc.
'Je penbe IL ma families, je pense aux miens.'

"5116-11.4..ca"."44.5145'le-t`e,
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XIX SUBJUNCTIVE (part one)

1. The present subjunctive (or "timeless subjunctive") is
formed

a. on the third person plural of the indicative
and is identical with it for the singular
forms and the third person plural. Exceptions
to this are: 'fasse (faire), veuille (vouloir),
sache (savoir), puisse (pouvoir), 4ille (alley),
aie (avoir), vaille (valoir), sois (etre)'.

b. On the first and second person plural of the
imperfect and is *denticalliiththese for the
first and second person plural subjunctive.
Exceptions to this are: 'puissions (pouvoir),
fassions (faire), sachions (savoir), soyons
(savoir), ayons (avoir).' Note that some verbs
which are irregular in the singular and third
person plural subjunctive are regular in the
first :nd second persons plural.

2. The present perfect subjunctive is formed on the present
subjunctive of the auxiliary and the past participle of
the verb.

3. The imperfect subjunctive--a literary tense--is formed
.n various ways (sometimes on the passe simple)
Tue. endings fl are: '-asse, -asses, -lit, -assions, -assiez,

-assent'; '-isse, -isses -issions, -issiez,
-issent'; '-usse, -usses, -ut, -ussions, -ussiez
- ussent'.

The imperfect subjunctive is used after the past indicative.
4. The pluperfect subjunctive is formed on the imperfect of the

auxiliary and past participle ofthe verb. It is strictly
a literary tense and is primarily used after a past indica-
tive for an action which took place before that of the main

verb.
5. The meaningsLof the: subjunctive are:

a. an action which is doubtful (of doubtful reality).
b. an action in which the speaker is emotionally

involved.
However, it is best to approach the subjunctive not
from the point of view of the meaning but from the
point of view of the grammatical constructions
demanding it use.

6. In many of its uses the subjunctive, in a subordinate clause,
is signalled by and is dependent on the elements of the
main clause: i.e., it is syntactically bound. Thus, after
some elements it must be used and aftoz others it can never
be used. However, there are some cases where the subjunctive
is not required and its choice depends on what the subject
wants to say. Also, there are cases where the subjunctive is
used in the main clause.

'
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7. In general, the signals for the Use of the subjunctive are:
in the main clause:

certain impersonal expressions
certain verbs
indefinite antecedents (for a relative clause)

in the subordinate clause:
certain conjunctions

8. Many impersonal expressions take the subjunctive (after 'clue):
a. il est temps, il eat bon, il est malheireux'
b. il est ndeessaire, il est essential
c. il est juste'
d. it est impossible, il est possible (but not il

est probable')
e. il se peut., ii fact, it vaut mieux, it semble,

it suffit (but not il Me amble')
Note: it is not used after expressions of certainty
or probability in the affirmative but.it is used after
these in the negative:
f. it n'est pas certain, it n'est pas probable,

it n'eet pas vrai.

9. Many main verbs denoting wishing, commanding or permitting
take the subjunctive also:

a. ' vouloir, demander, exiger, ddiendm, insister
permettre, tenirNace que, conseddrA ce gut'.

b. Note that certain of these, even with a subject
different from the verb can take an infinitive:
e.g., afendre, demander, permettre: 'je permets
que vous entriez' or 'je vous permets d'entrer.'

c. Others, however, can not take an infinitive and must
take the subjunctive: e.g., vouloir, rimer, desirer,
paferer: 'je veux que vous veniez.'

10. Verbs or expressions of emotion take the subjunctive:
'titre heureux, titre content, tre desole, titre

honteux; /etre surpris, etre eionn4 regreter,
craindre, avoir peur, d4iirer, as rejouir.'

11. Verbs of denial or doubt take the subjunctive:
'douter, bier, ul pas croire, ne pas penser, ne pas
esperer, ne pas etre sOr, ne pas lire, ne pas com-
preudre, ne pas trouver, ne pas "etre certain, ne pas
ttre waist Also '.see #8f
It is also used after a main verb in the form of a
question, to signal doubt. 'croyez-vous, pensez-vous,
espgrezTvousl'

12. Agter.an imperative:
/

que je to dise la verite.'

Al

a
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XX. SUBJUNCTIVE (part two)

1. The subjunctive is also used automatically after certain
conjunctions:

a. q condition que, pourvu que, pour que, afin que,
bien que,, qUdique, jusqu°.h ce que, en attendant
que, a moires que, de peur que, non que.°

b. It can never be used after others, no matter what the
meaning of the verb in the main clause is:
'parce'que, depuis que, tandis que, apAs que,
puisque, alors que, pedant que, lorsue.°

c. With-certain others, the subjunctive is optional
and depends on the meaning to be conveyed: e.g.,
'de (telle) sorte que,' 'de (telle) tarn que,'
'de (telle) mahlare que; take the subjunctive
if the subordinate clause expresses purpose:

parle.lentiiment de aorta que nous le com-
preniohs,' If it expresses a result, the in-
dicative is used:. 'Il a pule lentement de
sorte quemousl'avons compris.°

d. Also note-thatwhen the subject of both. clauses
is the saie, the infinitive and a.preposition
(rather than the corresponding conjunction) is
used: .

the conjunction:
is changed to:eve

'pour que °pour'

'avant que 'avant de°
'Sand que 'sans

'de peur que° "de pour de°
moms que moires de°

'afin que' .'afin de'
'A ce que gil

Example: °Nous le faisons afin que nous soyons
content''' 'Nous le faisons afin dePtre contents.'
In some instances, a noun phrase is substituted, e.g.:
avant que vous arriviee-- 'avant votre arriviet?

2. The subjunctive is also used in certain relative clauses:
a. when the antecedent is modified by-the superla-

tive or useul,"unique,"premier,"dernier,'
°pm': '4ollria plus jolieItudiante que nous
connaissionS.°
But, for factual statements (no uncertainty,
negation, or emphasis) the indicative is used:
'Maurice a emprUntele seul ,cahier qui me restait.

b. When the action of the dependent clause is uncer
tain, doubtful or unreal; 'je cherche quelqu'un
qui puissi m'aider.' This is generally found
after such .expressions as: 'personae, rien, pas
d'homme, pas d'amis, vouloir quelque chose,
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c. After certain expressions like:

'(soit) que....(soit) que'
int24 que'

%raw a.

qne'
'quelque' + noun/adjective/adverb +
'quel que' qu e '

Examples: 'Qu'il'ait tort, qu'il ait raison,
cela m'est egal.'

3. The subjunctive is further used in expressions of the follow-
ing type, with or without 'que':

'soit' IF "so be it"
'(pas) (autant) que je Bache'
aiusi soit-il'
'Dieu soit lode'

'qu'il parte' Met-him leave")
4. In some of the subordinate clauses where the subjunctive is

used, an "expletive" or "pleonastic" 'ne' is used with an
affirmative verb, in written and, infrequently, in spoken
French... This 'ne!.is used after the following expressions:

a. 'craindre ...que...ne'
'avoir penr...que...ne'
(but not when either is in the negative):
'je crains qil vlenne!'but 'je ne craip_s
pas qu'il vienne.'

b. Ine pas_douter!
'ne pas nier'
'ne pas contester'
'ne pas azettre en doute'

or all above in the interrogative
(but not after any of these in the affiimative):
'nous ne .doutons pas qu'il ne soit intelligent:' but
'nous doutons qu'il soit intelligent.'

c. 'de peur
'de craint5 que'
avant' que'

imoint que'
'sans que'

'dans la crainte que'
'partez de bOhne heure de peur qu'il ne pleuve.'

viendra ici avant que-vous no partiez pour
l'Amkrique.'

5. A note on sequence of tenses: since the imperfect and plu-
perfect subjunctives are never used in conversation the
present and past subjunctives are the only ones used in the
sequence of tenses in spoken French..
Thv present subjunctive is used then then the action, is being
performed or about to be petformed (i.e., simultaneity or
posteriority with the main verb.) The past subjunctive
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1. Adverbs are regularly farmed by adding the suffix '-ment'
(Cmaq) to the feminine form of the adjective (or Lame.] if
the stem ends in two consonants): 'plein$ment, justement.'

2. The following are the irregularities:
a. The adjectives ending in '-ant' or '-enti ((-3)

will lose their nasality before the addition of
1 -mene to the masculine form: qvidene--
1/evidemmene."

b. As an orthographic rule it can be stated that
adjectives ending (orthographically) in the masculine
form in a vc-7e1 form the adverb from the masculine
form: 'poliv--'polimene; evrai''vraiment".

c. A certain small number of adjectives add '-gMent'
qemlig) to the orthographic masculine form 'pricidement.

d. Some adjectives change their stems slightly:
'brivement.'

e. Others change their stems completely: 'bien.'
f. Still others are completely identical with the

adjective: 'haut.'

3. The comparison of adverbs is:
'plus...que' 'plue precisement que'

/
'noins...que' 'moins precisement que'
'aussi...que' 1 aussi pricisgment que'
The irregular adverbs are:

'bien' 'mieux'
'mai' -- 'pis°

4. The superlative of adverbs is:
'le plus.' 'le plus precisemene
(with invariable 'le')
Irregularities:
'le mieux, le pis, le mins.'

5. The position of the adverb is thus:
a. with simple tenses, immediately after the verb:

vient souvent lei'
b. with compound tenses certain adverbs come between

the auxiliary and the past participle of the verb
such as 'deja° 'souvent': 'il est souvent venu
ici'.

c. with compound tenses, certain others come after
the past participle of the verb: such as 'hier,'
'd'ailleurs,' 'asset': 'il est venue ici hier'

d. notice that the adverb never comes between the
subject and the verb: "Jean really is nice"
'Jean est vraiient 'gentil.'

e. when an adverbAs used with a 'verb and infinitive'
construction9 the adverb comes between the verb
and infinitive if it modifies the verb or is of that
small list of adverbs which modify the infinitive
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yet come before it ('beaucoup,' 'bien,' mal,'
toujours,' 'trop'): 'descendez vite ouvrir la
porter' 'nous devors beaucoup travailler.' The rest
either follow or may take either position, depending
on the meaning of the sentence: 'vous devez manger
assez,"il inviei-iahvent Roger\a year'
but 'it invite Robert Zvenit=iatvent.'

In general, adverbs of time or location (excluding those which
are syntactically bound to the verb phrase) come at the end
of the sentence: 'ii doit venir ici'a deux heures.'

s.
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1. The present participle is formed by adding the ending
'-ant' (J) to replace the ending '-ons' of the first
person plural present. The only exceptions are: qtant
(gtre), ayant (avoir), sachant (savoir).'

2. The present participle is invariable. Thus it should not
be confused with certain adjectives which are formed on the
present participle and which show agreement in gender and
number.

3. Although the present participle may sometimes be translated
by the English participle in "-ing," many errors may arise
from equating the present participle with the English "-ing"
form.

4. The present participle is often used after 'en' (sometimes
preceded by 'tout' for emphasis) to indicate either a
simultaneous action performed :;.17 the subject or a means of
action: 'tout en sachenti chante en gcrivant
la lettre,' 'en prenant son cafe', moon pare lit la revue.'
'En' is the onlTpreposition after which the present
participle may occur.

5. The present participle may also be uued alone (without 'en')
to express a cause or reason or avear-simultanepus action:
'taut trop jeune, n'a pas pu travailler,' 'etant souf-
frant, it est rests chez lui.'
The other translations of the English "-ing" forms are
usually the infinitive (see below) and the noun. "I like
swimming"-- Taime pager' or Taime la natation.'
Also remember that the pre-sent progressive tense, so familiar
to Engli.sh speakers, muet be translated by one of the tenses
of the French verb, past, present or future, and not by the
'-ant' farm of the verb.

7. The infinitive is, in general, formed on the present stem and
''-er ([e7 ), '-reCRj) or '-ir (CiRJ ). The perfect
infinitive is formed on the infinitive of the auxiliary and
the past participle of the verb.

8. The aepenaent infinitive is in general used in these construc-
tions with verbs, adjectives, nouns and prepositions:

a. with verbs: the infinitive can follow certain
verbs without a preposition preceding (e.g., 'vouloir').
Others require '11' (e.g., 'reussie) or 'de' (e.g.
''decider'). Still others can be linked by other
prepositions, such as 'pour' (e.g., 'alley').

b. In some of the above expressions, the infinitive
can have a different subject from that of the main
verb: The subject then comes before the infinitive;
'elle aide son fiere It chanter.'
Certain other verbs (e.g., 'vouloir2) can take only
an infinitive with the slime subject-- otherwise a
subordinate clause must be used: 'il veut que je vous
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donne.'
c. With ad ectives: the infinitive is generally-preceded

by or de (or some other preposition):
'pi2t 1120 'content de.'

d. With nouns: the infinitive is generally preceded by
'11' Or ',de' (or some other preposition):
'allle a manger.'

These may either be active or passive infinitives:
'elle t'amuse jouer du pianos' 'elle consent kttre menti4.
minis' They may be wed with negative particlesqtec!Lesson
X). They also take direct and indirect objects' ai-a-finite
Verb dciis. (see Lesson XI).

e.' After apAs: vapras avoir
Note that with 'apAs,' the infinitive must be ii the
perfect,
f. after the 'main verb faire:. in this construction

the verb fairels equivalent-to the-English
expression "to make or have tomeppe do something":
'il me fait chercher le mitacii! (see also Lesson
M1-6f).
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XXIII. PASSE SIMPLE, PASSE ANTERIEUR

1. These,two tenses are almost exclusively literary, and so the
student should not have to be able to produce them until he
reaches fairly advanced stages of the course (0.8., Advanced
Composition).

2. In regular formation,tthe endings of the 'passe simple are:

a. '-er° verbs: Lai, as, a, Ames, Ites, erent.'
bo '-iri verbs : '-.is, is, it, Imes,;Ttes, irent.'

c. Lre' verbs: 'is, is, it, Imes, ites, irent.'

3, The irregular verbs are classified as follows:
a. past participle in '-u': 'us, us, ut, times, Cites,

urrt°
'vecut (vivre), lut (lire), voulut (vouloir), dut
(devoir), put (pouvoir), but (boire), recut (rece-
voir), sut (savoir)'
past participle in l=1.,.',same endinwas in 2b, c.
'mit (mettre)., acquit- kacqUerii),. prit (prendre),

.dit e,o,re)4 rit (rire)'-.

c. past participle in-Le:- 's, s, t,li)nes, (i)tes,
(breve
Iviut (glair), tint (tenir), devint (devenir),
vit (voir), vetit (vetir)'

d. past participle other than,Lu', '=i':
tnaquit (naitre), uourut (mourir), craignit
(craindre), fit (faire), icrivit (4crire)'

e. the auxiliaries:
A

etre: 'qus, fus, fut, ;elms, futes, furent'
avoir: 'eus, eus, eut, eOtes, eurent'

4. The pas6 anterleur is formed with the passe simple of the
auxiliary and the past participle of the verb.

5. The passe simp3A (sometimes also ,called the passe defini)
replaces the passe compol4 in literary texts.

6. The passe anteriaur is used in subordinate clauses after
certain conjunctions where the main clause is in the passe
simple and the immediate past is meant. The most common
coujunctions are:
sarlitAitk que,' que,' 'sitOt que,'

'quand'.
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XXIV. VOCABULARY PROBLEMS

General Statement: definition of lexical or content words.

1. As far as the teaching of vocabulary is concerned, no
vocabulary items should be taught out of context, for
it is only in context that the particular. word can be
understood in its real meaning.

2. By vocabulary, we mean those words or expressions that
have a specific content, that refer by themselves to a
specific concept. We do not mean those words which do
not refer to concepts or have only a grammatical
function.

3. We will divide up the problems connected with the content-
-words into four categories (to be discussed in the following

lessons),
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A. Classification of Problems: False Cognates.
1. The first probliiii: `faille cognates or 'faux amis'

as they are called in French, where the form of the word

11,11.4nglASU.and:.,fiench- verymach the same and yet- the

'ziegniing.

2. The difference-Ur-meaning can be very' slight or extremely
wide- =in fact- one can say that no cognates (even true
ones) have exactly the .same meaning in both languages
'because na 'two- languages and no -two people- have the same

-content nor' the tiame-Norld-view" attached to
the vordS:- :/'

3. False 'cogaater;- of course, -present- great problems and
require special attention.
Some, exakplea of false cognates:

"money" vs 1-monikaie"gardez. la monnaie! ,("keep the
change") vs. 'j'ai assez d'argent' ("I have enough
money")

5. "demand" vs. 'demander': 'elle m's demand de
l'argent' ("she asked me for some money") vs. 'ce
travetl exige de l'experience' ("this job demands

requires - experience ") vs. 1puis-je vous 'poser une
"motion?" ("can gutVI ask you a questiOn?")

6. There are any other 'faux.ainlisi which must be noted.
Among these are:

"deception" vs. .'deception'
"lecture" vs. 'lecture!

"use" vs. 'user'. _
"figure" vs. 'figute'

"conference" vs. 'confgrence'
11course If 'cours'

"rest" vs. 'rester'

"guard" vs. 'gander'.
7. The difference in meaning of these should. be learned. Nor

should it ever be assumed that words not included on the list
are indeed true cognates. And finally-, one should never make
up a word in French, for an expression in English, by simply
putting a French pronunciation on an English word, and assume
it to have the same meaning.

;,;
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B. One word in_paglish for several Worth; in French.
1. AnOther vbeabulary.OiOble& exists 'When-English has really

only-one word but this is-translated by different words
in French.

2. In szhek. words, Ftendh hais cut 4, the "semantic" area of the
meaning range -of this word into smaller areas.

3. The-prediSe recognition Of the difference in meaning in
French may be either easy or difficult for the speaker
oi'Engliah, This seems to depend upon whether the same
sort distinction is. made in the mind of the speaker
of English or not. .

4. Ai example of -an: Owlet distinction' to learn-Ai that of:
"leave" vs. 1 Iaisier,l' ' "sortie de,' quitter'

. e

:Wise met livtes quilque 'pare
quitte: `la= salle'

Voulez-vous- paiititt

Sometimes
.1Allez-vous _sottit de la maiston,

et lie iliffetentes--betireen such as in the
le above, can be explained:' b'y' the means o some

diagram, with Ofthe-:diff$47e Tides.

6. iimibek' 4 be 'exp

'laissek' mean's` leave- be

''"quitter'" all -mean to

leave lave the= following listinetion :

'sortir de' means to..-go: out of-,, place:-

'partir.' means :simply to. so:

'quitter'- means ..to Ito,away from a specific place:

7. Still other sets of Fren4h :words are more difficult for
a student to diffeientiate. Take the following:

"take, bring" vs. 'prendre, porter, apporter,
emporter, mener, amener, emener'
'prenez cette-lettre
'portez cette lettre d la boite'
apportez tous. vos livrei
'emportez ces disques'
'menet votre soeur a sa chambre'
amener vos amts chez nous'
'emmenez ces enfants'
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8. The above could.be,digginosed as:
. with thing*: ,:'porter, eMpotter, apporter' (gad

occasionally 'amener')
with persons: 'menii, eilmener, amener.'
These would be the spq.cific cues.
Note that any ti ine. specific cues such as the
above can be used; to explain the difference between

.words, they are a powerfUlotooi.
9. For semantic differantiation, the following should be noted:

'porter!: to take,' to carry ilong, with destination
mentioned.

!emporter, emmener': to take along, to takec:away,
no destination, need be mentioned

'mener': to lead, with destination mentioned
'apporter, to bring along, to bring to
'prendre': to take, to :Beige, to pick up, to take

hold of-.
10. Some words. will -present _great, difficulty and will. have to

be drilled. on -extensively:
'Jour' vs. (and., 040.se 11.0114n.
Mat illge 'an' vs, 'anaie;!) 'soirt 45. rkoiree").

'11 a pass& deuce jonrs_.a Paris.
pass g Jourilee chez -soli ori:Cle'

'Lel jour -de mei -exaMensi, cetàit :une .longue joarnge.'
11.. Structural as Well as' seMantic clues rust be pointed out:

1. '-Jour' after -Cardinal' inbers
ijournee' after ordinals

2. 'jour' is a Simple diviiiion of time, .while
'Joarnee.' referfs to duration of time.

12. Other -example-Z-otif- this .saile type of phenomenon (one
word in English, two -or _more word's ,in-French)::

'savoir vs. connaltre'
'meilleur vs. lime
'dans
'premier vs. le prenter"vs. d'abord°

-It-end-oat:ter retrOuVer ;--rej-oindre- vs. faire la
connaissance'

'user vs., employer wit -se servir de'
'nouveaficis. niukT

!temps, vs. heure, vs. -foie'
411. .2-147rapPciler'

_ : _ =,

I

))2.

"o " `^- *Wt. en, - e ^- "'")Z-
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C. Several words in English for several word's In French.
1. Another type of:vocOulary problem is that-Where English

and French both -ha4e quite it'feW tests/ for the same 'seman-
tic' area, but these do not completely overIlp.

2. This is perhaps one of the most difficult phenomena
for speakers of English for be probably hasn't realized
why he uses different words in different contexts.

3. An example of this phenomenon would be the following:
"say, tell, speak" va. 'parler, dite, raconter'
'je parle a Jean'
'je parle de mes antis'

gje vous dis que je vais partir°
'je dis clue oui'
1racontez-moi une histoire gaie'
'tu parles!'

dit la arite°
'il me dit de venir°

4. Structural and semantic clues to the above should be
noted:

'ruler': to speak, talk--used by itself or before
gde'+a noun and/or '10+a noun

'dire': to say, tell and direct object--also an
indirect object may be present- -the direct
object may be replaced by a clause or 'de! infini-
tive

'raconter': to tell a story.
5. Another example is that of:

/"desire, want, like, adore" vs. desirer, vouloir,
aimer, plairel, adorer.'
tjejveux faire cela'
'je veux bien faire cela'
'je asire une tasse de cafe'
'voudraib vous dire que...'
'Value les bonbons'
'j'adore les bonbons'
'ces'idies me plaisent"

6. Clues:
'vouloir, disirer': to like something, in the
sense that one would like to have it or do it at
a specific moment. The conditional tense is often
used to soften the meaning.
'vouloir bien': to be willing to
'aimer': to love or to like something in the
sense that one finds it attractive
'plairee: nearly the same as 'aimer'
'adOrerg: to love something, in an emphatic way.

7. Other examples of this phenomenon would be:
'faire iv. rendre'
'tenir vs. garder°
'se passer vs artiver'
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Aikother'Very:Ommanproblempfyoeabui;Iry:is"that of
French idioms, where the meaning of" the phrase cannot
be deduced from the meaning of the words which make

it up.
2. The problem here is learning the form of the idiom it-

self, and that of realizing what it Means. Closely
'allied' to this is the problem of English idioms and
their translation into French.

3. AmmigLisolO'of the most common idioms are the follow-

ing:

'tout de suite: right away
"tViit le, monde': everyone

to have just
en-vouldir A quelqu'un!.. to be

4. Other .idioms are:

1-*e &titer de quelque chose':

's'aitinitre a quelque chose':
'avoir4ieue: to happen, take
'aViAilieaug: to do in vain
laVotiVairg: to seem
'avoet*dlque chose': something is the matter
1.,Iktre-en train de': to be in the act oU='s

5. Another problem which can be mentioned, is that of
expressions in French which are very similatin,form
but extremely different in' leaning.

'6' thxäiàplë (Wthi46Uld!;bt4
' )t,3jAirt4 de la part des

partie, parti'
liAnme-IdIt part de see nouvelleS'

faWpartie de mes anis'
ipart ;Francois, tout le, monde est ici'

'je 340:0 dela part du roi°
0.4

icette,maChine acing parties'
14.e8t;meibre du parti communiste'

74 T40.8e-1:ne44t
.

di-, to inform
1104reipartiei't to belong to

except for
ta4iiri deg:. one one's beialf

f.:$;10W: portion, piece
'p4*qi''AroUp; political organization.

8. Othesex4mples of this would be:
jouer de vs. jouerla'

-,m0Olut# vs. manquer de vs; manquer a'
'ioOvenir vs. se souvenir de'
tattendre,vs: s'attendrelle
'rappeler vs. se rappeler'
'servir vs. se servir de vs. servir de vs.servira'
etc.

angry with someone

to suspect something
to expect something
place
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INDEX: TOIONUALS OF AP'LIED LINGUISTICS
Bela0co., 'Simon, and Albert yaldatan, Applied Linguistice;:itinch,

a Guide for Teachers & Ca., BOiitaii,' 1961

-104-105
91-8, .102-08
5571 .

99-101, X08-19
52-54
297.34,, 60

647 7 5
18.-20, 104

-.274 /5
22-4, 87 -,

, -

P 43-A9
41-4

t74.
42-6,. 79-80, 81-5

: 90,
4-39, 211.-

Marty, , Fernand, "LinguiPt.i.V5.44.1411..Askelan.44,
Fran& ,COureeir Audio4Visital-lakliaations T104;49,10, Va., 1963
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195-99
XVIII 238-99.

XIX-XX 241-42
XXI 27, 32, 79, 89, 132, 212, 214
XXII 54-57, 74-80, 96-7, 206, 211,

260-63
Politser, Robert L., Teaching French, an Introduction to
Atplied Linguistics. Blaisdell Publishing Co., New York,

2nd ed. 1965.

Chapter of Part I: Pages of .Book'

I 76-84
52; 57-8, 69-76, 87-9

Iv
V
VI
VII
VIII

89-90
51-7, 63-9, 84-9
89-94
100-05, 127-54
105-07, 137

IX 125, 134, 146-47, 131/52
12445, 144-45, 147-48

XI 117, 127, 137
XII 108, 115, 135-36, 143-45
XIII 108;42
XIV 129-30, 149, 151
XI 112-13, 115, 140
XVI 114
XVII 134, 145, 153
XVIII
XIX-XX 114, 141-42
XXI 107-08, 144-45
XXII 115, 133, 140,,150
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. PART. II: INDEX .0F.' TEXTBOOKS. .

(referring: 'to- Chapter's- of Part I.)

A. Secondary School Teitbooks,,,

A -Ill Audio-Lingual Materials: Listening, Speaking, Reading, Writing.
French, Leirel One. New-York: Harcourt; Brace and World, Inc., 1963

Chapter of Part I:
-Pages of Book:

VII 16-20, 31-44, 45-60, 01-72
73-88, 89-103, 149-160.
31-44, 149-160, 161-172
61-72
45-60, 73438
5-12, 61-72, 89-102, 103,-116
117-132, 161-172

XII 117-132, 133-148, 161-172
p

A-L Audio-Lin al Materials: Listenin:. S eakin Readin Writin
French., ;Awl Two. New York Harcourt, Brace and World, 'Inc. 1962

VIII
IX
X
XI

XII

XIII
XIV
XV

XVI
XVII
XVIII
xIx -xx
xxi
,xxii

fiP

19-21, 0-67, 197-203
,22!-,264 32 736,; 1404141,

,253-14567292,=293.

92 -97, 126-131

57-8
37-40, 48-53, 76-84, 120-122,
150-152, 186-189, 222-230
3-4, 8-14, 37-40, 48-53, 62-64,

111-119, 122-126, 144-145,

238-241, 257-259, 294-297
85-91, 111-119, 146-149, 234-237

190-193
56-57, 153-156, 1784185, 216-221,

277-281
231-233
57-58

471476,
260-272,1299-318,

57 -58
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A-LM Audio -Li al Materials: Listening, Speaking, Reading, Writing.
French, Level Three, New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc. 1964.

gbatex of Par, t

VII
VIII

IX
XI
XII
XIII
XIV
XV
XVI
XVII
XVIII
XIX4X

XXI
XXII
XXII

Coti% Do4inique,
Le franrais:

Rinehart

VII

Pages of Book:

130-135
7-10, 46-47, 131-139, 155-159,
211-213, 295-297
180-189, 195-196
94-97, 163-164, 355-356, 392-393
11-13, 48-51, 25 -5-257

214-217

111-113, 298-306
31-32, 258-260
217-220
116-118
27-30
14-26, 53-69, 220-223, 343-354,
384-391
52-53, 223-226
8g-97, 1137116, 261-264
122-124, 1427146

and Patricia O'Conor
New York: Holt,

Sylvia Narins Levy,
Ecouter et_parler.
and Winston 1962.

12-13, 20-21, 28-29, 40; 51,
61, 72-73, 89, 120-121, 216
20-21, 134-35, 176
4-5, 177
12

111, 134, 146-147
60, 99, 246-247
89'

83
40, 146
50, 73, 88, 98, 110-111, 134,
176, 132-233

Sytcyia Ntrkas Levy, and Paricia O'Connor,
Le £1122,sim:. paler et lire. New York: Holt,array

Riznhart and Wi tr 1963.

X

XII

XIV
XV

Wigrv--`114k4, 14;010r1;44.'

22-28, 55-77, 145-164, 246-266,
282, 298
194-217, 282-298
124-143, 194-211
124-143

7-17, 145-164, 168-189
82-97
55-77, 82, 97
222-241

7-17, 103-119

04'
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XVI 103-119

XVII .145-164

XVIII 264-266, 282-298

XIX-XX 35-49, 82-97

XXI 194-211, 282-298

XXII 145-7.64, 246, 265

XXIII 222-241

Bauer, Camille, Margaret D. Barton, and Patricia O'Connor
Le fiancais: Parler et lire. New York:

413=414VII
VIII
IX
X
XI
XII
XIII
XIV
XV
XVI
XIX-XX
XXI
XXII
XXIII
XIV
XV
XVI
XIX-XX
XXI
XXII

Hilt, Rinehart and Winston 1964

408=410, 410=412,
404-406
415-416
412-413
416
394, 401-403
394-395
414-415
395-396
395
398-401
406-408
396-3
394-395
414-415
395-396
395
39E-401
406-408
396-399, 401-403

Evans, James, and Marie Baldwin,
Book I. New York:7MaGravi-Hill

LearniracteMo.:Wa-,
Book Co., Inc. 1963.

29-30, 36-37, 45-46, 67-70,
82, 98-99
105-106, 110-111, 117-118

VII

VIII
IX 29-30, 46-47, 60-61, 92

X 29-30, 36-37, 54-55

XI 29-30, 36-37, 46-47, 105-106

XIV 123-124, 129-130

XV 54-55, 105-106

XIX-XX 117-118

XXII 75-76
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Evans, James, and Marie Baldwin, Learning French the Modern Way.

Book II. McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc. 1963.

Pages of Book:Chapter of Part I:

VII 24-28

VIII 53-54, 33-35

IX 21-24, 32-33, 133-134

X 21-23, 23-24, 147-148

XI 21-23, 100-102, 116-117,

125-128

XII 84-86, 91-93, 117-118

XIII 107-109

XIV 32-33, 59-60, 65-66, 75-76

XV 75-76
xy-r 133-134

XVII 53-54

XVIII 69-70

XIX-;XX 147-148

XXI 140-141

XXII 140-141
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B, Elementa Grammasand Review .Grammars

BelaSco, Simon, and Albert Valdman, College French in the New Key.
Boston: D. C. Heath and Co.,.1965.

Chanter of Part I: Pages of Book:

3-13,, 369; 45-9, 51-5, 63-5,
80-5, 89-93
71-3
17-25, 30-6, 49-51, 65-70, 85-9
119-21, 137-38, 523-24
55-7, 73-5, 93-4, 99-144
203-6, 256-66, 450-52, 481-86
323-27, 333-34, 506-11
142-47, 180-85
104-07, 110-19, 125-28, 159-63,
166-69, 174-78, 180-85, 213-18
224-34, 274-81, 290-304, 327-29,
441-5, 460-66

RII 148-153, 185-87, 191-96, 206-08,
304, 344-48, 358-63, 363-66,
372-81, 398-400

XIII 372-83, 429-32, 520
XIV 393-400, 410-14
XV 128-36, 310-14, 406-10, 414-18,

432-34, 520
XVI 426-34, 521
XVII 473-74
XVIII 470-73
XiXsaX 445-50, 466-69, 486-90, 511-24

XXI 481-86

X:7T 344488 361-63
521-22

Desberg, Dan, and Lucette Rollet Kenan, Modern French. New York:
Harcourt Brace and World, Inc., 1964.

I XX-XXII
XIX, 21-23, 37-39

IV XXIII
V XVIII, XIX, 51-53, 67-9
VI XXII, XXIII
VII 13, 26, 42-3, 45, 56;412, 72-5

79-80, 90-1, 111-15, 126-28,
128-9, 142-46, 154-57, 173-77,
188-90, S24 -26

VIII 106-09, 123-26, 128-29, 157-60

IX 14, 43-5, 75-8, 157-60

X 30, 79-80, 259-65
XI 10-13, 92-6
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Pages of Book:

8

XII 140-42, 160-63, 278-82
XIII 185-188, 202-05, 239-42

XIV 190-94, 208710, 224-28, 242-45

XV 109, 218-21, 322
XVI 236-39, 239-42

7,1

XVII 221-24
XVIII 257-59, 295-99
XIX-XX 252-57, 272-76, 290-93
XXI 205-08
XXII 171-75, 293-95, 307-09
XXIII 326-30

Harris, Julian, and Andre
3r_ d ed. New York:

Levque, basic Conversational French.
Holt, Rinehart and Winston 1962.

VII 14-18, 28-31, 67-68, 257-62
VIII 74-7, 257-9
IX 56-8, 66, 167-69
X 29-30, 58
XI 37, 101-03
XII 84-6, 92-5, 178-9, 202-06,

215-18, 241-45, 275
XIII 135-38, 176-77, 202-06,

215-18, 241-45
XIV 185-87
XV 111-13, 125, 177, 202-06,

215-18, 241-45
XVI 155-57, 177, 202-06, 215-18,

241-45
XVII 123-25
XVIII 146-47, 194-95
XIX-XX 228-32
XXI 78

XXII 273-75
XXIII 175-77

Hope, Quentin N., Spoken French in Review. New York: The

?.;

Nacmillian Co. 1963.

VII 9-13, 28, 51-4, 119-22
123-26, 139

VIII 59-62, 76-9, 83
IX 33-6, 151-6, 168, 171-4, 199,

225-28, 236
X 33-6, 37-40, 41-46, 51-4,

57-8, 84-6, 127-30, 140
XI 3-5, 9-13, 27, 29-36, 57-8,

71-5, 81, 846, 92-6, 113-14,
115-18, 119-22, 127-30,
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DzeLif. 'Book:

'131-5, 1.38-9 141-44,

145-50, 151-56, 161-64, 171-
82, 199-205; 210-14, 236

XII 6-8, 27, 58, 67-70, 131-35,
139, 200, 236

XIII 14-17, 27, 47-50, 58, 183-86,
187-91, 192-95, 200, 201-05,
229-32, 236

XIV 14-17, 22-4, 27, 157-60,
168-69

IreV

r 3-5, 41=46, 57, 80, 87=91-,A
105-09, 113, 115-18, 175-78,
199

XVI 71-9, 83, 161-4, 168, 220-24
XVII 47-50, 58, 179-82, 199-200,

210-14

XVIII 84-6, 92-6, 101-04, 112, 123 -
26, 139-40, 199

XIX-XX 97-100, 101-04, 113, 206-09,
215-19, 220-24, 236-37

XXII 6-8, 63-6, 71-5, 113-4, 118-
21, 179-82, 200-05,-236

Lenard, Yvonne, Parole et pensee, Introduction au franiais
d'au ourd'hul.. New York: Harper and Row, Inc. 1965

VII 4-9, 9-13, 20-5, 44-55, 56-
65, 106-17, 118-29

VIII 34-43, 90-105
IX 296-315, 480-94
X 344-53, 354-63
XI 1A2-73, 174-85 , 226

XII 232-40, 241-47, 250-63, 272,
280-95, 378-95

XIII 232-40, 241-49, 280-05, 378-
95

XIV 570

XV 264-79

XVI 440-59, 460-79

XVII 420-39

XVIII 296-315, 420-29

XIX4X 494-507, 508-23, 524-39,
504-59, 560-75

XXII 157,195
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Marty, Fernand,' Active:Fteiiih Foundation Course Book One,
1965.

157-58,

Roanoke, Virginia: Fernand Marty Publisher, 2nd Printing,

Chapter of Part I: Pages. of Book:

I

IV

V
VI
VII

5-8
2-3
18, 42-3, 68, 100, 133
3, 8
43, 68, 131, 133
68, 79, 98-99, 131-133,
188, 228-29, 291, 311-13,
364-65, 368, 401-03

VIII 79, 288-91, 310-11, 333, 363-5
IX 66-7, -98

X 66-67, 99, 132, 139, 158, 228,

236, 259, 365, 401-03
XI 17, 229i 364-65
XII 67, 163
XIII 163

XV 7, 68-9, 167
XVII 43, 133, 227-8, 365, 403
XVIII 132, 364
XXI 43, 67, 132, 291, 365
XXII 43, 67, 258-59, 291, 308, 401

Marty, Fernand, Active French Foundation Course Book Two.
Roanoke, Virginia: Fernand Marty Publisher, 1965.

VII 89-90, 127-8, 130, 142, 219-20
VIII 193-6, 198-201
IX 51, 529 54-5
X 25-6
XI 55, 136-7, 142-5, 165, 180,

223, 34144
XII .167-69, 172-80, 181
XIII 69, 237-43, 247-49
XIV 300-03
XV 68-9, 165, 182, 300-2, 304-5,

326-7, 342
XVI 264, 266, 269, 271
XVIII 89, 286, 289-90
XIX-XX 312-15, 322-3, 325
XXI 182, 219-20
XXII 143, 181, 319, 354-8
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Politzer, Robert L., and Michio P. Hagiwara,Active Review of French.
Waltham, Massachusetts:

Chapter of Part I:

Blaisdell Publishing Co., 1963.

Pages of Book:

I

IV

V
VI

X -XI

XI-XV
XV -XVI

XVI-XIX
XIX-XXII

VII 9-11, 12-14, 44-6
VIII 11-12, 51-6
IX X,,5-6; 46, 58, 83, 100-03
X 6-9, 25-7, 29, 59-62, 82-5,

143-44

XI 2-5, 32-4, 72-3, 74-6

XII .24,..5},.28; 79-82.

XIII 16, 25, 86-9

XIV 107-11, 122-23

XV 17 -18, 26, 175-76
XVI 16-17, 25, 114-16

XII 33, 73-7, 134,35
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STANFORD CENTER FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN TEACHING

Performance Criteria for the Foreign Language Teacher*

The performance criteria which are enumerated and briefly
discussed in this booklet represent an attempt to describe the
essential features of the performance of the good and. experienced
language teacher. They are based on the observations and experience
of the individuals who have elaborated these criteria and they are
meant to serve at least three related purposes.

(1) Research: The criteria are in a sense a series of
hypothesis. They must be regarded.as tentative until they are
validated i.Ny further research. If the criteria are used for
evaluation of teaching, not only their validity but above all their
reliability must be established.

(2) Evaluation: The criteria ca% quite obviously be used
for the purpose of evaluating the performance of a teacher.
Although their validity and reliability are, as stated above, subject
to further research, they do representethe census of a group of
experienced teachers, and they do describe the performance to be
evaluated in great detail.

(3) Trace The criteria are, of course, also a training
instrument. The beginning teacher can be quite specifically
trained to perform according to the criteria -- and can be
evaluated in terms of precisely the criteria which have been used
in his training, The performance ttriteTia are, .as a matter of
fact, Part II1 of the syllabus for the training of language teachers.
(1) Applied Enguistics, (2) langUage review, and (3) the
performance criteria Are combined iato sample lessons showing the
practical application of these three strands of the preparation of
the foreign language teacher. (At the time of the publication of
the present version of the performance criteria, only the French
version of the training syllabus is available.)

The concept of ee..ablishing specific performance criteria for
the training of teachers is an essential feature of the Stanford
Teacher Education Program where it was evolved under the direction
of Professor Dwight Allen. The Performance Criteria for the Foreign
Language Teacher represent, in a'sense, the adaptation of the
performance criteria concept to a specific subject matter with its
very specific problems. Since the majority of the foreign language
teachers trained in the Stanford program are teaching the first or
second levels of an audio-lingual type of approach, the performance
criteria are, no doubt, influenced by the fact that they are based
on experience derived primarily from those levels of instruction.
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The present version of the criteria was elaborated by the
undersigned in collaboration with the Stanford supervisors in the
Stanford Teacher Education Program:

MARCELLE D'ABBRACCI
NORMAN JONATH
LOUIS WEBS

ROBERT L, POLITZER Stanford, California May, 1966

*
The research and development reported herein was performed pursuant
to a contract with the United States Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, Office of Education, under the provisions of the
Cooperative Research Program.
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Sample sheet for : Evaluation of Classroom Performance

Teacher: Jane Smith

Date: November 6, 1967
Evaluator: Robert L. Politzer

Perfornmatte ..,
'Comment

Grade
1

ositive negative

1, Audio-Lingual Activity 6

2. Presentation of Basic Material

3. Teaching of Structure. 9

4. Teaching of Pronunciation

5. Teaching of Sound-Letter
Correspondence

6 Teaching of Reading

7. Teaching of Culture,

8. Using Visual Aids

9. Use of Electronic Equipment

10, Making Ilomework Assignment

11. Testing

1

fim4

(e.g. 1,

4a, b.)

1, 2, b

6a,

1, 3, 5c

2

Grade on a scale of 10 - 0: 10 performance by a very superior
teacher

5 average

Comment on all types of performance that you observe -- Bak only
those which were a substantial part of the class activity (at
least about 10%.)

IttPoPt=4-7*-
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I. MANAGEMENT OF AUDIO-LINGUAL ACTIVITIES

The teacher:

1. Makes sure the class knov the kind of response required
(Repetition, rejoinder, questions, answers, etc.).

2. Is the center of attention except in cases in which the
nature of the activity dictates otherwise, (e.g., chain
drills).

3. Maintains a balance of group and individual response.
(a) Calls for choral response periodically to insure

attention and participation of entire class.

(b) Calls on students at random so that all students are
obliged to remain alert.

(c) Takes advantage of volunteer responses when they will
serve to speed up or enliven the activity.

4. Rewards correct response by smile, gesture, or word.

5. Handles incorrect response in a positive manner.
(a) Avoids embarrassing the student.

CO Elicits correct response quickly from the group,
another student, or supplies it.

(c) Offers first student another chance after a reasonable

amount of time.

6. Handles undesirable attending behavior properly.
(a) Does not stop classroom activity to reprimand or argue.

.(lb) Converts disruptions into learning experiences.

7. Handles student questions properly.

(a) Conducts class so that questions are rarely necessary.

(b) Insists that questions be asked in the foreign language

when possible.

(c) Answers only legitimate questions relative to the

activity.

(d) Includes the entire class when answering questions.

t
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MANAGEMENT OF AUDIO-LINGUAL ACTIVITIES

1. Audio-lingual activities consist largely of various types of
spoken responses to a variety of stimuli. The efficiency of
the audio-lingual activities thus depends, to a large extent,
simply on the number of responses which the pupils (in chorus
or individually) make during a given period of tine. Time
consumed by faltering, silence, questions as to he nature of
the required response, lengthy explanations of what the pupil
is supposed to do, etc. represents time wasted. In order to
conduct audio-lingual activities efficiently, the teacher must
know hair to give, in a minimal of time, perfectly clear explana-
tions and directions as to what is required. Instead of giving
a lengthy explanation, the teacher can often demonstrate and

model the first few stimulas-response exchanges of a drill
hiiself. He can also, at the beginning of the course, spend
some time explaining carefully and with illustrations the types
of drills that will be used in the course and how they will be
conducted. Once these explanations are given and understood, he
can simply refer to the type Without having to go over the
whole explanation again. Types of drills and specific activities
can become associated with specific names, numbers Or even hand
signals so that a very brief signal (verbal and/or visual)
identifies for the pupil quite unanbiguously just what the nature
of the audio-lingual activity is. For example:

Teacher makes a statement and points to the pupil:
Repetition.

Teacher makes a statement, then a circular notion with
his right hand: Choral repetition.

The teacher makes a statement, then nakes a motion
indicating a question mark (or puts a question mark on
the board) then makes a circular motion: Choral response
transfornin: the statement into a ruestion.

2. The nature of audio-lingual activities requires that the teacher
has at any and all tines complete control over tke class
activities. His tole is not unlike the one of the conductor
of an orchestra who must ensure complete and correct partici-
pation. Even when individual responses are called for, the
whole class should be responding silently (silent response can
be indicated through facial expression). The teacher must thus
be the center of attention and the source of all activity. Only
on very rare occasions may this role be abandoned, for instance,
when the teacher arranges for student responses as reactions to
stimuli provided by other students (chain drill, enactment of a
dialogue, etc.).
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Just as in the case of the orchestra conductor, being the
center of the activity aay necessitate certain specific physical
arrangements. Whenever possible, the class should be arranged
in a semicircle with the teacher in central position. If such
arrangements are impossible, the teacher can move around the
classroom during drill activities in order to retain control
over all sections of the class.

3. As stated above, maximum efficiency in the conducting of audio-
lingual activities demands that all pupils respond all the time,
regardless of whether the response called for is individual
or choral. The best way of assuring such pupil participation is
to switch back and forth between individual and choral responses
and to give the stimulus sentences or cues to the class before
indicating what kind of response is called for and who is
supposed to make its Certain pitfalls of conducting audio-
lingual activities may be pointed. out 132 connection with this
statement. One error consists in relying exclusively or
excessivly on individual responses, This technique has the
disadvantage of not giving the poorer or shyer student the
opportunity to learn by responding as part of a group (and by
following the lead of the better pupils as he does so).
Another error is excessive or exclusive reliance on choral
response. The danger here is that choral responses mask indiv-
idual errors and problems and may, of course, give some pupils
the opportunity of withdrawing or slackening. Knowing that they
will not be asked to perform individually, they may withchaw
from the activity altogether. A third error is indicating the
type of response (choral or individual) or the pupil required
to give the response before the stimulus or cue is given. The
result of this procedure may be that those who know that they
will not be asked to respond will no longer pay any attention
to either the cue or the following response. The same un-
desirable result may, of course, be achieved by any procedure in
which the students are called upon according to a rigid,
prearranged order (seating arrangement, alphabetical order, etc.),

As soon as a cue is given or a question is asked, there may
be students who will "volunteer" for the response. Volunteers
should be called upon often enough not to discourage volunteering
altogether. Obviously, in situations in 'which the Dace of the
class is slackening, the volunteer can be used to speed up tempo.
(The teacher rewards the volunteer not only by asking him to
respond but also by asking the entire class to repeat his res-
ponse. Thus his voluntary response -- if correct, of course,- -
serves as a model for the entire group.) As the same time,
however, the teacher must be careful not to rely excessively
on volunteer responses. In so doing, he runs at least two risks.
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First, he gives up, in a sense, his position as leader of the
class. The activity fast becomes the monopoly of the few
volunteers and the teacher will find it difficult to engage
the others in the activity. More dangereus, however, is the risk
of complacency. By depending too much upon the response of
volunteers, the teacher may delude himself see to the achieve-
ment of the class as a whole.

4. In the stimulus-response activity taking place in the classroom,
it is essential that correct response by the group or by
individuals be rewarded quickly and unambiguously. Such reward
may take the form of a smile, gesture or word. What is called
for is not so much an indication of personal satisfaction or
joy on the part of the teacher, as an unambiguous signal that,
in fact, the response was correct. If this indication does
not follow, then its very absence will become one of the
indications that the response was incorrect.

5. If incorrect responses occur, they must be handled quickly in
a manner which, recognizes that they, too, are simply part
of the pupils' learning experience. If the incorrect response
comes from the group, then the teacher must model the correct
one and ask the group to repeat the model. (An incorrect
response by_the whole group is, of course, an indication that
something is` quite radically wrong -- either the teacher's
explanations,or his expectations.) If, an iikkadual responds
incorrectly, the correct response can be quickly supplied by
the teacher, another pupil or, preferably, the whole group.
The teacher will then give the pupil who had responded incorrect-
ly another chance to make the same or a similar respon0
correctly. Depending on the teacher's judgment of other factors
(whether the pupil is naturally eager, shy, hard-working but of
low aptitude, etc.) he will adjust the amount of time between
the,correction supplied by others and the pupil's second
attempt at a correct response. In no case, however, should a
pupil be embarrassed by bei g singled out for reprimand or by
being obliged to make several repeated and uwsuccessful attempts
to respond correctly.

Such attempts to force a correct answer from a single
student will not only be embarrassing to the student himself
but will also result in the breakdown of the group activity
and loss of interest on the part of the rest of the class,
since tr teacher is obviously engaging in an activity of
concern only to himself and one individual. Lack of response
on the part of individual pupils should be handled in a manner
similar to incorrect response. In other words, the correct
response is supplied by others and the pupil gets another
chance. (Continued absence of any response or continued
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incorrect response on the part of individual pupils are matters
tc be taken up in private conference with these pupils.) There,
are, however, hardly any cases in which either of these
situations justifies the teacher's "dropping" the pupil from
any activities by no longer addressing individual questions or
cues to him.

6. Obviously, the teacher cannot allow to disrupt the
classroom activities by various types of behavior (often
designed to accomplish just that purpose). At the same tine,
however', he cannot lot-d4sruptile behavior go unnoticed. The
lack of any definite reaction on -tht-lart of the teacher will
only encourage the pupil to continue disruptiVe behavior,
perhaps in even mere 'disruptive and forceful ways. When
disruptive behavior (e.g.', 'pupils talking to each other, paying
attention to events -eutiide the 'classrooit,_ making noise with

a pencil, etc.) occurs, the-teacher can follow two Strategies:
(a He can goon with the classrOdm activity bUt taki notice
of-the disruptive behavior by facial expression, gesture, etc.
Hopefully, this' quick, silent, but unaMbiguoUs colmiunication
thatthe behavior has been noticed and reprimanded will stop
the-pupil from 'pursuing It further; (b) he can take official
notice of the behavior and utilize' it for a language learning
experience. For example, the reprimand-canjbe made in the
foreign language (preferably utilizing a pattern which has just
been drilled). If the pupil Is talking out of line, making
noise, sleeping, etc., the attention of the class can be drawn
to him by asking in the foreign language what he is doing. The
answer (supplied by the teacher if necessary) can be incor-
porated in the pattern drill which is going on at the moment.
(All of this can be done in the best of humor so that the
offendiniwitudent is not overly embarrassed.) This second way
of handling disruptions is particularly applicable if the
latter are not caused by individual students but by events
outside the teacher'S control (e.g., an announcement made over
the loudspeaker, workmen making noise in the hallway, a bee
buzzing in the front row, a stray dog wandering into the room,
etc.). Converting such disruptions into language- learning
experiences which are preferably integrated with the 'lesson,
demonstrates to the pupils that the teacher and his purposes
are in absolute control of the situation. Obviously, neither
of these two methods of dealing with disruptions or undesirable
pupil behavior may work with pupils who are real, genuine
"behavior problems." Such cases will probably have to be dealt
with in consultation with the principal, vice-principal or
guidance counselor. Their handling does not inve1ve the
language teacher (in hisrole as a subject-matter specialist)
and will thus not be discussed in this context.
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7. To discuss the problem of the,handling of student questions
in a context of ''disruptive behavior" may surprise some.
However, we must keep in mind that thive are basically three
types of 'questions:

(1) Those WhiCh the pupil aski because the teacher wants
him to ask theta -- because his curiosity has been deliberately
aroused. These questions are, of course, both legitimate and
desirable.

(2) Those which are asked because the teacher failed to
give an adequate explanation. These questions are legitimate
and undesirable.

(3) Those which the pupil asks because he wants to assume
control of the class, disrupt the classroom procedure, etc.

Within the context of audio-ltngual activities, the last
two typei of queitions loom larger than the first.. It may, of
course; ..happen that the teacher may. want to. "maneuver" the
pupil into.a situation where his curiosity is aroused so that
the teachees explanation comes as a result of the pupil's
desire ,to "find out." The typical situation of a teacher-
inducec, question will arise in the presentation of contrastive
patternk.. The teacher 'spy model, let .us say, sentences of the
type: jLecroisevaison :.(indicative it the subor-
dinate clause) in"eontrist with sentences like: le ne croie
assammumijaysoll (subjunctive in the subordinate clause)
An order to provoke. the question: !Why dove use the indica-
tive in one type of clause. and not lathe other?" However's,

except in these relattvely rare cases in which the. teacher wants
the question to be asked, questions asked during audio-lingual
activity will indicate that the explanations or materials
furnished by the: teacher have beewinsufficient. Explanations
and instruction must thus be clear and sufficient so that
questions of type (2) mentioned above occur only rarely.
Questions of type (3) -- the illegitimate type should not be
answered at.all, but rather handled with a quiet remark that
the question is out of place, that the pupil should ask it after
class, etc. Ground rules as to which questions are legitimate
and which are not should also be clearly. established. In
general, we endorse the notion that the Student should be
familiar with the. construction of the sentences which he is
learning and understand the contribution which each word is
making to the meaning of an utterance. If the teacher follows
thii principle, constructions should be-explained as they occur
and pupils' questions as to the function of individual words
within the Construction should be considered.as.legitimate
questions. If, however, the teacher follows., the principle,
endorsed by son, that at a certain phase of instruction there
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is no need for the pupil to understand the exact contribution
and meaning of each word, then it should be made crystal clear
why questions like: "What does this word mean?" "What does
this word do?" etc. will not be considered legitimate and will
not be answered. Ground rules for asking questions should also
include some principles as to what kind of questions (if any)
may be asked in English. In general, questions should be
asked in the foreign language. Insistence on questions in the
foreign language will not only reduce the number of "illeg-
itimate" questions but will also keep the class from slipping
unnecessarily into English. To this end, the main foreign
language patterns involved in asking questions ("What does this
mean?" "I don't understand. . ." etc.) can be taught early in
the course.

Finally, the teacher must keep in mind that asking of
questions by individual students should never lead to the
teacher abdicating control of the class or to the breakdown
of the initial teacher-centered unity of the class. A legit-
imate question worth answering should, almost by definition, be
of interest to the class are a whole. Thus, while the question
may come from an individual, the teacher's answer must be
clearly directed to the whole class. One good way of
immediately involving the class in a question-answer exchange
is to make a "teacher's question" out of a "pupil's question."
Instead of simply answering the question, the teacher readdresses
it to the class or t another individual.
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II. PRESENTATION OF BASIC MATERIAL

The teacher:

1. Models and drills basic material.
(a) Exposes students to sufficient number of teacher/tape

repetitions.

(4) Breaks down long utterances:Into convenient segments.

(c) Maintains correct pronunciation, intonation and stress
pattern.

Qt

(d). Elicits different types of student responses (e.g.,
individual, group, sub-group. See Management of
Student Behavior.)

2. . Establishes the meaning of new material.
(a) Uses pictures, realia and available human resources.

(b) Uses familiar structure and vocabulary.

(c) Uses English equivalents whsn necessary.

3. Provides variety of cues to elicit basic sentence.
(a) Pictures, realia or human resources.

(b) Foreign language utterances.

(c) English utterances.

4. Elicits variations of basic sentence.
(a) Substitution of familiar lexical items.

(b) Expansion.

(c) Change of subject and/or tense.
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II. PRESENTATION OF BASIC MATERIAL

The student speaking a foreign language goes through what
might be called a "manufacturing process." Be remembers
patterns and structures which he has learned and uses these
patterns as the new material" out of which he manufactures the
sentences which he wants to form. The goal of language instruc-
tion is to make the manufacturing process (which consists of
transforming and/or substituting into sentences) as rapid as
possible until the student reaches the rapidity of unconscious
performance which characterizes the native speaker. But the
prerequisite for the manufacturing process itself is the
existence of first-class "raw materials." In other words, the
student must know as fluently and as accurately as possible an
amount of basic material with -hick the manufacturing process
may be performed.

1. The modelling and drilling of basic materials is, therefore, a
necessity of language instruction no matter what the specific
method employed in the course. Perhaps the most important
factor to be kept in mind is simply that the student must
have ample oppOrtutity for the acquisition of raw material.
The saying of a few sentences by the teacher, a few random
repetitions by the students will not incorporate the materials
to be learned into the available stock of "raw material."
If the "raw materials" are a dialogue, every sentence in the
dialogue must be repeated several times. If the raw material
is the discussion of a reading selection, then the answer must
be modelled and elicited several times until they become a part
of the automatically available responses on the part of the
student.

The modelling of materials is itself a procedure that must
be approached with great care. Most well-written textbooks
will, of course, avoid the presentation of basic materials
which are too complex in structure to be easily learned by the
student. But even structurally simple sentences may be too
long to be remembered easily by the student. The memory span
varies, of course, with individual students, but even with the
most gifted student it will be considerably less that with the
teacher who is familiar with the language. The teacher must
therefore be careful to present for repetition only utterances
(or segments of utterances) which the student can handle, but
they must then be reassembled so that the student has the
opportunity of saying the complete utterance after he has
learned the component parts.
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The breaking down of .longer utterances into small segments
poses the problem of maintaining correct pronunciation,
intonation and stress throughout the presentation of basic
materials. It is difficult to pronounce a segment of an
utterance rithout distortion, yet the teacher must be careful
to model the segment with the intonation and stress that will
apply when the total utterance is learned. (It is precisely

at this step that the tape recorder can be most effective. An
utterance can be segiented without distortion and repeated
unceasingly on magnetic tape. The tape recorder can proVide
variety as well as the opportunity for the teacher to nave
about the room and listen to the students while they are
repeating after the taped model.) Other, more obvious, errors

to be guarded against are simple mispronunciation, inappro-
priate intonations (due to constant repetition of the material
by the teacher) and overemphasis Oh elements which the teacher
thinks are srammaticallz important.

During the modelling and repeating of basic materials, it
is especially importkat to vary the type of student response.
Since the learning taking place is primarily one of "echoing"
responses, choral repetition can, of course, be used a great
deal. At the sale tile, it should.hot be used to the
exclusion of other types. Asking for responses from subgroups
(e.g., one raw oaiy, girls only, one part of the room, etc.)
and from iadividuals not only' provides an element of variety,
it also gives the teacher the oppOrtunity to check participation
and accuracy.

2. Ia order for-the basic materials to be useful in a "communica-
tion" Manufacturing processg," they must mean something to the
student. A dialogue. or paragraph which has been memorized
Without comprehension is fairly useless in any further
language-speaking experience (even though the student may be
perfectly capable of reciting the entire material upon command).
Unless the student kadms whst the basic material means, it
cannot possibly become the basis for .construction and self-
expression. The meaning of the basic material must, therefore,
be supplied in the learning process. How best to supply the
meaning of basic materials is a debated point in methodology.
The advocates of the "direct method" insist that the meaning be
Supplied through realia, pictures, dramatization or through the
foreign language, using, of course, only the vocabulary and
structure with which the student is already familiar. The
rationale behind the "direct method" approach is that the
elimination of English during the process of acquisition of
basic material will minimize the interference coming from
Eagli-ch and will establish for the student habits which will
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enable him to associate concepts directly with foreign lang-
uage symbols without going through the interasdiary of his
native language. Soma experienced teachers, however, find that
rigpreus adherence to a direct method approach may become
difficult and uneconomical at tines and prefer to establish
meaning through giving English equivalents. The recommend-
ation made here is to avoid using English regularly as a mear ?
of establishing maniac (to &vet! forcing the student into the
habit :_. approaching all of kis foreign language via English)
but to have recourse to it ia these casee in which the direct
method approach turas out to be extremely complicated or
unfeas ible.

3. Ia the process of teaching basic material wd can sever lose
sight of the fact that the acquisition of the material is not
the goal in itself. It is "raw materiel" to be put to work
and cost be available when needed. One of the prerequisites
of availability has been noted already, namely comprehension
of meaning. Another factor associated with availability is
tie iumbir and variety of cues that have been used in the
learning of the material. If an utterance has been learned
only as the response to a single cue, then it is quite likely
that it nay never be recalled except in response to that
particular cue. If the utterance has been "overlearned" in
connection with a response-linked cue it may indeed become
very difficult to tie the utterance to any other cues or
stimuli. Sentence 5 of a dialogue, reproduced continuously
in response to sentence 4 nay become completely unavailable
unless4sentence 4 is said first. This situation is not unlike
that which one experiences quite often if one tries to recall
a lime of a poem. The aatire pow:Least be recited until one
gets to the line one warts to remember. Each line of the
poem has been overlearaed as a response to the cue of the
preceding l4 -t. In order to avoid this kind of one-sided
"freezing" a single specific cue, a great variety of cues
must be used to elicit the same response. The greater the
variety, the greater the probability of recall of the response
in a given situation. A basic utterance should, therefore,
be associated with (cued by) a picture, an action, a question,
a foreign language equivalent or even an English equivalent.
Tice English equivalent (unless we want to adhere to the "direct
method" doctrine) is perhaps the cue most likely to be
associated with the utterance in the situation of eventual,
need. Thus a sentence like IlIIIILIIELIWIEEIEL (It's nice
weather today) could be cued by a picture of the sun shining,
by a question Quel mriflit-11? Quel eat le cont'aire de
"Il fait nnuvais?" or simply by It's nice veather today.

r: " -7=4. t get-*--ii=or.r.-;,;AKI=0--_-,,---.
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4. Immediately after (or even during) the process le teaching the
basic material, there should take place exercises which
demonstrate to the student the ways and means of utilizing
this basic material for the creation of aew and different

utterances. Whenever possible, the student should be made
aware of the patterns of basic utterances through exercises in
which different lexical items are substituted im the basic
sentence. After the student bai graisped the fact that the
basic utterance is not slimly a sentence but represents also
a pattern which can be used to "generate" nuatous sentences,
variations of the basic pattern itself nay be introduced. The
basic pattera may be expamded by the addition f new elements
or may be slightly modified by such grammatical manipulations
as tease changes, changes in number or person of the subject,
etc; To illustrate: sentence like Nous somas allis au
cinema could

( ) become the basis of a substitution exercise in which
au cinema is replaced by au tliatte, a 114cole, etc.

(b) be used is as expansion exercise in which-elements
like hier., avec nos axis, etc. are added to the basic
sentence, peihaps in-response to questions like quand,
avec qui, etc.

(c) be transformad by the use of different person or
tenses is response 'to questions like: Est -ca ue

vous alliez au cinema d'1zabitude l'aanee pea ee?
Irez-voua au cinema demain? Votre seur
au cinema avec vous? etc.

/
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III. TEACHING OF STRUCTURE

The teacher:

1. Choses the model sentence carefully so that the pattern
being presented is clear.

2. Uses appropriate gestures and/or visual materials to help
set the pattern.

3. Models and repeats sufficiently for the clefts to grasp the
pattern and provides for the appropriate amount of
student repetition.

4. Explains eh* mechanics of new drills carefully so that
students may know what is expected of then.

5. Employs a variety of cues (e.g., pictures, words, get/zee,
pbflses, resale., classroom environment).

6. Employs an appropriate variety of drilla (e.g.,velpetition,
substitution, transformation, expansia, communication).

7. Maintains correct pronunciation, intonation and stress
and insists that students do the same.

8. Maintains a well-paced tempo.

-
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III. TEACHING OF STRUCTURE

One of the most important activities of the language
classroom is the teaching of language structures and, along
with it, the so. called "pattern practice" exercises. Before
discussing in some detail the desirable ways of teaching
structure and conducting pattern practice, some of the
assumptions underlying those activities must be clarified.
Leaving aside more complicated and precise linguistic
definitions, we can state that sentences which exemplify or
follow the same grammatical construction are all examples of
the same patterr Thus the sentence: "The boy knows the
answer" follows the same pattern as the sentence: "This child
understands our problee (namely deternttnor, noun, verb,
determinor, noun). No single sentence can be said to be a
"pattern." The "pattern" is the grammatical construction
which is behind the sentence and which is capable of being
behind (of "generating") an infinite amount of sentences.
The goal of the teaching of structure and of pattern practice,
then, is not to teach a large number of sentences, but to
teach the pupil.the'patterns which are capable of producing
the sentences while at the same time giving practice in the
actual process of using patterns for sentence production.

In actual practice the teaching,of structure and pattern
practice take the form of the student performing certain
operations (substitution, transformation) on a sample or
model sentence the pattern (grammatical structure) of which
he clearly grasps and understands. The first step in the
teaching of structure, then, is to provide model sentences
the meaning and pattern of which are clearly understood by
the pupils.

1. The model sentences should then be chosen in such a way that
they really represent the pattern. Preferably, the model
sentence should be made up largely of familiar lexical items
so that the student is not faced with the problems of learn-
ing new vocabulary and a new pattern simultaneously.

2. The meaning of the sentence which serves as the base of the
pattern practice must Vats be clear to the student. This
meaning can be made cite,: through gestures, visual aids and,
if necessary, explanation in English.

3. Lengthy grammatcial .explanations in English are usually of
very little help -- though a short explanation clarifying the
grammatical principles or structures may at times be helpful.
In general, however, it can be said that accurate presentation

":E1,5-f.t;$2:,,,1 RN-wrpt-
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of the pattern is more efficient and more important than
grammatical explanation. Thus a pattern underlying several
sentences can be made clear by putting the sentences onNthe
board and using visual diagramming (e.g., lining up vertically
those parts of the sentences which represent the sane element
of the pattern). What is important is to keep in mind that
the model sentence or sentences must be mastered (understood
and remembered) in -order to serve as basis for pattern prac-
tice. The initial phase of pattern practice must include a
sufficient number of repetitions on the part of the student
until mastery of the node/ is achieved.

4. Pattern drill itself is, as stated above, essentially an
exercise in "manufacturing" new sentences from a model and
through a model process. Thus the prerequisite of efficient
pattern practice is that the student understands clearly just
what he is supposed to be doing during the practice session.
Lack of understanding on. the part of the student.will-have
two undesirable results: (1) he will fumble during the
practice process itself (since he will be unable to give the
desired response) and lose time in trying to figure out what
the response is supposed to be; (2) he will not be able to
achieve the real aim of the practice process, namely the use
of the sentence building prooidure..: which is being practiced
as a device to form sentences' of his own.

5. The goal of pattern practice is then eventual recall of the
pattern (end of the "manufacturing process" tied to it) in a
situation of future nevi. We have already stressed that this
recall is ,more likely t;occur if the pattern and the pattern
practice process is originally linked with a variety of
stimuli rather than just one. The teacher must thus try to
link the model sentences at well as the variations of the
model sentences with a variety of stimuli and cues. Just as
the model sentences can be produced upon various cues
(questions, ?laurel; English equivalents, etc., see .

"Presentation of Basic Materials") so the pattern practice
itself can be cued by the same variety of stimuli. Thus a
substitution in a basic pattern can be cued by words, gestures,
pictures, realia, classroom environment, etc.:

Basic Sentence: I like this book very
much.

Word Cues: picture, idea, suggestion.

Realia: Hold up a picture, book,
fountain pen, etc.

Gesture in classroom
environment: Point to yourself (I),

some other student (mu),
a picture of a person ft).



6. The recall and use of the pattern are, of course, also more
likely to occur if the pattern is associated with or can be
derived through a variety of processes rather than just one.
Good pattern practice, then, uses a variety of devices. It

must, of course, start with the repetition type of exercise
which leads to the retention of the model and of the pattern
itself. Then, however, the pattern can be practiced through
substitution in the model sentence. The next step may involve
an exercise in which the pattern is derived from the trans-
formation of another similar pattern or serves as the basis
for such a transformation. Then the basic pattern may be
expanded into a somewhat larger one. Since the ultimate
goal is the use of the pattern in actual conversation, the
final step in pattern practice should be the use of the
pattern in response to a "conversational" cue which is
completely dissimilar to the pattern itself and in a real
"communication situation" in which the pattern is likely
to occur in actual conversational exchange. To illustrate
the variety of drill mentioned above:

Repetition: We like this book.
We like this book. Etc.

Substitution (by various cues. See 5 above)
idea We like this idea.

suggestion We like this suggestion.
picture We likeithis picture.

(gesture for I) I like this picture.

Transformations:
Do you like this book? I like this book.
Do you like this picture?..I like this picture.

or, Does your neighbor like this book?

Yes, he likes this
book.

Do I like this book? Yes,,. you like this

book.
or, Do you like this book? MALI don't like it.

Do you like this picture? No, I don't like it.

Expansions: I like this book.
Very like this book very much.
Not at all I do not like this book at

all.
More than that one

1111,

I like this book more than
that one.
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Communication Drill: (Questions used in real
situations involving
communication)

Do you like your textbook?
Do you like this kind of exercise?
Which subjects do you like?
Which sports do you like best?
Which subjects don't you like?

Or, use of completely dissimilar stimulus to which
the pupil is instructed to respond with the
pattern just learned.
This book is very nice, isn't it?
Football is my favorite sport. What about you?
I love pattern practice. What about you?
Etc.

7. That correct pronunciation, intonation and stress must be
maintained throughout a pattern practice exercise is obvious.
One of the main temptations for departing from the correct
pattern consists in stressing the elements which seem grammatically
relevant to the teacher. (This mistake is somewhat similar to
the one made when unstressed conjugational endings are stressed
because they are grammatically significant: e.g., Spanish dr
Latin amS, sums, etc. instead of imo, mamas, etc.) Sidte the
pattern is %ikely to be remembered with the pronunciation and
intonation with which it was acquired, such errors must, of
course, be avoided (e.g., if the pattern practice in French
consists in varying the object pronouns in Ce livre me plait,
Ce livre to plait, Ce livre lui plait, etc., stressing the un-
stressed object pronouns would result in an impossible stress or
intonation pattern).

8. Throughout any pattern practice a well-paced tempo must be
maintained and responseCliust be varied (from individual to group).
There are at least two reasons for maintaining the well-paced
tempo. Slow tempo -- faltering on the part of the student --
is, of course, an indication that the pattern or the requirements
of the exercise are not understood by the pupil (thus his
intonation is, by definition, "wrong's) and more basic practice
and/or explanation is needed. Furthermore, the pattern practice
exercise is likely to be more effective the more opportunity
for practice it affords. A slow exercise will give fewer
opportunities for response than a well-paced one and thus be
relatively uneconomical. Slow pacing of any activity may,
indeed, result in loss of pupil interest and give rise to dis-
tractions and distractive behavior.

i.-A-.4.,4,41f0y
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IV. TEACHING OF PRONUNCIATION

The teacher:

1. Is at all times a model for correct pronunciation of
the foreign language.

2. Provides sufficient opportunity for imitation and
repetition.

3. Makes sure of accuracy through frequent eliciting of
individual response.

4. Shows awareness of specific pronunciation problems
caused by interference from native speech habits
and orthography.
(a) Has the class repeat words containing

difficult sounds.

(b) Uses auditory discrimination drills.

(c) Has the class repeat words whose spelling is
similar, in both the native and the foreign
languages.

5. Is constantly alert to error and makes corrections
when appropriate.
(a) Isolates problems and demonstrates correct

sound production.

(b) Gives brief and concise explanation of sound
production when appropriate.

(c) Does not, by positive acceptance, reward
incorrect utterances.
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IV. TEACHING OF PRONUNCIATION

1. There are special types of language courses (e.g.,
programmed materials, self-instructional materials) in
which the teaching of pronunciation becomes a special
activity by itself, often preceding the learning of other
aspects of the language. However, in the usual language
course presented by the classroom teacher, the teaching
of pronunciation is usually part-and-parcel of other regular
classroom activities rather than a special activity pursued
in isolation. Thus, the first prerequisite for the
adequate teaching of pronunciation is that the teacher is at
all times an accurate model of correct pronunciation habits.
If he is not, then he has no other choice but to make the
pupils aware of his shortcomings and to use tapes and
recordings as models for imitation and practice. To
present an incorrect model is inexcusable.

2. The learning of correct pronunciation in the classroom is
principally a process of repetition of correct models.
Some pupils will be able to imitate correctly without great
difficulty; others will need many opportunities for listening
and repeating before they approach, slowly, a correct
imitation of the models which they are hearing. The

teacher must keep in mind that in the classroom (as well as
in the language laboratory) the pupil is not necessarily a
judge of the accuracy of his imitation. These imitations
and repetitions must be under the control of the teacher
so that they will contribute to the improvement of
pronunciation rather than serve as additional practice in
mispronouncing.

3. The advantage of choral response in pronunciation (as well
as in other types of) practice is, of course, that it gives
a larger number of pupils the opportunity to respond tore
frequently and often encourages the hesitant, shy pupil to
fora responses. The disadvantage of choral response --
especially in pronunciation practice -- is that it hides in-
dividual error. Thus choral repetition must be constantly
varied with eliciting of individual responses. Students
who mispronounce must be made aware of their mistake,
usually by the teacher asking for another (usually choral)
response, then modelling the expression once more himself and
finally asking for another imitation by the student who is
mispronouncing. The teacher should also be aware of the

..044.4f4P. ^ MAt... `-` -
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simple fact that mispronunciation is often not the result
of inability to pronounce,correctly but merely the result
of sloppiness, lack of attention, etc. In all such cases
of mispronunciation attention paid to the individual by
eliciting and quick correction of individual response is
especially necessary and effective.

4. The alert and experienced teacher is aware of the specific
pronunciation prOblems which his students are likely to
have. Typically, these problems are the following:

(a) The sounds of the foreign language may be
completely new (e.g.) French u in rue or Spanish
rr in perro)

(b) The student may have difficulty in distinguishing
between sounds of the foreign language (e.g.,
Spanish kirk or French an/on/un)

(c) The student may substitute English "near
equivalents" (e.g., pronounce a diphthOngal word
-- English saz for fpaniSh se or French ses)

(d) The cause of the error may be "orthographic" (e.g.,
the student may use the sound reflex of English

gs as in Eigliih general in pronouncing,, the

French gtneral, or the English ti if English nation
for French nation.)

In all of these claims in which special interference
coming from native speech habits or orthography is likely
to Cause trouble, correct pronunCiation may, even if
acquired, be lost again through lack of attention or
continued practice. Words containing the "difficult"
sounds must thus be singled out of practice and repetition
in choral as well as individual response. The student must
be made aware of those differences in sounds to which he mildt
pay attention in order to hear and pronounce accurately.
Those foreign language phonemes which the student does not
distinguish easily and automatically must be btiefly and
repeatedly contrasted in class in auditory discrimination
exercises. (e.g., The teacher can establitih:. Word 1: an;
Woid 2: un; Word 3: on. He can then pronounce one word for
the student to identify as 1, 2, 3. Or, in Spanish, Word 1:
pm; Word 2: perro, are established. The teacher then says:
!err° and the students idemuify by designating,1 or 2.)
The same technique of auditory discrimination drill must
also be applied to foreign sounds and their English
substitutes so that the student learns to avoid the
substitution of the English sound. (e.g.) Word 1: English
sav Word 2: French ses. The teacher then says: az and

74SWIWtn' itN4V64.5.Ak,',4Mt s' as.VP-
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the students identify 1 or 2.) Words in Which orthographic
interference is likely to occur putt also be singled out
for special treatment (dhoral and individual repetition and
.response) as they occur. Words which contain the same kind
of orthographic interference can be grouped together in
pronunciation drills (e.g., cheval, chien, chat, etc. See
PerfOrmance Criterion #5). The carrying r,ever of English
pronunciation habits i# especially frequent in the so-called
cognated which,,in orthditaphy but not in,pronunciation,
are like their Engliah CoOtierpitta: Such cognates can be
contrasted with the EngliSh'counterparts and correct pronunciation
can be modelled and-M*de. the subject of several' repetitions.

5. As a general principle,*.M0-be stated that errors in
pronunciation thOUtd not to'utinotiCed. If simple remodelling
by the teacher,and .repetition, by the grodp'or individual does
not solve the proble* the teacher must then isolate the
pronunciation problem and Made1,00 correct pronunciation sever-
al times,, very sloWly and, carafe If' this does not

produce results,,,the,productiOn of:the sounds must be
explained briefly and in Very precise and concise terms so
that the explanattiOn, help ,to the student. In
In Connection with the 041Anatioi of sound production, the
following, must be emphasize, in most teaching situations
these explanations are remedial measures and'it is superfluous to
give long explanations. on sound production if all (or at least
the majority) of the students cab. produce the' sound by simple

imitation. Thus the description of sound production may not
be necessary at all of may be reserved for small group work.
(after class or during labOratdry sessidni) as remedial work.

Explanations about sound production must be precise and
the teacher must give clear and Understandable directions
which the student can follow easily. The suggestion to
produce a sound "More softlela vague term) or to "vibrate
the vocal, cords" (which cannot be done upon command) is
fairly meaninglett adiice. Probably'the best way of teaching
the production .of sound is to make the student aware of what
he does with his organs in the production of a familiar sound
and then intioduCe in .precise terms-those modifications which
will lead from the faMiligt to the on= (e.g., to produce
French /y/, say /i/ whiCh'is produced with spread lips. Now
keep the tongue-in exactly the Same-position as for /i/ and round
your lips. Or, say French /g/ as in got; note how in the production
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of the /0, the back of the tongue hits the roof of your
mouth. How set wkether you can say a sound at exactly the
same place but without really hitting the roof of your
mouth. Rather, let the air go through the narrowing
between the tongue and the roof of the mouth. Say Bo4t,
islikj now say roue,. roue.)

The correcting of pronunciation errors is, of course,
subject to limitations (4thin the classroom situation,
at least). The language teacher is, in a-sense, often
faced with a -twofold dilemma.

(a) Some individuals may p..4-miai- 422 pronouncing

certain sounds and intonations indorrettlyWhile
the rest of the-class has acquired acceptable
pronunciation. These few individuals cannot be
allowed to take up an undUe amount of class time.

(b) Pronunciation is, as we have Stated before,
usually ah activity which is incidental to other
classroom activities. How, thee, is the teacher
to handle {in a question /answer exercise or a
structure drill) a response which is grammat-
ically correct but which contains the mispro-
nunciation .Of one or several sounds?

As generil.guideline# in these two situations, we
Suggest that the teacher, *Idle not being about to engage
in corrective exercises at the moment when the error occurs,
Should at least not reinforce the error or hold it up as a
pOssible Model by' giving it positive acceptandeand.approval.
Mispronunciation by the individual who needs special,
remedial work after class or during the lab session can be
followed by a regretful or disappointed gesture (and
Perhaps one correct modelling by the teacher). The
iiipronunciation recurring in a response pattern dill can
be handled in such a Way that the grammatical correctness
Of the response-is rewarded while the incorrect pronun-
ciation is noted and, by inference, disapproved (e.g.,
a student responding to the question OU dereurex-vows?
With Je demeure dens la roue pot 'me) St. Martin can be
Praised with a smile -tot a ?'Yes bien for his correct
answer, but the sidle and praise can be immediately
followed by a quick and serious: rue St. Martin, n'est-
ce pas? .rue.

441,t;
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V. TEACHING OF SOUND-LETTER CORRESPONDENCES-

The teacher:

1. Does not introduce spelling and reading until
accuracy in pronunciation has been achieved.

2. Controls sound to symbol transfer by use of chalk-
board, charts or overhead proiector.

3. Isolates spelling of sound to be taught by means of
visual devices suck as colored chalk, underlining, etc.

4. Provides opportunity for the students to say and hear
tke sound as tke corresponding symbol is being
written.

5. Uses dictation in such a way that it supports the
establiihisent of sound-syibol relationships.

6. Gives continued practice in sound-symbol relationship
and gills new spellings of the sounds as they appear.
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V. TEACHING OF SOUND-LETTER CORRESPONDENCES

It

During the first level of language instruction the
teaching of sound - letter correspondences is one of the
important regular activities of the classroom teacher.
Exactly when sound-letter correspondences are to be intro-
duced first (in other words, how long the initial pre-
reading and pre-writing period of a language course should
be) is still a debated and debatable issue.

1. As a general principle, however, it caa be stated that the
student at the first level of instruction should not be
made to read or write materials which he has not first
learned to pronounce accurately. Since orthographic
interference is likely to make accurate pronunciation
difficult in any case, it seems only logical that good
pronunciation be established before this new interference
factor is introduced. The establishment of sound-symbol
relation is thus primarily the process of tying symbols
to an already established accurate pronunciation. In
trying to establish accurate pxonunciation and sound-symbol
relation at the same time the teacher is forcing the student
to learn two unknowns simultaneously. In addition, the
possibility of orthographic interference with pronunciation
is maximized. AccUrate pronunciation before spelling and
reading can, of course, be applied to fairly large amounts
of material (e.g., the course is begun with a prolonged
pre-reading period) or to quite small amounts of material
(e.g., audio-lingual practice of a drill precedes writing
practice within the same class session).

2. Since the establishing of sound-symbol relations involves
associating sounds with visual counterparts, all sorts of
visual aids can be employed. Thus the teachtr can use the
chalkboard,, slowly writing phrases as he (and the class)
pronounce them out loud. He can use charts which can be
read out loud - charts which summarize with examples
different ways of spelling the same sound, add which can
be part of the permanent classroom display. The overhead
projector can be used to project charts or reading selec-
tions which are read in chorus or by.individuals while the
teacher traces the visual counterparts of the sounds that
are being produced.

"7"--;:mr; aszmeN
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33 Part of regular classroom routine may also be exercises in
which various spellings of the same sound (e.g., French O-/au,
eau; French in, ein, ain, aim, viens) are summarized or in
which different pronunciations of the same spelling (e 2o,o2
French en, viens) are contrasted. Special attention must
be paid to spelling patterns (e.g., French Vn as opposed to
VnnV, where V stands for vowel: bon/bonne, ancien/ancienne,
etc.). In order to make spelling patterns stand out and cause
different spellings of the same sounds to become associated
with each other in the minds of the students, various techniques
can be used quite effectively (e.g., colored chalk, various
types of underlining, etc.).

4. During spelling and writing activities it is, of course,
particularly important to make sure that spelling and
pronouncing really accompany each other. The silent copying of
materials will not necessarily contribute to the establishment
of a sound-symbol relationship concept. It may, in fact,
lead to orthographic interference resulting in mispronunciation,
the very pitfall which the delayed introduction of reading
and writing is supposed to avoid. Therefore, especially in the
initial stages of writing, the teacher must be sure that
writing and simultaneous pronouncing is a classroom (or laboratory)
activity under his control so that spelling is not accompanied
by silence or mispronunciation.

5. Dictation is an excellent exercise to establish sound-
symbol relation. However, care must be taken that dictation
is indeed the tying. of symbols to familiar sounds and
structures. Thus, dictation exercises which serve the
purpose of establishing or reinforcing sound-symbol relations
cannot contaia unfamiliar items, or can they be composed
of sentences or conversations which are already completely
familiar to the pupil, so familiar that he can write them
without paying attention to the corresponding sounds.
Sentences, paragraphs, etc, which represent new combinations
of familiar words and structure and which the pupil repeats
ou; loud before (or during) the writing activity are part-
icularly suitable for the establishment of sound-symbol
relations.

6. Lastly, it must be emphasized that the establishment of sound
symbol relations is a continued activity during the fi=st
level of instruction. New spellings. of the same sound
must be drilled as they appear, and then correlated and ;.
brought together with the already familiar spellings.

1-4 Al -1A14.
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VI. TEACHING OF READING

The teacher:

1. Limits reading material, in initial phases, to items
learned audio-lingrAlly and avoids, as much as possible,
introduction of 1)4W vocabulary and structure.

a

2. Established sotnd-symbol correspondences from written
materials by mans of reading drills (e.g., minimal
pairs, words with similar orthographic features),

3. Uses different techniques to assure actual reading,
rather titan recitation from memory, cf material learned
audio-lingually (e.g., recombination narratives,
dialogue adaptations).

4. Us's visual aids and dramatization, where possible, to
aid comprehension of reading materials.

5. Utilizes reading materials as a basis for audio-lingual
activities by amine' of detailed questions on small

smelts of these materials.

6. Uses pre-reading helps (e.g., vocabulary, stncture
annotation).

7. Checks on homework by specific questions, previously
prepared.

8. Avoids unguided "reading out loud" (models, if necessary).

A
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VI. TEACHING OF READING

Much of what we said about the establishing of sound
symbol correspondence (in the initial phases of the teaching
of writing) applies of course also to the initial phase of
the teaching of reading. Probably the most important aspect
of the initial phase of the teaching of reading is simply
that it should consist primarily of a process of tying
orthographic representation to audio-lingually familiar

material. Thus 'the pupil should not learn "how to pronounce
letters" (or words, sentences on written page) but should
learn which written symbols correspond to sounds, words,
and utterances which he can already pronounce correctly.
Again we want to stress that this recommendation does not
necessarily imply a prolonged pre-reading period. It can

be applied to the sequence of presentation of materials
within one single class session.

1. Tying orthographic representation to audio-lingually learned
material means, of course, that the initial phases of reading
instruction should not be used to introduce new vocabulary
or structure --or that any such new vocabulary should at
least occur only rarely, dispersed in already familiar
material. If the textbook used in a course does indeed
make a practice of using reading for the introduction of
basic material, then the teacher can present such readings
first audio-lingually (e.g., reading and repetition by
sentence or paragraphs -- preferably with books closed).

2. While the introductory phase of reading must deal with
familiar material, the first goal of reading instruction is
the establishment of sound-symbol correspondences which will
eventually enable the student to use the visual image of
the word to reinforce his "acoustic memory" and which will
also enable him to produce the correct pronunciation of
unfamiliar words and phrases from the written or printed
page. To achieve these particular goals reading drills can
be used which are similar to the ones described under the
heading of sound-symbol correspondence and which go hand in
hand with those drills. The student can thus be made to
read minimal pairs illustrating important spelling patterns
(French chien, rien, vient, sien; or bon, bonne, ancien,
ancienne, mien, mienne),or he can be asked to read series
of words containing similar or identical orthographic
features (chanter, cher, chien; guerre, langue, guerir, or
generals genie, gens, etc.). Again color, underlining,
etc. can be used to call attention to the important
orthographic features which are being learned. In order
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to make the student conscious of sound symbol correspon-
dences, it is also possible -- on a somewhat later stage
of reading instruction -- to go through exercises flicking
the student how many sounds there are in a given word
(or short utterance) -- how often a given sound occurs
in a specific utterance (e.g., write the word, don, write
how many sounds there are in the word: answer don, 2;
or write ancienne maison, how many n sounds are there in
ancienne maison: answeer ancienne maison: 1).

3. Since the initial phase of reading-instruction consists of
tying symbols to familiar material, there is of course the
danger that the pupil may reproduce the familiar material
from memory without going through any kind of process
associating sounds with symbols (just as in the initial
stage of writing the student may reproduce written symbols
from memory without associating them with sounds). There
are several ways in which the danger may be counteracted.
First.of all the'teacher can during reading practice in
class watch carefully the reaction of the pupil and use
slides, overhead projector, etc. to introduce and pace 1

a

the readings in,such a way that they do not become quick,
audio-lingual recitations. Material already learned audio-
lingually can be used in different sequences (e.g., instead
of reading the line of a dialogue in the way in which they
fellow each other, they can be read in different order).
Perhaps the best way of assuring actual reading is to
recombine the already familiar structure and vocabulary
into new materials and to use reading material, which
presents the already familiar in such a way that it cannot
be reproduced without an intervening reading act.

4. As soon as the reading instruction and activity goes beyond
the stage of simply establishing sound-symbol relations, the
teacher must keep in mind that reading activities in the
classroom mst be part of the total program of learning to
communicate in a foreign language. In no case should
reading a foreign language be confused with translating
from the foreign language into English. Translation from
the foreign language should thus be either not used at all
or only very sparingly as an occasional devise to assure
that the student understands the meaning of what is being
read. During the first classroom presentation of readings,
however, the teacher should as much as possible make sure
that understanding does not come from the continuous pre-
sentation of English equivalents, but from context,
pictures, or other visual aids supplied either by the text

7
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materials or by the teacher, dramatizations, quick
explanations in the foreign language. The explanation in
English and especially translations into English should be a
last resort -- chosen for the sake of economy rather than
a first choice.

5. One of the best ways of providing for (and checking on)
comprehension of reading materials is to make the reading the
basis of audio-lingual activity. This interweaving of
reading with audio-lingual activity is done best in such a
way that very small segments of material (e.g., a sentence,
or a short paragraph) are read and then made the immediate
object of detailed and analytic questions. Such a
procedure not only checks upon real comprehension, but it
also brings about the immediate conversion of the readings
into the audio-lingual domain while the construct:Vans and
vocabulary are still fresh in the mind of the student.

6. In the first stages of language instruction (level 1,
possibly 2) the main flow of material is always from an
initial audio-lingual contact to the realm of reading
and writing. On the advanced levels (3, 4) the direction
of the flow can be reversed.. In other words, materials
are assigned first for reading at hone, then for subie.uent
class discussion. The anoult of time and importance devoted
to reading increase. It is particualrly important at the
more advanced levels that the teacher must take care not
to suddenly adopt procedures which in fact force the pupil
into bad reading habits, or painful translation from the
foreigh language to English. Audio-lingual preparation
(e.g., reading out loud in class, choral repetition etc.)
of texts may have to be continued into the more advanced
levels of, instruction. Special care must be taken not to
use homework assignment materials in which the amount of
new vocabulary introduced per line is so large that it is
in fact impossible for the pupil to read the materials in
the foreign language. If too such new vocabulary is
introduced at once, the pupil is forced to look up the
words before reading the material; in other words he will
probably write the English equivalent in the book, then
attempt to make out the foreign language structures and
meanings on the basis of the vocabulary equivalents.
This is reverse of the procedure implied in reading the
foreign language. The pupil should understand what he
is readinuas the basis of the already familiar structures
and vocabulary, guess the new vocabulary from the structural
and situational context, and then confirm, if necessary, his
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guesses by looking up the unfamiliar words in the dictionary.
If texts are introduced in which there is a large amount of
unfamiliar vocabulary and structure, then the textbook, or
the teacher, must make sure that most of the vocabulary and
structure are anticipated and presented to the pupil before
he is asked to read the text (e.g., the new vocabulary can
be explained in the foreign language, illustrated by a
sample sentence similar to the one in which it occurs in the
reading, or sample sentences illustrating the complicated
structures found in the text can be put on the board and
briefly explained).

7. On the more advanced stages the discussion of materials read
at home becomes a fairly frequent and typical classroom
activity. The teacher must then be careful to prepare for
this discussion. He can focus the student's homework on
special sections of the reading or announce the questions to
be discussed in class, ahead of time. He can carefully
prepare questions about the homework so that the classroom
discussion follows the plan mapped out by the teacher. Those
special portions of the reading assignment which contain key
passages, constructions of special difficulty etc. must
be singled out for questions. While the teacher should, of
course, answer all legitimate questions and while it may
at times be indeed desirable to lead the student to ask
questions, the discussion of a reading assignment should
never become a question and answer period in which the
students do in fact ask the questions and in which the
teacher has abdicated this role of being responsible for
the conduct of the class.

8. Even at more advanced levels, reading "out loud" of extended
passages by individual students is an activity which must
be handled with some care: If the student can indeed read
and pronounce well, he does not need the practice. If he
does need it, he should not become a model for the rest of
the class. Thus the teacher must remain the primary model
for accurate pronunciation. Reliding out loud on the part
of the student must be primarily imitation of the teacher
and must be followed by reading on the part of the teacher
who then becomes the model for further choral and/or
individual repetitions.
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The teacher:

1. Relates cultural material as closely as possible to
Foreign Language instruction.

(a) Is alert to the possibilities for cultural
exposition inherent in the basic material.

(b) Integrates, where possible, outside cultural
experiences and materials with the basic material.

(c) Does not go beyond the linguistic level of the
class in his choice of cultural materials (songs,
poems, history, art, etc.).

2. Takes advantage of all available real products of the
country when introducing culture on all levels,
(records, newspapers, magazines, realia, etc.).

3. Uses culture positively and not as a stop-gap or time-
filler.

(a) Does not consistently reserve the last minutes of
the class or Friday periods for the presentation
of culture.

(b) Enlivens the period by judicious choice of the
moment to introduce cultural material.

(c) Uses the cultural material to re-establish the
working set of the class.

A.41' ,W"'" 4,4
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There are at least two definitions of culture which
seem to have current vailidity. One takes the view that
culture represents the outstanding achievement (artistic,
literary musical, etc.) of a particular people. This is the
paint of view typically represented by college departments
of language and literature. The other view is that culture
represents the "learned and shared behavior" of the
individuals of a given community and includes all
institutions or products of human activity, at least inasmuch
as they are the outcome of such learned and shared behavior.
The latter view is the one which is at the basis of the work
of the anthropologist or perhaps, more generally speaking,
of the social scientist. A great deal of confusion can
arise if the two conflicting definitions are not carefully
separated. For the language teacher both definitions of
culture, the artistic-literary view (Culture with a
capital C, as it is sometimes called) and the anthropological
view (culture with a small c) are important and relevant.
Besides, both views represent at times only complementary
ways of looking at the same thing: a great work of art
(e.g., a novel)can be viewed as belonging to "Capital C"
as well as "small c" culture -- about which it may also
contain a great deal of important information.

1. Of course, many of the outstanding products of Culture use
the medium of language, and all language is part of culture
(it is the "learned and shared behavior" pa' excellence!).
Small c culture is part-and-parcel of foreign language
instruction. The foreign language operates, normally,
at least, in the foreign culture. Its vocabulary and
structure are used to refer to objects, institutions, customs,
etc. which exist in that foreign culture. To teach the
foreign language as if it referred primarily to the familiar
cultural environment of the native English of the pupil is
a falsification which at the same time also removes much of
the motivation for language study and makes it appear trivial:
why learn a foreign language if it seems to be only an
alternate way to refer to the already familiar cultural
environment? In order to make the study of language
relevant the pupil must be constantly reminded that the
foreign language is, indeed, not an alternate way to refer
to the familiar, but that it is a new and different means
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of communication used in a different cultural environment
to which it is the primary and most direct way of access.

The presentation of foreign culture must therefore
be tied to the teaching of the foreign language as closely
and intimately as possible. Even in the most elementary
stages, the point that the foreign language operates in a
different reality can be made briefly whenever the oppor-
tunity arises (e.g., windows, bathrooms, loaves of bread,
etc. in France do not resemble their American counterparts).

The teacher must thus be able to utilize every possibility
inherent in the basic materials to alert the student briefly
to the fact that behind the language which he is learning
there is a culture different from his own.

Many teachers will, of course, supplement the basic
materials used in the language course by other materials
specifically designed to make the student aware of the

foreign culture. Such cultural. additions (small c as well

as capital C) can be very valuOle. Extreme care must be

taken, however, that the presentation of such materials
helps, rather than hinders, the process of learning the
language. If the materials are not integrated with the
course, then the presentation will be perceived as an
activity separate from or artifically superimposed upon
language instruction. The material will neither nu ivate

nor reinforce the foreign-language learning experience.
Two errors must be especially guarded against: one is

the excessive amount of presentation of.cultural materil
in English; the other is the introduction of language
materials (songs, poems, stories) which are linguistically
far beyond the level of the claSs. In order to point
up the intimate connection of language and culture and in
order to act as a motivating force, the materials must have
a connection with the foreign lahguage experience -- must
preferably be in the foreign language and at the same time
within the possible 3inguistic reach of the pupil. In

ether words, let us say, a movie on Southern France
narrated in English more or less arbitrarily imposed on the
instructional process has little or no value. The same
movie, shown following the reading in French of a short
story taking place in Southern France will have more value
since it gives the pupil a look at the cultural environment
of the preceding linguistic experience. The same movie
in French, but incomprehensible to the pupil, will mean very
little. However, if this film is introdced at a time when
it is linguistically accessible to the pupil, when perhaps
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its script can be "prepared" in class and made the object
of discussion and exercises, this flame movie will be a
valuable cultural adjunct: intimately tied to the pupil's
language experience.

2. Perhaps the best way of making the culture behind the
language real to the pupil is the introduction of realia
representing the culture. But realia must also be chosen
in such a way that they are, whenever possible, connected
with the regular instructional program and within the reach
of the pupil. Realia representing the foreign country do not
only include objects (food, articles of clothing, etc.) but,
especially on the more advanced levels, they may consist of
real specimens of the language (newspapers, magazines,
commercial phonograph records, etc.) and last, but not
least, native speakers used as resource persons. Again it
should be stressed that the use of foreign language realia
must, whenever possible, be prepared and be made part
of the total instructional program. The songs on a record
can be explained and written on the board and may, indeed,
be chosen to illustrate a language pattern which has just been
learned.

3. Since the presentation of cultural materials is an important
and necessary part of language instruction it should not
consistently be used as a stop-gap or time - filler during
periods when the attention of the class slackens. The
teacher who consistently assigns the last few minutes of
the class session or part of the Friday session to the
presentation of culture because "that is all that could
be accomplished during these periods anyway" not only
admits defeat in his effort to retain and maintain the
interest of the class, he also, by implication, assigns
to cultural material an inferior status. Loss of pupil
interest during certain periods of instruction should be
counteracted by various means and not assumed as
inevitable and frozen into the structure of the course.

Thus the teacher, instead of assigning culture present-
ation to the periods of slackening in attention, could try
to keep these periods from occuring by using presentation
cf cultural materials for a change of pace or to arouse
interest before the drop in attention occurs.

There is, of course, a danger inherent in the intro-
duction of cultural material for the purpose of preventing
a drop in pupil interest. If the material is not connected
with the lesson as such, it may perhaps attract attention
and interest Ler se, but it will constitute a break in the
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continuity of the lesson and after the cultural diversion
return to the normal progress of the lesson as such may

become difficult or impossible. The cultural digression
should thus be chosen in such a way that it has some connec-
tion with the basic material being presented and that it
also affords the possibility of a smooth return to the
language learning activity. For example, a pattern used
in pattern practice and connected with "asking for" objects
may be used for a digression on French "Specialized stores"

versus the American supermarket and the increasing number

of American-type supermarkets in France, etc. Following

this, an ezercise in which students ask for different items
in a bakery, grocery store, etc. can be used for the return
from the cultural digression to the language practice
activity.
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VIII. USING VISUAL AIDS

The teacher:

I. Uses visual aids to illustrate and clarify structure
and spelling (e.g., charts, chalkboard, flash cards,
pictures, overhead projector).

(a) In correction and confirmation of homework.

(b) In teaching sound-letter correspondences.

(c) In introducing new words in the reading/writing
stage.

(d) In teaching grammatical concepts (e.g., verb
endings, agreement, etc.).

2. Uses visual aids as cues to support language activity
(e.g., realia, pictures, drawings, etc.).

(a) In supplying meaning.

(1)1.0
In stimulating conversation.

(c) In cued response.

3. Uses visual aids actively or on the bulletin board
to relate culture with classroom activities.

(a) Uses posters, magazine ads, newspapers, etc. which

are products of the foreign language culture.

(b) Uses visual aids which are related to and
illustrateas closely as possible the cultural
topic being discussed.

4. Uses visual aids of high quality and appropriateness
for maximum effectiveness in teaching.
(a) Aids should be visible to and identifiable by

the entire class.

(b) Aids used to convey meaning should be completely

unambiguous.

(c) Aids should not be unduly distractive.
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VIII. USING VISUAL AIDS

1. Visual aids can be used, first of all, in direct support of
the teaching of language as soon as writing is introduced
in the course. In a sense, writing itself and the use of
the blackboard to clarify words or constructions in writing
is the most obvious visual aid of the language instructor.
When writing has been introduced and especially during the
process of introducing writing and sound-symbol corres-
pondence, this particular visual aid should be used as
often as possible. While in the first-level language
instruction it is generally desirable to have audio-lingual
contact and audio-lingual practice precede the introduction
of written equivalents, the teacher should never neglect
the use of writing and thus "throw away" the powerful
help which many pupils (especially "visually-minded"
pupils) receive from being able to associate the spoken
word with a written, visible counterpart.

The blackboard (or other ways of showing the written
equivalents of language) should thus be used in a variety
of activities; e.g., the correction of homework (see 10,
4b) the teaching of sound-letter correspondences (see 5,
2) the introduction of new wards as soon as their correct
pronunciation has been established.

Various devices can be employed to make the use of
writing particularly effective. In the establishment of
sound - symbol correspondences, the same underlining or
color can be used for symbols corresponding to the same
sounds. The teacher can reinforce grammatical concepts by
writing structurally identical or similar sentences in
such a way that these identical elements are lined up in
vertical columns. Structurally equivalent endings can be
written in the same color or underlined in the same
fashion. Agreements between words can be made clear by
identical colors or underlinings_or arrows connecting
the endings which must be in agreement.

2. A very different type of visual aid is represented by the
pictures, drawings or realia which can be used in support
of language activity. One very popular way of using such
aids is for the purpose of supplying the meaning of the
utterance or words that are being introduced. The so-called
"direct method" consists of using visual aids almost ex-
clusively for this particular purpose; but even the teacher
who does not strictly adhere to a "direct method" approach

;ti ;- -
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will find that talking about visually present realia
(including pictures, actions, etc.) is an effective way
of providing a frame of reference for the introduction of
new material and to reinforce language learning since
activity that is associated with a picture or object
will probably be remembered better than activity which is
introduced without visual tie-in.

Aside from providing meaning, visual aids can thus
also be used to provide a frame of reference to give the
class and the teacher something concrete to talk about.
A picture can serve as a useful stimulus to conversation.
The description of the picture itself can in turn be used
for eliciting responses from the student.

Pictures can also, in a rather specific way, be used
as cues in different types of pattern practice. Thus,
as soon as the pupil has learned to associate a particular
vocabulary item with a picture, the latter, rather than
the word itself, can be used as stimulus in a substitution
type of exercise (e.g., the basic sentence may be The
teacher is in the classroom. The teacher holds up the
picture associated with the principal. Student's response:
The principal is in the classroom. Another possibility
consists in having the pupil associate a specific basic
utterance with a picture and then using the picture to cue
the utterance or, perhaps, transformations of the utter-
ance (e.g., a basic sentence like: The teacher is lookin&
at the homework is associated with a picture. The picture
itself can now be used to cue this sentence. The pupil
can then be taught to transform the basic sentence upon
receiving supplementary cues. The picture, in conjunction
with the cue: "yesterday" can be used to cue the response:
Yesterday the teacher was looking at the homework, etc.).

3. Generally, the visual aids which can be used to illustrate
the culture of which the foreign language is a part (posters,
bulletin board displays, realia, etc.) are not quite so
intimately related to the language learning activity, yet
their effectiveness will largely depend on making their
relation to Language and language learning as close and
intimate as possible. The main purpose of "cultural
realia" is to make the foreign culture real and to remind
the pupil that the language is a real activity carried
on by real people -- not merely a classroom exercise.
Posters, magazines, real products of the foreign culture
should thus be used as visual aids as much as possible and,
whenever possible, in close relation to classroom activity.
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The pictures or drawings used to provide meaning can be
made in such a way as to convey the idea that they are
representing individuals or artifacts of the foreign culture.
The realia brought to class to aid in teaching, let us say,
the different colors, the definite article, etc., can be
products of the foreign culture. The picture on the
bulletin board showing Notre Dame de Paris or the Escorial
are indeed the subject (or at least related to the subject)

of the current lesson.
4. The visual aids themselves should be of high quality and

effectiveness. There are a few fairly obvious guidelines:
A visual aid must, by definition, be visible and easily

perceived by the entire class (not just the front row).
Thus, the teacher must guard against small, illegible
writing, confusing blackboard presentation (e.g., leaving
distracting items on the board) small pictures or realia,
etc.

If the visual aid is used to supply meaning, then it
must be completely unambiguous. This question of ambiguity
is less of a problem if the teacher does not adhere strictly
to the "direct method," provides meanings in English or
uses the picture merely to cue an agreed upon word or
construction.

A final point to be considered is that visual aids
should always be used in support of language activity but
should not be allowed to become dominant over it. Thus the

detail, content, even aesthetic quality of a visual aid
must be carefully considered in relation to the activity
for which it is used. A very beautiful painting may be a
wonderful example of cultural 'achievement -- a beautiful
slide picture may give a very good view of certain aspects
of a foreign culture -- and both may be used effectively
as the basis of description to provoke conversation, but

their very richness and beauty may turn out to contain
coo many distractions to make them useful vehicles for cuing
in pattern practice or for serving as a frame of reference
in the introduction of a grammatical concept.

" "
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IX. USE OF ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT (LANGUAGE LABORATORY)

The teacher:

1. Hakes sure that the pupils are thoroughly familiar
with the content of the material before it is drilled

in the lab,

rrierifimlosfizelecsAhrteisilkiiiiimiss=r

2. Makes sure that the class understands the mechanics of
the drills.

3. Monitors the work in progress.

(a) Makes sure that all pupils are participating
actively.

(b) Provides for positive re-inforcement in such a
manner as not to interfere with the drill.

(c) Is alert to pupil error and makes provision for
individual correction where possible.

(d) Stops the drill when it becomes obvious that the
class is not benefiting from it.

4. Adjusts the frequency and duratitin of drills.

(a) Uses the equipment only when apprwriate.

(b) Uses the equipment only as long as necessary.

5. Adjusts to the exigencies of scheduling by using
profitably any time in excess of that which is needed
for overlearning, (e.g., songs, comprehension exercises,
short stories, riddles, filmsr7ips, pictures).

6. Follows up the laboratory drills with appropriate
classroom activities, (e.g., variations in structure
and/or vocabulary, recombination of structural items,
testing of the specific structures drilled).
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IX. USE OF ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT (LANGUAGE LABORATORY)

Before discussing the behavior of the teacher in
connection with lahguage laboratory activities, a few
points concerning laboratories and their use must be
elucidated. Laboratory work will, of course, vary
according to the type of installation that is used, the
type of scheduling and the general framework within which
the .laboratOry is utilized. Regarding types of installation
We must distinguish:

(I) the laboratory which is a mere listening facility.
(Level One)

(2) the laboratory which allows for listening to
recorded material and also, to his own voice
through activated earphones, (Level Two)

(3) the laboratory which allows not only for listening
but also for recording of responses and which
makes it zOgsible (becanse of a tape deck at each
student position) to play back the student's
recorded reSpOnse. .(level Three)

In the'uSe of the laboratory, the following situations,
must be clearly distinguished:

(1) The laborgtEdii is used, to allow maximum flexibility.

in instruction in the sense that each pupil (or at least
groups of pupils) can progress at his own optimal speed
of learning. In this type of utilization, the laboratory
is the place where the core of the learning experience takes,
place. Utilization of the laboratory for this type of
learning requires the use, of self- instructional (programmed)
or' at least partly self-instructional materials,

'(2) The laboratOry facilities are ailable to the
student according to his needs or interest. (The "library
type utilization ") In this type of utilization, the
language course itself prOgresges at the same speed for all
students, but the SUpplementary practice afforded by the
laboratory 'can vary frOnistudent to student.

(3) The laboratory iS,a:fiXed part of regularly
scheduled instruction (nonpexible use). During certain
parts of the clasS hour ortduring other regularly scheduled
periods, all students are exposed to identical time blocks
ofexpogure to laboratory materials.

ti
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While the flexible use of the laboratory (Situation 1
and 2 above) are probably the most interesting and promising,
the nonflexible use (Situation 3) is, at present, the most
typical, at least on the high school level. In this
nonflexible use the laboratory is not (as is the case in
Situation 1 above) the place where initial learning of
materials takes place. It is rather the place for practice
and "overlearning" of material with which the student
already has some familiarity. The main advantages of the use
of the language laboratory in the nonflexible situation
consist in the possibility of providing a variety of
correct models, of giving the student the opportunity to
make a much larger number of individual responses than he
could make during a comparable classroom period and, last
but not least, of giving the teacher some relief from
continuous and strenuous audio-lingual drill activities.
Our discussion of teaching activities in connection with the
laboratory will, then, be primarily concerned wIth
Situation number the relatively nonflexi'-if, utilization.

Perhaps the most important overall consideration in the
use of the laboratory is that the laboratory work must be
an integral part of the total instruction, not a separate
entity, and that therefore, the transition from classroom
activities to laboratory activities (and back to classroom
activities) must be natural, smooth and quick. If the
laboratory work becomes, in fact, an interruption of the
normal flow of instruction rather than a helpful continuation,
it becomes uneconomical and self-defeating.

1. The laboratory, usually by the very nature of its physical
layout, is not the ideal place in which to explain or to
introduce new material. Especially in the initial stages
of instruction, it is necessary that the teacher watch
each individual student's intonation and pronunciation as
new material is introduced. In the laboratory, this task
of keeping track of the entire group is extremely difficult:.
Even the most accurate "hi -f i" equipment (and most labora-
tories will not qualify for that description) will allow
some distortion in the pronunciation which may be imitated
by the student. Presentation of basic material in class
rather than in the laboratory not only gives the teacher
the opportunity to observe and correct immediately, it
also gives the ttudent the help which comes from watching
the facial expressions (lip movements, etc.) which accompany
pronunciation. The laboratory work should thus, normally at
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least, not represent the student's first exposure to basic

materials, This does not, of course, exclude the possibility
that drills, exercises which represent variations of basic
materials, or "overlearning" of basic materials be made part

of the laboratory sessions.

2. If the laboratory work consists of exercises of the structure
drill type, then it is essential that the students know
what the exact nature of the drill is, either by means of
brief instructions before the beginning of the lab session
or via instruction on the tape or both. Instructions for

laboratory work need to be even more concise and unambiguous
than instructions for classroom activity. In classroom
activities, a puzzled look on the faces of some students,
a raised hand, a faltering response will provide immediate
feedback as to the lack of dlarity of the instructions and
the teacher can quickly retrace his steps and restate the
explanations. In laboratory activities, the lack of un-
ambiguous clear description can usually not be remedied
very easily. It often takes longer to find out that
instructions have not been understood and so the teacher
may find it more difficult to retrace his steps in order

to clarify the explanation. Then, too, the teacher may

not even be on hand when the "breakdown in communication"
takes its effect, in which case, of course, the student
may go through the whole session without knowing what he is

doing.

3. We have stated before that the main advantage (it least of
the nonflexible laboratory) consists in maximizing the number
of responses made by the individual student. In connection

with this statement, a few simple facts must be kept in mind.
During the lab period the teacher must make sure that:

(a) student responses do in fact occur

(b) responses are made attentively

(c) the essential practice of rewarding correct
responses and correcting wrong ones is maintained
at all times.

Of course, tying in the language laboratory work very
closely with classroom instruction will go far toward
accomplishing at least some of the above-mentioned goals.
However, monitoring in the lab is usually a necessity. The

teacher can monitor the work by listening from a central
listening console or (at times even more effectively) by
simply walking up and down .ad observing the performance
of the students. Those who are responding attentively and
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correctly can be rewarded (by an encouraging smile or by a
.quick verbal reward via the console) and students who are
not responding or who are responding incorrectly can be
singled out for individual encouragement and/or correction.
Much of the laboratory work included in current textbooks
is based on the'assumptions that the student can indeed
judge accurately whether or not he has made a correct response,
that he can make this judgment on the basis of comparing
his response with the one provided on the tape and that
hearing the correct response (which agrees with his own)
will constitute an adequate reinforcement or reward of his
effort. All of these assumptions are at best only partially
true and the teacher,must keep in mind that the laboratory
(at least aslconstructed and used at present) does not allow
the teacher to relinquish his role as, the person who is
rewarding appropriate responses and correcting inappropriate
ones.

In general, it must also be emphasized that the laboratory
is a tool of instruction and that.:the tool should not be
allowed to dominate and shape the instructional process as
such. Thus, if it becomes very clear that a particular
drill or activity is not benefiting the class (e.g.,
directions have been misunderstood, class is not sufficiently
prepared for the drill) it is better to interrupt the
activity than to let the laboratory session degenerate into
a chaotic performance simply because a fixed amount of time
had been aiStakenly assigned to a specific laboratory
activity.

4. The above-mentioned role of the laboratory as a tool must
also determine its overall utilization. In general, the
laboratory should be used only when its utilization is
required by the _progress of the course. Such use necessitates
either extremely careful planning in the organization of the
course_or a amount of flexibility as to when and how long
the laboratory should be used. There is little doubt that
the latter is preferable since even with the most careful
planning it Is difficult to arrange classroom instruction in
such a way that the availability of the laboratory will
coincide with its most effective use. (It is for this
reason, .no doubt, that many schools are installing "Classroom
laboratories" in which the teacher can switch at will from
the classroom to the laboratory type of instruction.) At any
rate, a topic that must be abandoned, an explanation which
cannot be given, a drill which must be interrupted because
it is time to go to the language laboratory -- all of these
not only result in a waste of time Kit also emphasize the lack
of continuity between classroom and lab instruction.
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What is true about the transition from classroom to
laboratory instruction applies, of course, as well to the
transition from lab to classroom and to the time devoted
to laboratory instruction. There seems to be general
agreement that the time that can be profitably spent on
overlearning and reviewing material in the laboratory is
fairly limited (perhaps an optimum of about twenty minutes).
At this point we should emphasize again that tnis limited
optimum duration applies only to the laboratory activities
envisaged in this particular context and discussion and not
necessarily to the flexible types of utilization described
earlier (e.g., use of the laboratory as a center for
progr self-instruction.). At any rate, the teacher
should be in a position to interrupt laboratory activities
if they no longer seem profitable (that is, when there
are signs of stedent fatigue, boredom, confusion, etc.) and
should not prolong drill activities simply because they were
provided for in a predetermined schedule. Nor should the
exigencies of a predetermined schedule force the teacher
to take up in the laboratory certain types of activities
(e.g., explanations, presentation of basic materials) which
can be more profitably pursued in the classroom situation.

5. If, however, a superimposed rigidity in scheduling forces
the teacher to spend more time in the laboratory than would
be spent for the purpose of practice or overlearning, he
must see to it that this time is spent as profitably as
possible and not in repetitive types of exercises in which
boredom and exhaustion lead not only to ever diminishing
returns but also to creation of negative attitudes toward
the lab experience as such. Activities like listening to
short stories (based on familiar materials) followed by
comperhension exercises, showing of pictures or films,
filmstrips, playing of songs, etc. can be used to fill the
scheduled laboratory period in a way which is interesting
and at the same time reasonably profitable.

6. We have already stressed the point that laboratory activities
must be completely integrated with classroom activities
which precede and follow the laboratory session. Integration
with the classroom activities which follow can be accomplished
in various ways. Obviously, the laboratory drill can serve'
as the preparation for quizzes and tests to be taken during
the following classroom session. Classroom activities can
begin where the laboratory activity left off (e.g., materials
or drills presented in the lab can be presented again and/or
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recombined in the classroom; if a short story or dialogue

was drilled in the laboratory, the next class session can

start with questions or discussions concerning the story

or dialogue). In short, everything possible must be done

in order to make it clear that the laboratory activity

is an integral part of the course and essential to the

total learning experience.
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X. MAKING HOMEWORK ASSIGN/ENTS

The teacher:

1. Chooses assignments designed to reinforce the learning
which takes place in class.
(a) Refrains from making assignments which force

students onto unfamiliar ground.

(b) Makes certain that the nature of the assignments
necessitates active FL behavior on the part of
the students.

2. Evaluates assignments to terms of the results achieved
through the assignments rather than via physical
evidence of their having been completed.

3. Clearly explains what is to be done and how it is to be
done. (Uses class tine, when necessary, to illustrate
and practice procedures to be employed in accomplishing
assignments.)

4. Makes assignments at appropriate time during the lesson.
(Allows sufficient but not excessive time to explain
expectations.)

5. Provides opportunity to confirm or correct assigned
work as soon as possible.

Makes homework.correction a class activity on 'most
occasions.

(b) Uses visual aids to facilitate correction (e.g.,
overhead projector, colored chalk).

(c) Makes sure that each student is motivated to
correct his homework carefully and conscientiously.

7
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X. MAKING HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENTS

1. The main purpose of homework (at least at the first levels
of instruction) is to reinforce learning which has already
taken place in the classroom. Thus homework should,
normally at least, represent an extension of classroom
activity. In making assignments for homework, the teacher
most keep in mind the simple facts that, on the one hand, the
homework should represent some language activity on the part
of the student while, on the other hand, the student will
be working by himself so that errors will go uncorrected --
at least until correction takes place in the classroom.
(Immediate correction of homework could be possible only
in special cases. For instance, the homework assignment
is done in the language laboratory and consists of listening
to tapes and records, or the student takes home specially
designed "programmed" self-instructional materials.)

The normal homework assignment must, therefore, consist
of exercises in which the student is not likely to make an
unreasonable number of errors. The student most be on
familiar ground, performing learning tasks that are active
and useful and at the same time reasonably "safe:" Same
examples of such activities are:

(a) Writing out a drill that has already been performed
orally.

(b) Continuing a drill (in spoken or written forms) that
has already been started in class.

(c) Making new sentences on the model of a sample
sentence.

(d) Making new sentences out of a sample sentence by
replacing words in the sentences with new words
either supplied by the teacher of the pupil's own
choice.

As the student's ability in the foreign language increases
and the amount of "control" in his language activities is
generally relaxed, he must also receive more opportunity
for freedom and creativity it his homework assignment. But
even on those more advanced levels, the teacher must be

r
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careful to relax control gradually so that the homework
assignment does not become an opportunity for making
numerous uncontrollable errors. Exercises in writing "free
composition" must be preceded by assignments in guided
composition (in which the teacher tells the student just
what to write about, what constructions to use, etc.).
Homework that forces the student prematurely onto unfamiliar
ground not only leads the student into numerous errors
but also burdens the teacher with an unmanageable task of
correction (and any written homework.that goes uncorrected
is of limited value, if_any).

2. TL, tendency of many pupils is-to think of .homework as an
end in itself rather than a means to an end. It is a
specific task to be "gotten over with" so that other,
perhaps more interesting and pleasant, occupations may be
undertaken. Corollaries of this attitude are that the home-
work may not be done at all, that it may be done hastily
without real involvement- or effort to thatAt .may
be-copied from a classmate, etc. The teacher must do all
in his power to counteract this attitude. He must make it
clear that the purpose of homework is learning experience
and not the production of some physical realia' (e.g., a
sheet of paper with ten sentences written on it) to be
brought along to the classroom. The best ways to. impress
this fact on the pupil are (a) not to give homework assignments
which are obviously not designed to reinforce a-learning
experience, (b) to evaluate the homework in terms of the
results achieved by it rather than in terms of the physical
evidence of its completion. In other words, classroom
activities, quizzes, tests, etc. should be structured in
such a way that the homework presents a direct and meaningful
preparation for the students. Only in the most advanced
stages of instruction should homework as such be graded
A, B, C, D, etc. (e.g., free composition, report on a
book read outside of class, etc.).

This does not mean that the fact that homework is not
done should go unnoticed, even on lower levels of instruction.
It should be made clear to the student that the real
"punishment" for not doing the homework is lower achievement
than he would otherwise attain. Occasionally, as a result
of the lack of grouping, there-may indeed be the case of
the rare student who can get all "k's without doing any
homework.. Depending on other factors involved (general
attitude of the student, his performance in other.class
activities) the teacher may'let him "get away" without
doing his homework or, better yet, provide some sort of
special assignment.
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3. Since the student doing his hom,work is on his own, the
"what" and especially the "how" of the assignment must be
very clearly explaines. Again, laboratory homework and
programned,self.;instructional materials are, of course,
very specifically designed to control the way in which the
student works when he is alone. In the normal homework
situation, however, the teacher must provide very specific
instructions in the classroom and, if necessary, model the
procedure. To say: "Memorize the first four lines of a
dialogue" may seem a very specific assignment, but it can
be made mo%e specific by saying: "Memorize the lines in
the folluwing way: Read the first line out loud several
times, then cover it; see whether you remember it; if you
don's:, say it a few more times out loud while reading;
do not proceed to the second line until you know the first
Jne etc. An assignment like: "Make sentences of
your own on the model of the following sentence" may have to
be illustrated very carefully by taking class time to
construct some sample sentences in the same way. One means
of settling the "how" and "what" questions of homework
assignment is to assign as homework the completion of an
exercise started in the class (the written form of an
exercise done audio-lingually, etc.).

4. Since the "how" and the "what" of the homework must be
clearly explained, it is obvious that the homework assign-
ment itself must be made at a time when these explanations
are logically required by the progress of the lesson, and
when there is sufficient time to give explanations and, if
necessary, answer questions concerning the homework.
Probably the most inappropriate time for making the
assignment is the moment imaediately before the end of the
period, or the very end of the period itself. The last
minutes of class can, perhaps, be used to remind the
students of the assignment. The assignment itself should
be made at the most appropriate time during the class period.

5. All written homework should be corrected. In conjunction
with homework correction, should remember that these
simple principles of learning are applicable:

(a) The correction should come as soon as possible.

(b) Pupils' correct answers should be rewarded.

(c) The incorrect items must be pointed out and the
student must have the opportunity to formulate
correct answers.

7.
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From these principles, it follows that homework should
preferably be corrected the day after the assignment was
made and that each student should correct his own work in
such a way as to enable him to see which answers are correct
and to rewrite correctly those which are incorrect.

In no case should homework be exchanged so that students
correct each other's assignments. Nor should class time be
wasted by individual pupils putting sections of the
hoaework on the board at the beginning of the class session.
(This procedure leaves those who are not at the board
either with nothing to do or with a different, distracting
activity.) One effective way of correcting homework is
for the teacher to put the required answers (section by
section, sentence by sentence) on the-board. Visual aids
(colored chalk, underlining, etc.) can be used to draw the
attention of the class to the critical points. Especially
effective for the purpose of providing the correct model
for the assignment is the overhead projector, since the
answers can be written out by the teacher before the class
and no .class time at all is wasted in producing the
corrections.

On the more advanced level of instruction this type
of homework correction will, in many cases, be impossible.
Free composition assignments must obviously be corrected
individually by the teacher. (In the case of more controlled,
"guided" composition, it is still possible to provide, as
a result of classroom activity, one correct model which
is used as a basis for audio-lingual activities such as
questions and answers, discussion, etc.). Individual
compositfons which have been corrected should be rewritten
by the pupil and the teacher should check (or at least
spot-check) the corrected work.

Whether correction of homework by the student ii an
activity undertaken at home (e.g., On the advanced level:
rewriting of a free composition which has been corrected
by the teacher) or an activity undertaken in class, the
student must be motivated to correct his homekork carefully
and conscientiously. The student-corrected homework should
be periodcially checked by the teacher. This means that
each student should be required to keep a special notebook
or folder for his corrected homework. Such a folder or
notebook can serve two useful purposes. It can be useful
for review purposes, Since the corrected homework will be a
very graphic reminder of the correct Answers, especially in
those areas in which the student is most likely to make
mistakes. Secondly, it can accord to homework (and homework
correction) the status which it deserves. as a useful learning
experience.
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XI. TESTING

The teacher:

1. Gives frequent short quizzes.

2. Uses a variety of techniques to test the various skills.

3. Tests only after the class has been thoroughly prepared.

4. Makes sure the students understand the test items and

procedures.
(a) Gives clear and complete instructions for taking

the test.

(b) Monitors the teat to provide additonal clarification.

5. Provides feedback as soon as possible.

6. Uses information derived from item analysis and review

of the test as a basis for making necessary changes in

teaching and/or testing procedures.

7. Uses clearly defined criteria known to and understood

by the class as the basis for grading tests.

s"'"g'-* 7;
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Testing serves several purposes: it is necessary in
order co establish the grades of the pupils; it may be
necessary to provide motivation for learning; it is, most
of all, useful as a diagnostic instrument. Testing tells
the pupil which items have been learned and which ones need
further review; it tells the teacher what the achievement
of the class is, what parts of the material have been-L---
learned and taught well, what parts may have to be taught
again or perhaps he taught differently.

1. No matter what particularpurpose'of testing one wishes to
emphasize, the periodic, frequent, short 'quiz instead of
(or at least in addition to) the large exam at the end of
a'1Onger time petiod is an estential part of the language
course. When used for establishing the grade of the pupil,
short quizzes remove the danger of attaching undue importance
to a single performance influenced, perhaps, by unusual
circumstances, and they will tend to reduce the amount
of anxiety Associated with the process'of being examined.
For the purpose of motivating the student to learn regularly
and steadily, the long, comprehensive final examination
is useless. Itit even more- useless for the purpose of
providing feedback to either the pupil 'or the teacher. It

establishes the outcome of a procedure which (at least
within the same course) is no longer reversible. The final
exam is not the time to find out that either the learning
or the teaching process has gone astray.

2. It is not our intention to discuss in detail all the
possible techniques of foreign language testing. Various

books, manuals, etc. may be consulted for specific types
of test items. However, some general principles will be
emphasized:

(a) If we attach importance to all language skills
(speaking, listening, reading, writing), then all skills
must be tested.

(b) It is better to test any skill directly than
indirectly (that is, by its correlation with another
skill). The validity of any test diminishes as we rely
on testing as a correlation with the skill tested rather
than on testing the skill itself. Excessive reliance on a
correlation may in fact upset the correlation itself.

(c) There may at times be a conflict between
validity of a test and the requirement of ease of scoring.
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In general, the foreign language teacher should keep in
mind that certain types of tests employed in widely used,
nationally named examinations are often influenced by the
requirement of easy objective scoring, but are not necessarily
the best models to be followed in preparing short classroom
quizzes or tests.

(d) It is better to use a variety of techniques to test
a skill than to rely constantly on just one technique.
Reliance on just one technique may be unfair to the pupil
who may have difficulty with that particular technique
and may also ultimately influence the pupil to learn the
material in just the way in which it is needed to do well
in a specific type of response.

In demonstration of the above points:
(a) It is generally easier to test the passive skills

than the active ones. "True-false" or "Multiple choice"
techniques lend themselves very easily to testing of
either auditory or reading comprehension. As a result, the
teacher may be tempted to test the passive skills and
neglect the others, especially the speaking skills. However,

the neglect of testing the speaking skill will inevitably
de-emphasize its importance in the eyes of the student.
Thus, short tests of individual pronunciation and'ability
to speak (answer questions, react to pictures, etc.) must be
included in the testing procedure if speaking the language
is to be one of the goals of instruction.

(b) It is, of course, true that there is usually a
very high correlation between performances in the various

skills, but the correlation does not provide motivation to
pursue and practice the skill which is not being tested.

In addition, the testing of items which correlate with
performance rather than testing the performance itself can

have adverse results. To give a well-known example: There

is (normally, at least) a high correlation between the
ability to either speak or read and the knowledge of

vocabulary. At the same time, knowledge of vocabulary is
not an end in itself. The constant use in the past of

vocabulary tests on some well-known standardized examinations
regulted in the stress on the learning of vocabulary as such
and produced students who kneW vocabulary but could

neither speak no read the language.

(c) The use of Ole correlation between knowledge of
vocabulary and reading of. nationally used tests is, of
course, principally determined by one factor: ease of
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scoring. In general, the classroom teacher would do
well to keep in mind that ease of scoring should not become
a'faqtor of overwhelming importance in making up short
quizzes -- at least not at the expense of validity, and
especially not in the testing of the active skills. The
best way of testing speaking is to make the student speak.
The best way of testing the student's knowledge of grammati-
cal-points in either spoken or written performance is to have
the student say or write a sentence containing the particular
point of grammar, and not to have him pick out One of four
or five possible.ways to complete a sentence.

3. The use of the test as a motivating as well as a diagnostic
tool makes it mandatory that a quiz or test by given only
after all of the material covered.: by the quiz has been
thoroughly and clearly taught. The student should be
(or should, at least, have had the opportunity. to become)
thoroughly familiar with all of the material as well as
the testing procedures themselves. This means that the
testing procedure as such should be carefully explained,
preferably before the quiz or exam is given, and should,
whenever possible, be closely related to the teaching
procedure (e.g., if the teaching procedure has relied
heavily on answers to pictorial cues, on making affirmative
sentences negative, on changing tenses of verbs at agreed-
upon signals, on replacing nouns with _pronouns, etc then
the same proceduri_should also be used in the construction
of test or quiz items). There is no justification for
introducing new, unusual procedures test items which
tent the studenesabilitytograsp the testing procedure
rather than his knowledge of the language.

4. Froot what is said above, it follows that the instructions
for taking the test .and.the teat items,themseives must be
perfectly clear. If the teacher feels-that it is preferable
to use the foreign language in giving his instructions,
then he must be especially careful to use only .f,
recurrent typei of test itema.1714(1.t4o explain the test items
themselves very carefully, perhaps 'in class sessions pre-

..ce;ding the administration of the viz or exam. During the
test-itself, die teaCherslipuld alSo be on band to provide
clatifiqation as to whet.is required. he can shows at the
same time, interest in thi,perfOrmence of each student,
reassure the insecure st.4440.51. perhaps walk up and down
and ask whether they Cleirly'understand what
they are_tuppoied to do. his prodedure will, of course,
also allow the teacher to Prevent poiiible cheating without
casting him too obviously in the role of a policeman.)
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5. The role of the test as a diagnostic tool requires that it
be corrected end returned to the student as soon as
possible. If the student is to "learn from the test," then
he should receive correction of his wrong responses (and
confirmation of the right ones) as quickly as possible. In
the case of individual speaking sad /or pronunciation tests,
correction and confirmation is, of course, immediate.
Written quizzes can be discussed and corrected Lathe class
period following the quiz. Some teachers prefer to give
the correction impediately,After the quiz is taken. This
-procedure has the advantage of .immediate correction and
confirmation, but the disadvantage that the student cannot
correct his own mistakes, at least not if the quiz is to be
used to establish a grade. (The temptation to change the
answer is too great to be resisted.) Sc me teachers follow
the practice of having students exchange papers for
correction. This procedure neither removes the temptation
to make changes (this tine on the exam paper of a friend)
nor does it give the individual the chance to have direct
confirmation or correction of his own answers. Thus, for
any ex used for purposes of grading, the best procedure
is correction of the exam by the teacher, but in such a way
that mistakes are noted on the paper but no correct response
is provided. Then, during the next session of the class,
the correct answers are provided (on -%e blackboard or
overhead projector) and the students write out the correct
answers. Just as with corrected homework, corrected quizzes
should not be thrown away but be kept in a special notebook
or folder by each individual student.

6. Each quiz tests not only the students, but, in a very real
sense, the teacher es well. It gives him the opportunity
to evaluate himself and his techniques. Thus, a teacher
mist consider the results of any exam first of all from the
point of view of whether the class as a whole has reached
satisfactory achievement. Then the specific test items
should be examined with some care. If certain test items
were oilseed consistently by the majority of the students,
then the specific material tested by those items was perhape
badly or inefficiently taught. If the item is missed by the
better students or missed randomly by good and bad student('
alike, then the test item itself was unreliable and badly
constructed. Thus, the test will give the teacher clear
indications whether the teaching or the-testing procedure or
both need modification. A teacher, especially a beginning

V
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teacher, may find it uP"...A.ul to kemp a "log" of his quizzes
and tests in order to modify his own perf:ormance as the
result of the frAback received.

7. The purposes '4 providing feedbfick and motivation can be
interfered vith quite seriously if the student perceives the
test or t1,4 grading system as vunfair" and is allowed to
come to the conclusion that the reason for a low grade or
wrong "iesponse can be found with the teacher rather than
with As own performanc:e. the teacher must, therefore,
make sure that the students now exactly not only what
eleir mistakes are but also :he criteria on which the grades
ere based. The teacher should communicate very briefly
how much each mistake (or type of mistake) counted, how
much value was assigned to each part of the examination
and within which brackets specific grades were assigned.

1'
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PART IV: MICRO - TEACHING LESSONS

As stated in the introduction to this volume, the
micro-teaching lesson i3 the experience in which all the
other elements which make up the training of the teacher
find their practical application. What goes then into the
makeup of the micro-lesson is the teacher's understanding of
the linguistic principles involved (Part I), his knowledge
of and fluency in the language (Part II), his grasp of
essential aspects of methodology (the performance criteria
of Part III).

In Part IV of this training syllabus we shall thus
describe a few samples of micro-lessons -- or rather the
planning which should go into those micro-lessons. For
it is essential that micro- teaching lessons be real lessons
--and that micro-teaching be considered as real teaching.
It is a scaled-down model of reality -- not play-acting. The
model lessons described here can be video-taped or simply
taught "live" by the supervisor or master-teacher. In the
video-taping as well as in the live performance, it may,
of course, become necessary to depart from the planning --
from the "script" which is envisaged in the planning of the
lessons. Such departures which are forced upon the
experienced teacher and which are likely to be within the
scope of the performance criteria of-Part III should by
no means be avoided. They can themselves become unplanned
models of specific performance criteria. At any rate, it
is by far preferable to have such unpredictable. departures
from planning in the model lessons than to put on an
obviously agreed upon stage performance. Flexibility and the
ability to draw .upon some of the performance criteria in
uppredictable situations are themselves essential skills
which are in need of demonstration in a natural setting.

The students chosen for the micro-lessons should
preferably be slightly ahead of the level and material
itself. Numbers after the number of the lesson (1/2, 1,
1 1/2) refer to recommended levels of their preparation.
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Micro-lesson 1. (1/2)

Goal: Pronunciation and discrimination of nasals.

Linguistic Basis: (in Part I): 111-8, 9.

Performance Criteria:

Used in planning: (in Part tV-4a, b.

To keep in Mind: (in Part III): II-1c; I-3a; IV-5;
V-2, 3, 4.

Outline of Lesson:

A. Teacher (drilling a dialogue): 'Jean dit 'bonjour un

de áe i camaridet.

driesi: Jean dit bonjour Un de sea camare.des.

Telair: (asks for individual repetition by poiating

Teacher: Oaks for repetition of individual words by
'Pointing to individual pupili):
benjeur,...bolijdur,...bonjeur. ui,..iun,...un. etc.
(Teacher rewards correct reepOnses. Does not reward
incorrect canes.)

Teacher: (returns to students who any have Mispronounced
the words:) Jean..., bonjOili..., uh, etc.

Teacher: Jean eit-bonijeinne eat bonne.
Teacher: (Repeats-iboye-seiieral tines). (Asks for

Chiiii repetition individual repetition).
11;40. Jein/jeanne; bon/bonne.-
(44 for several individual repetitions,
Of Jean/Jeanie, bon/bonne.)*-,

C. Teicier: (Writes On bOird, (1) on, (2) en-, (3) un.

(Asks stUdentiO Lequel de ces mots est-ce
'clue je ptononcef Ue; deuit Oifticits?- (or: which of these
words an I saying: one, two or three?)
Pronounces, un, an, un, on, an, etc. (then asks class
and then individuals to identify whether he is saying,
1, 2 . 3.
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Returns to ask individually those students who may have
misidentified a word.
Points to board and asks students to read the word to which
he is pointing.
Teacher: Repetons encore une foie: Jean est bon; Jeanne

est bonne.
Class: Jean eat bon; Jeanne est bonne.
Teacher: Jean dit bonjour k un de ses caaardes. aigtez.

Class: Jean dit bonjour aim: de ses camarades.
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Micro-lesson 2. (1/2)

Coal: Avoidance of substitution of English diphthongal vowels.

Linguistic Basis: II-1, 4, 5, 7; III-1, 3, 4, 5, 6.

Performance Criteria:

Used in planning: IV-4a, b.

To keep in mind: 1-3, 4; IV -5b.

Outline of lesson:

A. Teacher: (drilling a dialogue) Jean dit bonjour )t un de

ses camarades.
Class: Jean dit bonjour 1 un de ses camarades.
Teacher: (asks for four individual repetitions of):
dit,...dit,...dit, ...dit. ses, ses, ses, ses.

Teacher: (rewards correct responses with approval.
Does not reward incorrect ones.)
Teacher: (returns to students who may have mispronounced
models and again has them repeat:) dit,...dit, ...ses,...
ses..etc.

B. Teacher: (Writes on board: (1) say (2)

(1) Lee X2)
(1) may (2)

(1) see (2)

ses

lit

mes
si. )

Teacher: (asks): Lequel de ces mots eat -ce je pronounce:
un (qui est anglais) ou deux (qui est francais)? (Or:
which of these words am I saying: one [which is English]
or two [which is French ?)
Teacher: pronounces saw, mes, Lee, mes, may, etc. (After
each word he asks the class-ainidlater'indiViduils-- to
identify whether the word is English (1) or French (2).
Individual students who mispronounced (see A above) or
iehentified sounds incorrectly get some individual practice.)

3

f.

5
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C. Teacher models again: Jean dit bonjour a un de ses
camarades.
Asks for choral response: Jean dit bonjour a un de ses
camarades.
Asks for individual response -- returning to students
whe mispronounced under A and B above. Indicates
approval of pronunciation of the sounds which are now
correct. Indicates disapproval or lack of acceptance
for any sounds which are not correctly pronounced and
repeats the mispronounced word himself to indicate that
this particualr part of the student's response should
not be taken as a model.

g, era .725SV rr In
4t4

4
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Micro-lesson 3. (1/2)

Goal: Pronunciation of "midvowels" Lkg, etc.

Linguistic Basis: 11-6; 111-2, 3, 14.

Performance Criteria:

Used in planning: IV-1, 2, 3, 4b, 5a, b, c.

To keep in mind: 1-4; I-5a, b, c.

Outline of lesson:

A. Teacher (drilling a dialogue): Il a lu tart peu de livres.
Class: Il a lu tress peu de livres.
Teacher (asking Ear individual repetitions of sentence
above and then asking for class repetition of:) lu, lui

..1u,... peu,...pen,...peu,..
Teacher: modelsand then asks for individual repetition*
of lu, lu, lu,...1u, ...peu,... peu,...peu,...peu.

B. Teacher explains: In order to say /y /, you must say the
sound /i/ and then round your lips without changing the
position of your tongue.
Teacher demonstrates: .../i/,(rounds his lips moving
gradually to) tv/

Teacher asks individual students (especially those who
mispronounced before -- see A above) to imitate: /i/
/y/.

Teacher demonstrates change from: lit to...1u3, brought
about by lip-rounding.
Teacher explains that in the pronunciation of lu the lips
must be rounded before the 1 sound is pronounced. Re
demonstrates and asks individual student repetitions:
1119 .01U942111,ete

C. Teacher explains that in order to say /i/ as in .m.1 it
is best to say /e/ and then round the lips.
Teacher demonstrates: ... /e /.../¢/.

Teacher asks the class and then individual students to
imitate /e/...+
Teacher explains that in order to say. deux, feu, etc,
the lips should be rounded before the word is pronounced.
Demonstrates and asks individual students to repeat:
deux, feu, lat, etc.

Y.
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Teacher is sure to include students who have mispronounced
before (A above). Expresses approval of correct
pronunciation (especially on the part of the students
who mispronounced previously). Withholds approval for
incorrect pronunciation.

D. Teacher returns to original model sentence: Il a lu
tres peu de iivres.

Asks for one class and several individual repetitions.

Includes students who had difficulty with /y/ and 10
sounds. Approves of correct pronunciation. Withholds
approval for any part of the sentence which is pronounced
incorrectly by repeating himself the mispronounced words,
before asking for final choral repetition by the class.
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Micro-lesson 4. (1/2)

Goal: Correct pronunciation of final /j/. Sound- symbol

association: "111 /j/*

Linguistic Basis: V-1I.

Performance Criteria:

. Used in planning: IV -1, 2, 3, 4a, b, c, 5c; V -2, 3, 4.

To keep in mind: 1-3, 4, 5; VI-2; VIII-lb.

Outline of lesson:

Teacher (drilling a dialogue): Le soleil brille: quelle
belle journte!
Class (repeats): La soleil brille; quelle belle journie!
Teacher asks individual repetitions of: soleil,...soleil,

B. Teacher: explains that final /j/ in French is pronounced
clearly and distinctly.
Writes an the board: (1) fee (2) fille

(1) pie (2) paille
(1) tie (2) taille

Asks the class to indicate whether he is saying (1) an
English word or (2) a French word.
Says: fee, fille, p: ille, sue, seille, aie, etc. and
gets class and individual responses whetherthe wordAs
(1) English or (2) French.
Then he models fille, paille, soleil, travail, and asks
for individual repetitions.

C. Teacher puts on the board the words: soleil, travail,
pareil, vieil home, and underlines the spelling "i1".
He then asks individual students to read the word to which
he is pointing.
Next he puts on the board the words fille, brille, under-
lines "11 ". He then asks individual students to read
the words.

Then he puts on the beard la ville est tranquille. He
reads the sentence. himself, and asks students to repeat:
Explains that in the words tranquille, the "11"
is pronounced like/ill/while otherwise it is pronounced
like /j/.
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Teacher now points to words on the board and asks
individual students to read the words to which he is
pointing: ville,ssoleil, pareil, tranquille, villa,
brille, etc.

Teacher indicates approval of correct pronunciatioge.
models again in case pronunciation is incorrect and isks
for repetition by the class, then by another individual.

D. Teacher returns to initial sentence: Le soleil brille;
quelle belle journee! Asks one more choral repetition.
Then individual fepetitions by those members of the class
who mispronounced in A, B, or C above.
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Micro-lesson 5. (1/2 to 1)

Goal: Teaching partitive article vs. definite article for
generalisation.

Linguistic Basis: VII-8, 12, 11.

PerforSance _Criteria:

Used in Planning: II 1, 2; 3, 4; III-1, 2, 3; VIII-1d.

To keee in mind: I; 111-4, 5, 7, 8; VIII-4.

Outline of lesson:

A. Teacher (possibly referring to a scene in a picture or
in a drawing made by himself on the board):
Voici Charles. Qu'est-ce qu'il fait? Il mange dos
pemmes de terre. Pourquoi mange-t-il des pommies de terres?

aime les pommies de terra.
Void. Robert. Qu'est-ce qu'il fait? Il belt de la bilre.

Pourquoi bolt -il de la biXre? II aims in bAre.
Voici Jeanne. Qu'est-ce qu'elle fait? Elle mange du
caviar. Pourquoi tinge-t-elle du caviar? Elle aine le
caviar. Robert mange-t-il du caviar? Pourquoi ne mime-
t-il pas de caviar? N'ainc-It-Al pas it caviar? Mails

si, it acme le caviar. Map ii ne mange pas de caviar
parce que le caviar est trop cher. Charles mange -t -ii

du caviar? Non, ii ne mane pas de caviar. Pourquoi ne
mange-t-il pas de caviar? Est-ce qu'il 'teatime pas le

caviar? Niels si, it aine le caviar, =is it ne mange
pas de caviar parce que le caviar est trop cher.

B. After presenting section A above several times in a
monologue fashion the teacher repeats the material and
asks the class to repeat each of the sentences after him.
After having presented the material he asks questions
about it:

Question: Que fait Charles? Answer:

Pourquoi mangs-t-il
des pommes de terre?
Que fait Robert?
Pourquoi boit-il de in
biere?

Il mange des pommes
de terre.
II time be pommes
de terre.
Il bolt de la bfere.
Il alma la biere.



Quo fait Jeanne?

Pourquoi mange-t-elle
du caviar?
Robert mange-t-il du caviar?

Est-ce qu'il teals* pas
le caviar?

Charles mange-t-il du
Eet-cm cu' 41

caviar?

Is4wass

Iv 11

4

Elle mange du
caviar.
Elle aims le
caviar.
Non, i 1 ne mange
pas de caviar.
Il no mange pas de
caviar parce qu'il
.est trop cher.

caviar? Non.
rmehe lm ne nange

de caviar parce
qu'il est trop cher.

0111-1,FINIW

The teacher tries to elicit the above answers in group
and then in individual responses. If necessary the
teacher models the answers and asks for group then
individual repetition.

C. The teacher puts the sentences contrasting general and
partitive use on the board, underlining the partitive and
general articles:

Robert boit ask bilre.
Robert ne boit pas 4 bire.
Jeanne mange du caviar.

Robert ne mange pas de caviar.

Il aim la bare.
n'aine pas la bilre.

Elle aime le caviar.
Le caviar est cher.
Est-ce qu'il n'aine pas le
caviar?
Si, ii sine le caviar mais

o c..wier tr^p cher.

The teacher now explains the partitive vs. the general
usage: Note that (as we learned already) the partitive
is expressed by de + article (e.g., 1e la, du, 421,
1') or just by de after the negative. However, if we
generalize about anything, we use the definite article.
In order to explain the concept of partitive vs. general,
the teacher draws two figures on the board:

le caviar: Explains this
represents all the caviar in the
world. If we say I like caviar
( &j'aiae le caviar) or caviar is
expensive (Isle caviar est cher)
we talk about all the caviar in
the world.
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du caviar: This represents just
a little part of the above.
Obviously if we say Charles is
gains caviEAtcharles mange du
caviar ) we are only talking about
a very small part of the total;

we use the partitive.

D. .Teacher (arranging for a chain drill): One student asks:

Mangez-vous du pain? The student to whom the teacher

points answers by saying either: Oui, je mange du pain,

parce que j'aime is pain, or: Non, je ne mange pas de

pain, parce que jc .'time, pas le pain and then formulates

another questiov Alt another food or drink, e.g., Buvez-

vous du cafe? r_ae teacher points to another student who

in turn answers:. Oui, je bois du cafe parce que_j'aime le

cafe, or: Non, 'je ne bois pas de cafe parce que,je n'aime

pas le café. ,

The-teacher keeps the chain going by modelling and asking
for repetition if necessary, and again if necessary -- by

supplying namesoof foodscor drinks. .
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Micro-lesson 6. (1)

Goal: Teaching of the forms of irregular adjectives (beau,
vieux, etc.)

Linguistic Basis: VIII-5e, g.

Performance Criteria:

Used iu pla--ing: ITI-1, 2, '4, 4 s, 6; VTIT-1d, 2.

Te keep in mind: I; 11-7, 8; V-3.

Outline of lesson:

A. The teacher uses a series of pictures or draws a
picture on the board: a men, a woman, a child, a tree,
a book.
The teacher then explains:
Voidi un livre. Ce livre est-il vieux? Oui, c'est un
vieux livre.
Voici un livre. Ce iivre est-il bon? Oui, c'est un bon
livre;

Voici une femme. Cette femme est-elle belle? Oui, c'est
une belle femme. Cette femme est-elle vieille? Oui,

Oast une vitille femme. Cette feime est-elle jeune?
Oui, c'est une jeune femme.
The teacher repeats the above statements.. After this,
he elicits choral and individual repetitions. Then he

Voici un enfant. Cet enfant est-il bon? Oui, c'est un
bon enfant.
The teacher asks for several repetitions. Asks class
to notice the contrast in pronunciation between bon and
bon enfant.
Cet home est-il vieux? Oui, c'est un vieil home.
The teacher asks for several repetitions. Asks the
class to notice the contrast vieux and vieil home.
Voici un enfant. L'enfant est'il beau? Oui, c'est un
bel enfant.
The teacher asks for several repetitions. Points to
contrast beau ...bel enfant.

Voici un arbre. Cet arbre est-il beau? Oui, c'est un
bel arbre. Cet arbre est-il vieux1 Oui, c'est un
vieil arbre.
The teacher asks for several repetitions. Asks the class
to explain Why we use beau in the sentence cet arbre est
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beau but bel in c'est un bel arbre.

B. The teacher gives the class about one minute (no more!)
to areive at the explanation; then he explains and
summarizes. He puts the following on the board:
Le livre est bon. Crest un bon livre.
La femme est bonne. Crest une bonne Jimmie.

L: enfant est bon. Crest un bon enfant.
Le livre est petit. Crest un petit livre.
La femme est petite. Crest une petite femme.
L'enfant est petit. Crest un petit enfant.

Teacher: Note the masculine adjectives if they stand
before A noun beginning with a vowel are in fact always
pronounced like the feminine adjectives. This happens
on account of the tract that the written consonant of the
adjective is prenounced before a following vowel. There
are some adjectives with special forms of the masculine.
which are used only before nouns beginning with a vowel.
But note how these special forma of the masculine really
sound like the feminine. The teacher puts the following
on the board. He reads the sentences and asks for
repetition by the class.:

Cette feunt est belle. Crest une belle femme.
Cet home est beau. Crest un bel homme.
Cette femme eat vieille. C'est une vieille)femme.
Cet bonus est vieux. C'est un vieil homiee.

Cette id;e est nouvelle. C'est une nouvelle,idee:
Cet employg eat nouveau. Crest un nouvel emplOyg.
Then the teacher asks; Are these special masculine forms
really so difficult to learn? We have already found
that they sound like the feminine. How are they spelled?
Right -- they are spelled like the feminine but you
drop the "le."

C. The teacher now asks a question and models the answer:
Cet homme estc.il vieux? Oui, crest un vieil homme.
He explains that he will now expect Aaswers according to
this model:
Cet enfant est-il boa? Oui, crest un bon enfant.
Cet enfant est-il beau? Oui, crest un bel enfant.
Cet enfant est-il petit? Oui, crest un petit enfant.
Cette femme est-elle belle? Oui, c'est une belle' femme.
Ce livre est641 vieux? Oui, crest'un vieux livre.
Cet home* eat -il vieux. Oui, c'est un vieil homeie. etc.
The teacher continues the patterns alternating class and
individual responses. Returns to individuals who may
haVe missed a correct response.

?'
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D. The teacher points to one of the drawings used in
Section A above (e.g., the book). Be asks a student
to ask a question on the pattern of: Ce livre est-il

vieux? The student may use any adjective he likes.
The student may then ask: .Ce livre est-il petit? The
teacher points to another one:of the drawings (e.g., the
child) and tellsthe student to ask a question about it.
The student may ask: L'enfant est-il petit? The teacher
then chooses another student to answer and to formulate
the next question, etc.
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Micro-lesson 7.. (1)

Goal: Teaching the use of sui vs. quoi as interrogatives
after prepositions.

Linguistic Basis: IX -2d.

Performance criteria:

Used in planning: 11-2; 6.

To keep in mind: I; VIII-1d.

Outline of lesson:

A. Teacher (to a student): Avez-vous prepare votre devoir?
a est votre devoir? Avet-vous oublig votre devoir?
(Turning to the class' A qui est-ce que je parle?
(Supplying the answer): Je parle h Charles Smith,
a'est -ce pas? Maas, de quoi est-ce que je parle?
(Supplying the answer): Je parle de son devoir, n'est-
ce pas?
(Turning to another student): ,Vous aimez le cours de
francais? C'est un cours interessant.
(Turning to the class): Et de quoi est -ce que je parle?
(Supplying the answer): Je Nal de notre cours de
francais, nest -ce pas?

B. Teacher (asking the class): How do we ask for a person
if the noun is preceded by a preposition like de, 1,
pour, etc? We use 321. -- but what do we use if we are
asking for a thing or an object? Right, we use quoi.
Teacher puts the following on the board:
Charles pense a son ami.

A qui Chailes pense-t-il?
Charles pens* 1 son devoir.

A quoi Charles pense-t-il?
Now I shall give you a series of sentences and you will
ask a question for the last word in the sentence. O.K.?
Le professeur parle de notre cours. De quoi le professeur

parle-t-il?
Le professeur parle de notre directeur.. De qui le

professeur parle-t-ili
Le professeur ol4it a sa femme. A qui le professeur

obgit-1l?
Le professeur obit au directeur. A qui le professeur

obiit-il?
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prefesseur pense au directeur. A qui le professeur

pense-t-il?
Le professeur pens. nom devoirs. A quei le professeur

pense-t-il?
The teacher elicits group and/or individual responses
(the responses being the questions asking for the

prepositional object.) If necessary the teacher himself

models the responses initially. Individual failure to

respond or incorrect responses are followed by correct
answers eli,Ated from the group. The teacher returns
to individuals who have failed to respond or who have
responded incorrectly to give them another chance.

;

S

p
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Micro-lessen 8. (1 to. 1 1/2)

Goal: Teaching of the simple negative pattern.

Linguistic Basis: X-1.

Performance Criteria:

Used in planning: II-1, .2; III-1, 6; VIII-1d.

To keep in mind: I.

Outline of lesson:

A. The teacher presents (reviews) a simple story:
Charles eat itudiant. Il as lave a sept heures.

as browse les dents. Il as lava la figure. A sept

heures et demie it descend 1 la salle manger. A huit

Wires moans is quart il prend le petit dejeuner.

quitte la Raison kuit heures. 11 court pour 'ne pas manquer

l'autobus. L'aUtobus arrive 1 huit heures et quart.

Charles monte dans.l'autobus. Il,dit bonjour au conducteur

et a ass camarades. I1 parle a sea camarades. L'autobus

arrive l'ecole 1 huit heures et demie. (etc;)

The teacher presents the story again. Asks for choral

and/or individual repetitions after each sentence.

B. Teacher introduces the idea that today is not a school

day: C'est aujourd'hui sexed'.
Charles as Ave-t-ii 1 sept heures? Noe, it as se ache

pas 1 sept heures.
(Teacher models the reply. Asks for several choral and
individual repetitions -- then continues):
Est-ce glen se browse les dents? Oui, it as browse

les dents.
Est-ce qu'il se lave la figure? Oui, it se lave la figure.

est-ce qu'il descend a la salle 1 manger a huit.

heures? Non it ne descend pas 1 la sane 1 manger a

kuit heures. II y descend 1 neuf heures et demie.
The teacher models the above answer several times then
asks for general choral and individual responses.
Est-ce qu'il prend is petit dejeuner a huit heures moths
le quart? Non, it ne prend pas le petit dejeuner a huit
heures moins le quart.
Again the teacher models the answer several times and then
asks for repetitions.
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Est-ce qu'il quitte la meson a huit heures? Non, it ne

quitte pas la maisoal kuit heures, it reste la maison.

Teacher models the answers, asks for repetitions.
The teacher continues to contrast the actions which
happen on week days with the absence of these actions on
Saturday.

C. The teacher puts the positive and negative sentences on
the board.
Charles prend le dgjeuner a huit heures.
Charles ne prend,pal le dejeuner huit heures.

Charles le lave a sept heures.
Charles ne se,lave Las a sept heures.

The teacher asks: Haw do we form the negative in French?
After about one minute of class discussion, he summarizes:
We.put ne before the verb, pas after the verb.

The teacher explains that he will ask questions which are
to be answered in'the negative.
Parlez-vous espagno1 ?? Non, je ne parle pas espagnol.
'Etesitvous professeur?- Non, je ne suss pas professeur.
Etudiez-vous i4ipag601? Non, je n'etudie pas l'espagnol.
liestez-imus i la maison le samedi? Non, je ne reste pas

a la maison le samedi, etc.
The'teacher models the answers when necessary. Asks for
choral as well as individual responses.

E. The teacher arranges for a chain drill. One student asks
a question. The teacher points to another student who
answers negatively and in turn asks another question.
The teacher provides help and correction when necessary.
If there is an incorrect answer, the teacher's correction
is repeated by the group and then by the individual
who responded incorrectly.
Sample: Student A: Aimez-vous le franais?

Student B: Non, je n'aime pas le franiais.
Faites-vous vos comment dit-on

'homework'?
devoir Faites-vous vos devoirs?
(Group and then individual students
repeat:) Faites-vous vos devoirs?
Je ne fais pas mes devoirs...etc.

Teacher:

Student C:
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Micro-lesson 9. (1/2 to 1)

Goal: Teaching basic sentences through use'of familiar

material.

Linguistic Basis: X-3

Performance Criteria:

Used in planning: 11-2, 3, A.

To keep in mind: I; VIII -2.

Outline of lesson:

A. The teacher models the line'of a dialogue: "Oui, mats il

n'y a presque plus eessence," several-tiMes'and asks
for student repetition, first from the entire cla0 and
then from smaller groups. Holding ,u0 tflictUre Of a gas

pump (preferably an advertisement froth a French magazine)

the teacher indicates: "de .'essence" and then "il y a
401*Oencelincrealjvfor repetition: Thebitrieilproeess

1010= carrieCOn:ibrifothechitehaiscuedtbgnPictuted or
raftliake ii gnus, cued by pi.Q.tures'or realia.

Teacher: Qu'est7ce qu'il y a simanger? (Holds up a

picture or realia).
Students: I1 y a des frites (saucisses, de la glace,

du pain, etc.).

B.. The teacher now runs through a brief review of the

pact Live used with negative constructions. He will

first model both forms very quickly and call for repet-
itions:
Teacher: I1 y a des frites. Ii n'y a pas de frites.

y a de la glace. I1 n'y a' pas, de. glace.

II y a de llessence. I1 n'y a pas d'essence.

The teacher now calls for differential responses holding

up picture cards or i blank card, depending on the
desired response:
Teacher: Y.a-t-il des saucisses? Students: Oui, ii

y a des saucisses.
Teacher: Y a-t-il du pain? StudAnts: Non, it n'

pas de pain.

Y a-t-il des frites? Oui, it y a des frites.

Y a-t-il des oranges? Oui, it y a des oranges.
Y a-t-il des oranges? Non, ii n'y a pas d'oranges.
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If need be,the teacher can re-model the negative with
a noun,beginning with a vowel:. 'oranges,' 'argent,'
'eau,' amil,' and, of course, 'essence.'

C. The teacher: Ecoutez-et tegardez biers. (Holds up a cue
card.) Il y a de la glace. (Holding up a blank card.)
I n'y a pas de glace. (Holding up cue card again.)
y a de la gifts. (Now turning picture on cue card away
from clais.) I1 n'yra plus de glace. The same thing is
done with a few other itemsnpntil it has been established
that the blank card signals 'pas' ancrthe turned-away
card signals 'plus.'
Teacher: (Blank card) Y a-t-il, du riz?
Student: Non, il n'y a pas de riz.
Teacher: (Cue card) Y a-F-41 du riz?
Student: Oui, ii y a du riz.
Teacher (Reverses cue card) Et maintenant?
Student: Il &ye plus de rtz.
This can be repeated several tines with different items.
The teacher then covers up all but a little-of the rice
(or 'frites' or whatever is Convenient) to indicate
'presque and models: il n'y a presque plus' de riz, then
calls for repetition. The concept of ' presque' can then
be illustrated in other contexts: e.g., time (il est
presque eux heures), age (i'ai presque seize ans), etc.

It'is important at this time that the students use
EplUs' and 1piesque in contexts Other than the dialogue
line. Using the cue cards or realia not used in the
fo*egoing the teacher can ask questions and provide the
established Signals as cues.

Teacher: Aimez -vous la glace? Student: NOn, je n'aime
plus la glace.

Regardez-vous la TV ?. Non, je ne regarde plus
la TV.

Faites-vOus du ski? Non, je ne tails plus de
ski.

Prenez-vous du lait? Non, je ne prends plus
de lait.

I
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Micro-lesson 10. (1/2)

Goal: Use of gestures to cue persons and numbers of verbs.

Linguistic Basis: 4-1.

Performance Criteria:

Used in planning: 11-2a, 3e; 111-5.

To keep in mind: I-1.

Outline of lesson:

A. The teacher chooses a sentence that requires no change
other than subject-verb:
Teacher: J'ai du papier.. die repeats the line endpoints
to himself), Encore. J'ai du papier. Agp4iez. (The

Class repeats the line.) Faites.conme ya: (Gestures to

himself). J'ai du papier. (Points to one of the students).

Tu as du papier. Rglogiez et indiquez votre ami. Tu as

du papier. (The teacher makes sure the students gesture
to themselves and to their neighbor when they make the
proper utterances. They should be encouraged to look at
a friend when they say: Tu. This is a good place for
the teacher to explain -- briefly -- that the use of
gestures will aid greatly in injecting realism into their
learning of the language.)

B. The teacher now establishes the gesture pattern for the
other persons:
Teachers (Indicating a picture of one boy): Il a du papier.

(Calls for repetition along with gesture). (picture of

a girl): Elle a du papier. (Repetition). (Gesture to

himself and class): Nous avons du papier. At this point
the teacher will goover the singular forms and the first
person plural, using only the gestures and letting the
class supply the spoken forms. He will then go on with
the rest of the verb forms.

C. At this point, the teacher calls for repetition and gestures
very quickly for all persons and numbers, speaking only
the pronouns: je...tu...il...elle...nous...vous...ils..,
elles...The teacher then uses these forms immediately in
a sentence:

4:
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Teacher: Je cherche un livre. (Repetition)
Nous cherchons un livre. (Repetition)
VoUs cherchez un livre.
(And so on, calling for repetition with gestures.
The second time through, the teacher gestures
without giving oral cues and the class supplies
the oral form).

D. teacher now shows the class how they can work with
any verb in the singular by simply hearing one form:
Teacher: Ecoutez. Je fats du franiais.

Tu fais du francais..
II fait fu fran4ais.
Elle fait du friniais.

Je cherche un livre.
Tu cherche un livre.

cherche un livre.
Elle cherche un livre.

Teacher:

Students:

Teacher:
Students:
Teacher:
Students:
Teacher:

Je danse. (Gestures to picture of
boy)
II danse.
(Gestures to girl's picture)
Elle danse.
(Gesture to cue: Tu.)
Tu danses.
Tu chantes. (Repetition followed by
gestures by teacher to elicit other
persons in singular.)

3
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Micro-lesson 11. (1/2)

Goal: Teaching of direct object pronouns.

Linguistic Basis: XI.

Performance Criteria:

Used in planning: 11-3; III-1, 2,'3; 6; VIII-2b, c.

To keep in mind: I.

Outline of lesson:

A. The teacher should be using picture cards and realia.
As he models and teaches the line: Alors, je la prends,

merci. (0.-L MI Unit 3), he cues it with a picture of

La glace au chocolat.
Teacher: Ecoutez, Voila la glace. Je la prends.

Voila la place. Je la prends.

Voila le riz. Je le prends.

Voigtle pain. Je le prends.

Voile 'le livre. Je le prends.

Voila les saucisses. Je les
prends.

Voila les frites. Je les prends.

Rgpgtez. (The teacher now does the sane
alling for entire class repet-
ition.)

B. The teacher now involves the students directly into the
learning process. Fe hands a card to the student and
says:

Teacher: Voill la glace. (Cues) Je la prends, mercy..

Student: Je la prends, merci.
Teacher: Voill les frites. (Cues) Je les prends, nerci.

Student: Je les prends, nerci.
(He goes through this drill quickly until all the objects
have been passed out to the students.)
Teacher: Paul, donnez la glace a Marie. (VOLA is glace.),

Paul: (Giving the card to Marie): Voila la glace.

Marie: Je la prends, nerci,
Teacher: Robert, donnez les frites a Jeanne.
Student: Voill les frites.
Jeanne: Je les prends, norci.
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This activity. is continued for a short while and the
teacher then points out briefly the process involved'
in the use cf the direct object pronoun (if he thinks
there is any real need for the explanation).

Noe that the students have worked with the direct object
prowlea with iprendre', the teacher branches out into
other verbs. The first few times he will use picture
cards or realia to enforce the cue but he can-soon drop
tIlia and cue simply with a direct question.

Tegcher: Cherchez-vous le livre? (Les livres,la place)

Stryeent: Oui, je le cherche.
Teacher:. Regardez-vous le journal? Odes jeune fillee)

Stndent: Oui, je le regarde.
Teacher: Mangez -vous le pain? (Tres frites, la glace)

Student: Oui, je le mange.
And so on. The teacher then models the-:;verbs beginning

with vowels.

D. .Ecoutez et rgpgtez: J'aite la glace. Je l'aime.
J'aime les frites. Je les aime.
J'aime le riz. Je liaise.
Jaime les jeunes filles. Je les aime.

Aimez -vous la glace? (Models) Oui, je liaise.
Oui, je Paine.
Ainez-vous les garcons? (Models) Oui, je les

Teacher:
Student:
Teacher:
aime.

Student: Oui, je les eine.
The teacher now models the pronoun with 'avoir,' and calls
for class repetition. He thin uses this process to
collect the cards and realia which the students still have:
Teacher: Marie, avez-vous la glace?
Marie: Oui, je i'ai.
Teacher: Donnez -aoi la glace, s'il vous plait. (La

Marie: La voia.
Teacher: Je la prends. Merci, Jeanne, avez-vous les
frites?

Jeanne: Oui, monsieur, je les ai. (Teacher gestures):

Les voila.
Teacher: ,Je les prends, nerci.
This is continued until the teacher has all the cards.
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Goal: Pronoun replacement, Use of 'en' vs. 'de' + stressed

pronoun.

Linguistic Basis: XII-5c; (XVII -4b).

Performance Criteria:

Used in planning: III-1, 6; (XI -1, 3).

To keep in mind: I.

Outline of lesson:

A. Teacher delivers a short monologue. _After each sentence
of the monologue he asks for choral and /or individual
repetition.
Charles ne veut pas aller a sa classe de fransais.
Savez-vous pourquoi? Ii a peur de son examen. Il a aussi

peur de son professeur. Les parents de Charles savent-ils
pourquoi ii ne veut pas aller en classe? Non, uIs ne it

savent pas. Charles. ne parle jamais de sa classe de

franiais. I1 ne parle jamais de son professeur. I1 dit

a ses parents qu'il est malade.
The teacher repeats the monologue once more asking
again for repetitions.

B. Then he asks the following questions and gives himself
the answer However, each question and answer is followed
by one choral repetition:
Charles a-t-il peur de on examen? Oui, ii en a peur.
Charles a-t-il peur de son-professter? Oui, il a peur

de lui.
Charles parle-t-il de sa classe de francais? Non, ii

n'en parle jamais.
Charles parle-t-il de son professeur? Non, it ne parle

jamais de lui.
?ow the teacher puts the sentences contrasting the use of
de lui and en on the board:
Charles a-t-il peur de son examen? Oui, ii en a peur.
Charles a-t -ii peur Oui, it a peur

de lui.
After giving the pupils the opportunity to deduce the
rule (30 seconds), the teachers states the principle:

ti "ek.7,14
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de + person, is replaced by stressed pronoun preceded
by de
de + thing, is replaced by en.

C. The teacher now asks a set of questions which must be
answered by replacing nouns by pronouns. (Students
may answer positively or negatively as they wish.)
Avez -vous besoin de votre professeur? Oui, j'ai besoin
de lui.

Avez-vous besoin de votre livre de francais? Oui,
Ua4 manin 3

Avez-vous peur de vas parents? Oui, j'ai peur d'eux.
Avez-vous peur de ce cours? Non, je een-ai pas peur.
Parlez-vous souvent de vos cours? Oui, j'en parle souvent.
Parlez-vous souvent de vos professeurs? Non, je ne parle
pas souvent d'eux.
Teacher takes care to model responses if they are not
forthcoming and asks for choral and individual repetitions.

D. As homework assignment the teacher asks the pupil to
write five question and answer exchanges involving the
replacement of 'de' + noun by a pronoun.

YAW" -a,
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Micro-lesson 13. (1 1/2)

Goal: Formation of passe compose.

Linguistic Basis: XII-1, 2.

Performance Criteria:

Used in planning: II-1, 2; III-1, 3, 4, 6..

To keep in mind: I; VIII-1d.

Outline of lesson:

A. The teacher presents (reviews) a short story (probably
previously learned):
Charles est etudiant. D'habitude it se ieveille a sept
heures. Pendant quelques minutes ii reste dans son lit.
Il se Ave a sept heures et demie. I1 va dans la salle
de bain. Il se brosse les dents, it se lave la figure.
Puis, it rentre dans la chambre. I1 s'habille. II

descend a la salle a mAnger pour ?rendre son petit
direuner. Il sort de sa maison a huit heures.
arrive 1 lqcole a huit heures et demie.
(The teacher asks for choral repetition and one or two
individual repetitions of each of the sentences of the
monologue).

B. The teacher now explains that he will describe what
Charles did yesterday:
D'habitude Charles se reveille 1 sept heures. (Repetition)
Hier Charles s'est reveille 1 sept heures. (Repetition)
D'habitude Charles reste dans son lit pendant quelques
minutes. (Repetition)
her Charles est reste dans son lit pendant quelques
minutes. (Repetition) etc.
The teacher now continues to present in this fashion the
entire story sentence by sentence contrasting the
present with the passe compose%

C. The teacher repeats the story. He gives each sentence
in the present tense. Then he gives the corresponding
past tense with the word hier He asks for choral then
two individual responses. After each individual response
he put!. the present tense and the corresponding passe
compose of the verb of each sentence on the board:

ay.
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Charles se reveille. Charles s'est rgveillS....
Charles reste dans.... Charles est rests dans
Charles se Ave 1.... Charles s'est level
Charles va dans Charles est elle dans....
Charles se brosse.... Charles s'est brosde....
He then asks for the generalization of how the passe
compose of the verbs on the board is found. He
summarizes biteflykthat'lreflexive qerbs and certain other
verbs like allsaciescendre, use the verb Otre plus the
past participle of the verb. (formation of the past
participle has been taken up previously).

D. The teacher then goes through a pattern drill. He gives
sentem:es in the present tense that the students must
turn into the past tense:
Charles sort de la iaison...Charles est sorti de la maison.
Charles arrive a l'ecole...Charles est arrive l'ecole.

Charles reste a la maison Charles est rests a la maison.
The teachers asks for choral and individual responses.

V.""). 09..1Viter.*.145%37+46*..64--.7^4V46." Av"'"
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Micro-lesson 14. (1 1/2)

Goal: Formation and-Meaning of the imperfect.

Linguistic Basis: XIII-1, 6.

Performance Criteria:

Used in planning: 2, 6.

To keep in mind: I; III.

Outline of lesson;'

The teacher presents the story used in micro-lesson 10
and repeats essentially the performance of micro-lesson 10
but contrasting the present with the ilperfect which is
cued by44habitude4 and the' explanation that Charles has
hosi,graduated. He is no longer a student..'..1Mais, quand
it etait gtudiant, it se reveillait d'habitude a sept
heures... The teacher then follows this outline:

A. Short review of the story in the present tense. Each
sentence is followed by one or two choral or individual
responses.

B. The teacher contrasts each sentence in the present with
the imperfect. Asks fir several repetitions of each
sentence in the ;:perfect.

C. The _:ocher repeats the story. He gives each sentence
in the present tense. Asks the class for a choral
response in the imperfect (cued by adehabitude'). After
each choral response the teacher asks for several
individual responses. After the responses he puts the
present and imperfect of the verb on the board:
Charles se reveille... Charles se reveillait
Charles se Ave Charles se lvait...
Charles reste dans son lit... Charles restait dans son lit..
Charles va... Charles allait...
The teacher then states the rule of the formation of the
imperfect: Take the first person plural; e.g.,Iallons:'
drop off the '-ons' and, for the third person singular,
add the ending Lett.'
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D. The teacher then models the first person plural
present and the third person singular of several verbs.
Each modelling is followed by several repetitions (choral
and/or individual):
Nous finissons... Charles finissait...
Nous attendons... Charles attendait...
Nous allons... Charles allait
The teacher points out that the only verb with which the
rule stated under C above does not work issgtre':
Nous sommes... BUT Il etait...
However, the rule does work for 'avoir':
Nous aeons... Charles await

E. The teacher gives sentences in the present tense, asks,
as a response, for the same sentence in the imperfect
preceded by 'd'habitude. In the first group of sentences
the teacher gives the cue sentence in the first person
plural present and asks for the response in the third
person singUiar imperfect. In the secondcgroup of
sentences, the teacher gives the cue in the third person
singular present -- and asks for the response in the
third persOn singular imperfect. As the exercise progresses
the teacher asks also increasingly for individual responses,
rather than group responses: e.g.,
Teacher: Nous restons a' la Response: D'habitude Charles

maison restait a. la maison

Nous allows a l'ecole D'habitude, Charles
allait

D'habitude Charles se
levait...

Charles se reveille... Dhabitude
reveillait

uu breas Whabitudemxes se t...
brossait..

Nous nous levons

, Charles se

, Charles se

-5,
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Micro-lesson 15. (1 1/2)

Goal: Indirect question (°ce qui,' ce que').

Linguistic Basis: Xi1F -2, 11.

Performance Criteria:

Used in pleating: III-1, 6; VIII-1d.

To keep ift mind: 4

Outline of leison:

A. Teacher leads diass in quick repetition drill if
review of 'Qu'est-ce...'Qu'est-ce.qu-i is needed:
Qu'est-ce qui fait pear, a4it enfants? (le taureau)
QuYest-ce qui est petit? (le livre)
Qu'est7ce qui eat grand? (l'aUtobus)
West-ce qu. vous cherchei? livre)

. Qu'est -ce que vous regardez? taureau)
Qu'est-Ce que Paul aime? (la voiture)

Teacher questions students with cued or free responses
from students. This will familiarize the students
even more with the structure under review and make the
review litoreAvOrestiuga-

C. Teaaher introduces for the first time the use of 'ce qui,'
'ce queuby asking and answering questions while the class
liitens and plater repeats. The questions should be
familiar ones to the students, perhaps from their
previously learned dialogues.
Teacher: Qu °est -ce qui est arrive?

Ae sais pas ce qui est arrive.
Qu °est -ce que'tu fais apt4s l'icole?

Je ne sais pas ce que-je fais apres l'ecole, etc.
Teacher: Demander -moi ce qui est arrive.
Student: Qu'est-ce qui est arrive?
Teacher: Demander a votre and ce qu °il fait aprls l'ecole.
Student: Qu °est -ce que to fais apres.1';dole?
Teacher Demandez-moi ce qui est grand.
Student: Qu'est-ce qui est grand?

w, "Cer'fa. 71 4£}5V- zkrszyalvf< sArYl`t
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This could go on for a time until the student :. can
hear the relationship of 'ce axe' and 'qu'est-ce que.

D. The teacher, can now explain the new structure by
putting four sentences on the board and drawing a
line in the proper place:

[

Qu'est ce qui est grand?
Je ne sais pas ce qui est grand.

Qu'est ce,que Paul regarde?
Je ne sais pas ce que Paul regard.

E. The teacher can now go back to.the question/answer
drill with variations. The students can ask questions
of each other and answer with "Je one sais pas ce que..."

Teacher: (can say something in another language or
can utter nonsense sounds)

Studlentl; Qu'est-ce que is profeZseur a dit?
Student Jo ne sais pas ce que le professeur a dit.

(to his neighbor :) Qu'est-ce quill adit?
Student: Je ne sais pas ce qu'il a dit, mkri non plus.
TeaCher: Contmme! Vous ne savez pas ce que j'ai dit?
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Micro-leSson 16. (1 1/2 to 2)

Goal: Contrary-to-fact 'si'- clauses.

Linguistic Basis: XVI-4, 5.

Performance Criteria:

Used in planning: TIT-1,

To keep in mind: I; II-1, 4.

Outline of lesson:

A. The* teacher tells a bilef story of how Chiles goes to
school every-day except SaiutdaYand- Sunday. Today is

Sunday., He_ doesn't go toSoh6ol. But if it were Friday,
ile'WbUld go to school. Each sentence is &Hawed by
*Viral class repetitions:
tiesi adjOuid'huiAltan:Che. chatles ne va psi-it ligcole.
Mais, si c'etait vendiedi, it itait Charles
ne se love pas de bonne heave. Mais si c'etait vendredi,
it se leverait de bonne heUre. Charles ne s'habille
pas vite. Mais si c'etait vendredi it s'habillerait
vite. Charles ne sort pas de la Raison. Mais si
c'etait vendredi it sortirait de la Raison. Charles
ne travaille pas. Mais si c'etait vendredi, ii travail-
lerait. Charles va Mais si c'etait
vendredi, it n'irait pas 1 ligglise.

B. The teacher puts the following sentences on the board:
Si c'etait vendredi, Charles se Averait de bonne heure.
Si c'etait vendredi, Charles n'irait pas h l'eglise.
He then points out that the third person conditional is
formed on the same stem as the future. Only the ending
is 'ait' instead of 'a!'

He quickly asks the class to respond with several
conditional fotms as he suggests the corresponding
future:

Teacher: Le professeur Class: Le professeur serait...
sera ici.

Le professeur Le professeur adrait...
aura raison.

Le professeur Le ptofesseur irait...
ira a l'eCole

Le professeur Le professeur rgpondrait.

repondra
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Next the teacher points out the fact that the 'si'-clause

of the "contrary-to-fact construction" takes the
imperfect, while the main clause used the conditional.
He asks several members of the class to give English

examples of the "contrary-to-fact construction" and
asks which parts of the English sentence corresponds to
the 'si'-clause with the imperfect and which part
corresponds to the main clause with the conditional.

C. The teacher explains that the next drill will consist in

--king 1W-clause, which are not ^ontrery-t-o-fAct- into
contrary-to-fact clauses. The change to be made
corresponds to switching an English sentence of the type
"If Charles has money, he will buy a car." to the type

"If Charles had money, he would buy a car." The teacher

then models the first few sentences and responses:

Teacher: Si Charles a de l'argent, it achetera une

voiture. (Repetition)
'Si Charles avait de l'argent, it acheterait

une voiture. (Repetition)
Si Charles acAte une auto, il aura beaucoup

d'amis. (Repetition)
Si Charles achetait une auto, il aurait

beaucoup d'amis. (Repetition)
Si Charles a beaucoup d'amis, il sera heureux.

(Repetition)
Si Charles avait beaucoup d'amis, it serait

heureux. (Repetition)
The teacher asks for several class repetitions of each
of the contrary-to-fact 'si'- .clauses.

Re then 'lies ^ontre.,11,..com. by the

established model. He models answers if necessary,

asks for choral and individual responses.

Teacher: Si Charles se dgiche, it ne sera pas en retard.
Students: Si Charles se d4ptchait, it ne serait pas en

retard.

Teacher: Si Charles n'est pas en retard, le professeur
sera tres content.

Students: Si Charles n'etait pas en retard, le professeur
serait tre's content.

Teacher: Si le professeur est content, Charles aura
une bonne note.

Students: Si le professeur etait content, Charles
aurait une bonne note.

Teacher: Si Charles a une bonne note, sa mere lui

achetera un cadeau.
Students: Si Charles avait une bonne note, sa mere lui

acheterait un cadeau.
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D. The teacher makes up contrary-to-fact 'sit-clauses and
invites the class (volunteers and finally individuals to
whom he points) to make up result clauses of their own.
Teacher: Si le professeur avait de l'argent (Student:

ii serait heureux).
Teacher: Si le professeur gtait heureux, (Student: il

nous donnerait de bonnes notes).
Teacher: Si le professeur vous donnait de bonnes notes,

(Student: tout le monde serait content).

I -III 01111111ftiaiii, ...111NOTI*411 SOR
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Micro-lesson 17. (1 1/2 to 2)

Goal: Teaching the contrast 'nouveau'Pneuf.'

Linguistic Basis: XXIV-C 12.

Performance Criteria:

Use'.;, in planning: 11-2.

To keep in mind: I.

Outline of lesson:

, The teacher models various sentences which. are repeated
by the class:
C1-14-zles a achetg une nouvelle voiture. Mais ce n'est
pas one voiture neuve. C'est un Citrogn 60.
Jeanne .a achetg une nouvelle robe. Naturellement,
c'est une robe neuve. Jeanne n'acheterait jamais une
robe usge.
Charles et Jean ont un nouvel ami. Leur ami a une voiture
tout a fait neuve. C'est un Citrogn 66.

B. The teacher asks for a generalization as to what constitutes
the differences in meaning between nouveau + noun and
noun + neuf, After a short student discussion (one
minute) he summarizes that nouveau + noun really means
"another" or "different" while noun +.neuf means
"brand new:" The teacher evphasizes that neuf is always
used after the noun. He asks the class to repeat several
times:
La nouvelle voiture de Charles n'est pas une voiture neuve.

C. The teacher asks for the quick. translation of just "new"
+ noun in the following sentences (class and/or individual
responses):
my mother bought a new dress.
My brother has a new "friend.
Charles bought a second-hand car, he can't afford a new

car.
This is your new teacher?
We never buy aew textbooks, they are too expensive.
Let's try a new method.
140;7 cars shouldn't go very fast

murmur =mu .11' mar swim werwernis rmars
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Micro-lesson 18. (1).

goal: Stressed personal pronouns after prepositions.

Linguistic Basis: XVII-3.

Performance Criteria:

Used in planning: 11-2; IT1-2, 6; VIII-1, 2.

To keep in mind: 1; II-1.

Outline of lesson:

A. the teacher picks up an object (e.g notebook) of a
pupil: asks pointing at himself:
Est-ce que ce cahier est a moi? Non, ca cahier n'est
pas .1 moi.

Est -ce que ce cahier est a Charles. Ova, il est a lui.

The question and answer is repeated-with several objects.
Each question and answer -lollawed by choral repetition.
Est-ce que ce crayon est a moi? Non, ce :crayon n'est

pas a moi.
%

Ce crayon est-il a Charles? Oui, ce crayon est a lui.

Ce livre est-il a moi? Non, ce livre n'est'pas.1 moi.

CA est-il 1 Charles? Oui, ce-livre est a lui.
The teacher then picks up an object of his own, (e.g.,
a book) and iskwa student:
Ce livre est-il 1 toi? (Prompts the answer:) Non, ce

livre n'est pas 1 poi. Ci livre est 1 vous.
The teacher repeatS the'same procedure with various
other objects. e.g,:

Cette cravate est-elle a toi? Non, cette cravate
n'est pas 1 moi, elle est 1 vous.
Ce mouchoir est=il a toi? Non, ce mouchoir n'est pas
a moi, ii eat a 'trot's.

B. The teacher puts the stressed pronouns on the board
and points out that they-are used after prepositions:
e.g., a moi a nous

toi A vous
lui a eux
elle A elles

.... i 4,..Or *
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C. The teacher uses various objects to engage in a pattern

drill. He picks up a pencil belonging to Albert and
asks:

Ce crayon est-ill Albert? He than models the answer

Oui, it est lti. He asks for choral repetition.
After the pattern drill is set, he points out objects
bilonging to himself and/or, various members of the class
and cues with them either negative or positive responses.:
Ce crayon est-il moi? Non, it n'est pas a vous.

est 21 Jean.

Ce livre est-il It Jean? Oui, it est a lui.

Ce monchoir est-il 1 Marie? Oui, is est 1 elle.

Ces crayons sont-ils a Jean et Marie? Oui, it sont
a eux.

If a student hesitates or misses the pronoun to be used
in the answer the teacher points to the correct pronoun
or the chart that is still On the .board. Asks for choral

response and individual repetition.

D. The teacher organizes a:chain drill: One student picks
up an object belonging to himself or to his neighbor

and asks: Ce livre est-il 1-moll (or ce livre est-il

Jean?). The teacher-points to another student who
gives the appropriate answer. (e.g., Oui, ce livre est a

vous. Or, Ce livre est k 1ui...) and who then in turn
picks up an object and asks the question Ce(tte)....
est-il (elle) a moi (Jean)? etc.
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Micro- lesson 19. (1).

Goal: Use of demonstrative (' celui,' celle') before 'de'.

Linguistic Basis:

Performance Criteria:

Used in planning: 11-2; II-11; 111-1, 6; VII.

To keep in mind: I; II-1.

Outline of lesson:

A. The teacher picks up a student's notebook and asks:
Est-ce que c'est le cahier du professeur? Answer:
Non, ce n'est pas le cahier du professeur. (Choral

repetition.) C'est celui du Charles. (Choral repetition.)
Eit-ce que c'est le crayon du professeur? Non; ce
lnest pad le crayon .du professeur. (Choral repetition.)
C'est celui de Jean.
Est -ce que c'est la cravat', du professeur? Non, ce
n'est pas la cravate du professeur. (Repetition) C'est
Celle de Charles.
Est-ce que ce sont les paatalons du professeur?
Non, ce sont ceux de Charles.
Est-ce que ce sont les livres du professeur? Non,
ce sont ceux de Jean.
Est-ce que c'est la chemise du professeur? Non, ce
nlest as la chemise du professeur. C'est celle
de Charles.

B. The teacher puts on the board:
Ce !Vest pas le crayon du professeur.

C'est celui de Charles.
Ce ne sont pas les crayons du professeur.
Ce sont ceux de Charles.
Ce n'est pas la cravate du professeur.

C'est celle de Jean.
Ce ne sont pas les crairates du professeur.
Ce sont celles de Charles.
If English/Frandh-contrasts are used in the course, he
points out that the demonstrative pronou + 'de' is used
corresponding to the English use of "This is not mine,
it is Charles's."

- -
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C. The teacher then picks up random objects which are on
the pupil's desks or points to objects belonging to
different pupils but always addresses the question
Eat -ce que c'est votre... or, Est-ce que ce sont vos...
to the neighbor of the pupil whose possessions or part
of the 'ody, etc. the question refers to. The pupil

Who is asked the question is supposed to answer: Non, ce

n'est pas (ce ne sont pas) mon (ma, nes)... Ce sont
(c'est) ceux, celles celle) de mon voisin. If

necessary, the teacher models the answers and asks for

repetition.
Est -ce que elect votre stylo? Non, ce noest pea wnn

stylo, c'est celui de mon voisin (ma voisine).
Est-ce que ce sont vos mains? Non ce ne sont pas mes

mains, ce sont celles de mon voisin.
Est-ce que c'est votre robe? Non, ce n'est pas ma robe,

c'est celle deins voisine.

The teacher organizes a "chain drill." One pupil points
to-an object (or part, of the body) belonging to a

neighbor and asks: Est-ce que c'est mon.pupitrel The

person to whom the teacher points is supposed to answer:

Non, ce n'est pas votre pupitre. C'est celui de votre

voisin (voisine). He then points to an object
(part of the body, etc.) of one of his neighbors and asks

in turn: Est-ce que c'est mon (ma)...? The pupil pointed

at by the teacheraapswers in turn, etc. The teacher

models, answers if necessary, and manages to keep the
drill going by suggesting names of various objects.

'1% 51 Ir. ^%,!,y4;
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Micro-lesson 20. (2).

Goal: Formation of the subjunctive. Use after 'vouloir.'

Linguistic Basis: XIX-1, 9.

Performance Criteria:

Used in planning: 11-2; III-1, 6;

To keep in mind: I; II-1.

Outline of lesson:

A. The teacher introduces the following monologue. Each
sentence is followed by several class repetitions:
Tous les amis de Charles apprennent le francais. Mais,
Charles ne veut pas apprendre le fran9ait: sPourquOi
cit -ce qu'il apprend le frinoaii? Sa'Are-Veut qu'il
l'apprenne.

5

Tousles amis de Charles partent poUr Paris. Mais,
Charles ne-veut pas partir pout Paris. PourqUOi est-ce
quill part pout Paris ? Sa mire veut qu'il parte pour
Paris.

Tous les amis de Charlei fihissent leurs etudes seCondaires.
Charles ne veut pas finir8es4tudes. Pourquoi finit-
il etudes? Sa mire veut qulil les finisse.

B. The teacher repeats the above monologue asking for
choral repetition. After each sentence has been
repeated he puts the verbs of the sentences in columns
on the board:

1. 2. 3. 4.

Its apprennent.....veut apprendre...
its partent veut partir
ils finissent veut finir

..apprend.....il
part it

finit

apprenne
parte
finisse

The teacher then reads the verb forms in Column 1 and
Column 4. He asks for generalization. The verb forms
sound the same. Orthographically Column 1 is derived
from Column 4 by dropping the 'nt.' The teacher then
explains that the subjunctive form (Column 4) is used
after verbs like vouloir which express wish, command,
desire. The third person singular of the subjunctive
sounds exactly like the third person plural of the indic-
ative (with the 'ne dropped in orthography). The third
person plural of the subjunctive is easy -- it is
identical with the indicative.

ti
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C. The teacher then explainh a pattern drill. The stimulus
sentence is Pourquoi Robert apprend-il le francais?
The response is Sa mere veut qu'il l'apprenne. The
teacher models the first three stimulus and response
exchanges himself, asking for choral repetition. After
that he asks for choral responses and gradually for
individual responses: He keeps on supplying corrections
and correct models whenever necessary.
Pourquoi Robert apprend-i1 le francais? Sa mare veut
qutil l'apprenne.
Pourquoi Robert finit-il le devoir? Sa Are -veut
qu'il le fivisse.
Pourquoi Robert vend-il des jpurnaux? Sa mere veut
qu'il en vende.
Pourquoi Robert rgpondil a la lettre de son oncle?
Sa mire veut qu'il y reponde.
Pourquoi Robert choisit-il des cours difficiles? Sa
mere veut qu'il les choisisse.
Pourquoi Robert gcrit-il ses devoirs? Sa mare veut
qu'il les gcrive.
Pourquoi Robert lit-il des livres francais? Sa mere
veut qu'il en lise.
Pourquoi Robert boit-il du lait? Sa mere veut qu'il
en boive. etc.
The teacher breaks the monotony of the above drill by
interpolation of activities which Robert is likely
to want to do:
Pourquoi Robert joue-t-il au football? (Teacher:

anticipating the answer) Est-ce que sa ;ere veut qu'il
joue au football? Non, Robert lui-mgne veut jouer
au football.
Pourquoi Robert fume-t-il des cigarettes? etc.

..4.1,1Ekt421%4
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Micro-lesson 21. (2).
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LinguisticBasis: XXI-3.

Performance Criteria:

Used in planning: VIII-1, 2; II-1, 6.

To keep in mind: I.

Outline of lesson:

A.. The teacher draws 4 stick figures on the board. They

represent 4 people running:

Andrg Jean, Paul Charles

He names these figures and writes their names above the
head of the stick figure.
Then he delivers the following monologue. Each sentence
of the monologue is followed by several choral
repetitions.
Voici Andre, Jean, Paul, et Charles. Its courent.

Its courent vite, n °est -ce pas? Mais Charles court le
plus vite. Charles court plus 'site que Jean et Paul.
Paul court -il, plus vite que Jean? Non, it ne court
pas plus vite que Jean. Il court aussi vite que Jean.

Jean et Paul courent -jls aussi vite qu'Andre? Non, it

ne courent pas aussi vite qu'Andrg. Its courent plus

vite qu'Andre% Andrg court aussi vite que Jean? Non,

ii court moins vite que Jean. Andre court le moins,vite.
The above monologue is then repeated with choral and
occasional individual repetitions. The accuracy and
quickness of the individual repetition furnishes a
clue as to whether an additional repetition is needed.

B. The teacher puts the key sentences on the board:

A

ti
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Ces garcons
Charles
Jean
Andre
Charles
Andre

'il""'Z=MZEICEZamxsassucw, estracteffsmaeffizefflelEint

courent vite
court plus vite que Paul.
court aussi vita que Paul.

court moans vite que Paul.
court le plus vite.
court le moins-Oite.
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C. The teacher now cues comparisons by saying:
Comparez Andre et Jean; Comparez Charles et Paul; etc.

e.g., Comparez Jean et Paul. Jean court aussi vite que

Paul.
Comparez Charles at Paul. Charles court plus vite

que Jean.

Comparez
-
Paul et Andx4. Paul court plus vite

qu'Andre.
The teacher models the first responses, then asks choral
and individual responses. He then switches to a slightly

different technique of asking questions:
Qui court aussi vita que Paul? C'est Jean qui court

aussi -Ate que Paul.
Qui court le plus vite? C'est Charles qui court le plus

vita. etc.
As soon as individual responses to the above technique
become fairly fluent, the teacher introduces again a
different technique.

D. He now points at any one of the figures and explains
that the student may give any answer which involves
the person pointed to. The teacher models, pointing
to Jean:
Jean court aussi vite que Paul.
Jean court plus vita qu'Andri.
Jean court moans vita que Charles.
The teacher points in turn at Andre, Paul, Jean, Charles
and illicits individual responses. If an individual
does not respond, smother pupil is asked the same
question and his answer (if correct) is followed by
choral repetition. The individual not respond!mg is
given another chance at the same or a similar question.
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Micro - lesson 22. (1/2 to 1).

Goal: Relating of a pattern to real-life situation.

Linguistic Basis: XXII -8; (K-1).

Performance Criteria:

Used in planning: 111-6.

To keep in mind: I; II.

Outline of lesson:

A. In a warm-up session, the teacher goes through dialogues
.which contain the expressions 'jouons au cartes, alors,'
and 'donnons un coup de tiliphone Michel.' With the
use of cue cards (pictures of activities taken from
French periodicals) he will elicit from the class:
hangeonsi: 'dansons,"chantons,' -qcoutons desidisques;'
regardons 'parlous,' etc; The teacher will then
model and ask the students to repeat.
Teacher: Dansons...Je ne veux pas danger.

Chantons...Je n'aime pis chanter.
Nangeons...ge n'est pas le moment de manger..
Parlons francais...Je ne peux pas parler franciiis.

B. The teacher now puts the five constructions on the board:
Je ne veux pas...
JC ne peux pas...
Je ne sais pas...
Je nlaime pas...
Ce n'est pas le moment de...
Be explains briefly that the students are to choose one
of the responses for the cue he will givethem. No
response can be used again until all five have been. used.
Students may volunteer or, if there are no volunteers,
the teacher will call on students at random. This
stimulus-response exercise should not go on too long
before the next step.

C. While the activity is going full swing and the students
are responding quickly and easily, the teacher will
call on one of the better students until he gets the
response: 'je ne veux pas...'
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Dansons.
Je ne veux pas danser.
Pourquoi? (This will probably come as a

surprise to the class and there may be a
silence).

Alors, vous ne voulez pas denser. Pourquoi ne
voulez-vous pas danser?
Je n'aine pas danser.
Tres bien. Je ne veux pas danser parce que je
n'aiae pis danser. Autre rgponse

Farce que ce n'est pas le noment de danser.
Tres hien. Autre rgpease......
Parce que je me suis cassg la jambe,

D. The teacher will now lead the students through a series
of questions that will extend their answers appreciably:
Teacher: Dansons.
Student:
Teacher:
Student:'

Teacher:
Student:
Teacher:
Student:
Teacher:
Student:

Je ne veux pas denser.
Comment! Vous ne voulez pas denser?
Non, je ne veux pas denser.

pourquoi ne voulez-vous pas denser?
Je n'ai*e pas danger.
Almez-vous nieux chanter ou jouer aux cartes?
J'aime nieux jouer aux cartes.
Alors, pourquoi ne voulez-vous pas denser?
Je ne veux pas denser parce que je n'aine pas
danser. J'aine nieux jouer aux cartes.

E. The teacher roves directly into a chain drill frog this.
If the signals for "chain drill" have been previously
established, this will work smoothly. (A gesture from
the t--"r indicates that the student who responds tul:ns
to his neighbor and speaks. If there is any question
about this the teacher can put the proper sentence in the
student's mouth. After the first or second tine the
process will be clear to the students).
Teacher: Proposes a votre aai de jouer aux cartes.

(Jouons aux cartes. Only if necessary).
Studen Jouons aux cartes.
Studen1
Student;

Student
Teacher:

Studen4

Je ne veux pas jouer aux cartes.
Pourquoi?
Je n'aiae pas jouer aux cartes.
Mere the teacher can intervene if necessary):
Value nieux
Jaime nieux chanter. (Gesture from teacher
indicates that student 2 should turn to-student
3). Chantons.

r.
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Micro-lesson 23. (2).

Goal: .emation and use of perfect infinitive after

apres.'

Linguistic Basis: XXII-9e.

Performance Criteria:

Used in planning: VIII-1, 2; II-1, 6.

To keep in mineL I.

Outline of lesson:

A. The teacher draws a lite on the board which is supposed
to represent a contianmedf -time:

40M1WWWWPOWIIMM4411.1.WW.WalOPOIVIWIPOWNWNOWSWOMMI.WWWW.NMYd10.44,ft,
0

8 8:30 9 9:30 10 10:30 11 11:30 etc.

Ne then delivers a monologue (with class repetitions)
aid rats on the boare each action describedin the
monologue.
8:00 Charles est arriv4'i l'4Cole ihuit heures.

8:30' Charles a peril kson ami.
9:00 Charles est alle au bureau du directeur.

9:30 Charles est rentre en classe.
10:00 Charles a fait son devoir de francais.
1(430 Charles a uange un sandwich.
11:00 Charles a assisti au-cour de'gynnastique.
11:30 Charles est tombe malade.
12:00 Charles est retotrn4 chez lui.

B. He now combines the sentences by the past infinitive
construction, asking for several choral repetitions
after each sentence:
Apr'as titre arrive 'a 1' cote Charles a parlgsi son ami.

Apr a avoir parle son ami, Charles est all au bureau.

Apres titre alli as bureau, Charles est rents; en classe.

Apr ,.,es dire rentr ;,.. ea classe, Charles a fait son devoir.
Aprils aeoir fait,aoa devoir, Charles a mange un sandwich.

Apris avo.ir un sandwich, Chary, a assietg au

cour de gymastique.
Aprn,avoi7 aseistra.e cour de gymaastique, Charles est

tomb's Made.\ A
Apres et re tembe malade, Chaeles ea e retour e 2 ehez lui.

;ti
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The teacher now repeats the above sentences with choral
repetition. After each repetition he puts the sentence
on the board (or uses the overhead projector with a page
on which the sentences have been written out previously in
such a way that each sentence is added to the projection
after it has been repeated several times).

C. The teacher now asks for the formulation of the rule.
After about one minute of discussion hip summarizes the
rule. The past infinitive after apres is farmed by
the infinitive of 'avoir' or 91Ptre' plus the past
participle.

D. The teacher now removes the sentences from the board
(turns off the overhead projector) and points to the
sentences which correspond to 8:30 and models the
response: Apres i\tre arriv(e l'ecole Charles a
parle e son ami. (Repetition.) He then points to the
sentence at 9:00 and models: Apres avoir parle son
ami Charles est alli au bureau du dtrecteur. (Repetition.)
Having established the response pattern, he now cues
answers by pointing to any of the actions described at
any of the time labels from 8:30 to 12:00. The exercise
is continued with choral and individual responses until
individual responses become fairly fluent.

...W.:, -
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Micro-lesson 24. (2).

Goal: Recognition of passe simple.

Linguistic Basis: XXIII-1, 2, 3.

Performance Criteria:

Used in planning: VIII-lc, d; II-2b.

To keep in mind: I.

Outline of lesson:

A. The teacher introduces a text written primarily in the
passe simple. He reads the text out loud asking for
choral repetitions after each sentence. Then he asks
individual students to put the sentence just read into
the patse compose. If the individual does not know the
answer, other individuals are asked (or the teacher
models the passe compose himself).

B. After each sentence has been read and turned into the
passe compose the teacher puts the passe simple and the
corresponding passg composePon the board. Depending on
the text and verbs found in the text, the teacher can
line up the verbs in noups corresponding to their
patterns of their passe simple formation.

etc.

Il a mis Il mit Il a eu I1 eut

Ii a pris Il prit Ii a but Il but

Its ont dit Its dirent Il a su I1 sut,

C. The teacher formulates rules concerning the formation,
of the passe simple. He then erases the passe compose
frowthe board. Asks the class and/or individuals to
give the passe compose forms corresponding to the passe
simple forms on the board.

Li
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Micro-lesson 25. (2)

Goal: Teaching the meaning of the 'faux amis'; 'lecture,
assister, conference.'

Linguistic Basis: XIX; XXIV-B 6.

Performance Criteria:

Used in planning: II-2b

To keep in mind: I; II-3a, b, c.

Outline of lesson:

A. The teacher models the following monologues (with class
repetition):
Charles a lu un roman. de Balzac. Apras la lecture du,
roman, it a assists a une confgrence au sujet de Balzac.
La. conference VI' aide a comprendre le roman:
Jean veut assister a une conference sur la musiime moderne.
Malheureusement, ne comprend pas la musique moderne.
Mais son aim iui indique un livre sur ce- sujet.. La
lecture de ce livre aidera Jean it comprendre laHconferenqe.

B. The teacher puts the above, paragraphs on the board and
underlines the words conference lecture, and circles the
words 'assister' and 'alder.,' He then explains quickly
that 'conference' means "lecture" but.that 'lecture refers
to "reading." 'Be also points out that 'assister al means
"attend' but the idea of helping, assisting is normally
conveyed by 'aider.'

C. The teacher asks these questions using the words 'lecture,'
'confgrence,' 'aider,' 'assister' (choral and/or individual
responses):
Avtz4vous assist au match de football?
Est -ce que cette::explication vows aide a comprendre la
diffgrence entre confgzeuce et lecture?
Avez-vows assisee an concert?
La lecture du roman...est-elle interessante?
Voudriez-vows assister iune conference au Sujet de...?
Quand finirons-nouS la lecture de ce livre?
Assistez-vows a bes'icoup de conferences? etc.

.1
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D. The teacher asks individual students (first volunteers
then- several students to whom he points) to "sake up"

sentences using the word which he indicates:
e.g., &seiner .student; J'ai assists au concert.

alder. aidgemon ami faire...
(The teacher helps with the formulation of the sentences
if necessary *every correct response is repeated by
the.teacher who then asks for choral and individual
repetitions.)

Nt

7
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Micro-lesson 26. (1).

Goal: Teaching a small reading passage and utilizing it
for conversational Practice.

Linguistic Basis: (To keep-in mind): I-8,; IX -4, 5.

Performance Criteria:

Used in planning: VI-4, 5, 8; VIII-2a.

To keep in mind: VIII-3a, b.

Outline of lesson:

A. Reading passage presented: (from R. L. Politzer and J.
Martinet, Retour en France. New York, American Book
Company, 1964; p. 3.) (Choral repetition after each
sentence):
L'avion ralentit, se pose sur le terrain. On arrive

Orly. Les voyageurs descendent. Monsieur at
Madame Fevre arrivent de New York avec leur tvis enfants,
Pierre, Jacqueline et Henri. Weirton a quitte l'Amerique
k minuit.
The teacher reads each sentence. (The pupils keep their
books closed) He asks for choral repetition. He then
rereads the passage sentence by-sentence and explains
the 'words which seem unclear.

Sentence 1. L'avion: The teacher draws a picture
of an airplane on the board.

Sentence 2. teacher asks: (7/1 est Orly? Qui
sait ce que c'est? Explains: Orly, c'est 1'a4roport
pres de. Paris.

Sentence 5. Vous comprenez minutt: He draws a
clock with hands pointing to twelveYclock. Quel est
le contraire de minuit? Le contraire de minuit c'est
midi, n'est-ce pas? Que faisons-nous a midi? Prompts
the answer: Nous prenons notre dejeuner. Que faisons-
nous a minuit? Nous dormons, n'est-ce pas?

B. The teacher asks students to open their books. He
reads the sentences; after each sentence he asks for
several choral and individual repetitions. After this,
he asks individuals to read the entire passage. If

an individual mispronounces, the teacher interrupts and
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models the entire sentence once more, asks for a
choral repetition and then asks the individual to repeat.

C. The teacher asks questions about the passage. Books
are now closed. The questions (to be answered by
individuals to whom the teacher points after asking
the question) are of the yes and no type -- but are
to be answered by complete sentences.
Est-ce que l'avion arrive Orly? Oui, l'avion arrive

Orly.

Est-ce que Monsieur et Madame Fabre arrivent de Chicago?
Non, ils n'arrivent pas de Chi-ago, ils arrivent de
New York.
Les Fabre ont-ils trois enfants? Oui, ils ont trois
enfants.
L'avion a-t-il quitte' l'Amerique 1 midi? Non, it a
quitte l'Amierique 1 minuit.
The next group of questions involves the use of
interrogative pronouns. The questions are addressed
to individuals. The teachers asks some questions of the
"volunteers" -- in some instances the volunteers are asked
only if the student to whom the question is addressed
does not knowthe answer. Every correct answer is
repeated by the teacher who in turn asks for choral
repetition. Any student who does not answer a question
is asked to repeat after the choral repetition.
011 arrive l'avion? L'avion arrive a Orly.
Qui descend de Payton? Les voyageurs descendent de
l'avion.
ploa Monsieur et MgdamCFabre arrivent-ils? Its

arrivent de New York.
Avec qui arrivent-ils? Its arrivent avec leur trois
enfants.
Covalent les enfantf, des Paine s'appellent-ils? Its

s'appellent Pierre, Jacqueline et Henri.
Quandyavion a-t-il quittC l'Am(rique? L'avion a
quitte l'Amgrique A minuit.
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Mciro- lesson 270 (1/2 to 1).

Goal: Teaching of a small dialogue.

Linguistic Basis:

Performance Criteria:

Used in planning: II; X-1, 3, 4.

To keep in mind: I.

Outline of lesson:

A. Basic Dialogue (taken from R. L. Politzer and Amelie
Diamant Holmstrom, CteativedFrendh,
Prentice-Hall, Inc. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.
to appear, 1967)..

A. Comment s'appelle votre oncle?
B. Il s*appelle Bernard Cordonnier.
A. Quel est son metier?
B. Il est bibliothgcaire.
A. 0; travai4leIrt7i1 alors?
B. I/ travaille i la bibliotheque nationale.
The.teacher models each sentence. After each sentence
he asks for several choral repetitions. Afterthis
he assigns the role of A to one section of the class,
the role of B to another section. He again models
ehe Sentences. This time only the section playing A
repeats the A-sentences, and only the section playing
B repeats the B-sentences. Then the assignment of
roles is reversed and the performance is repeated.
Next the teacher plays the role of A and asks the class
to respond in chess with the lines of B. The teacher
prompts the answers if necessary. Then the roles are
reversed -- the teacher plays the part of B and expects
the class to.play the part of A.

B. The teacher plays the role of A: asks for the response
of B from individual students (models the answer himself
and asks for choral repetition whenever the individual
student cannot respond). Then the roles are again
reversed with the 'teacher playing the part of B.
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C. The teacher now asks one section of the class to act
out the part of A, another section to act out the part
of B. The teacher prompts and asksfor repetition
whenever one group begins to fumble and does not know
the response. After two repetitions of the procedure the
roles are reversed.

D. The teacher assigns again roles A and Bto different
groups of the class. Now he chooses one representative
of each group to act out the role. If the latter wets
stuck or fumbles his group may help him out.

E. Individual students are chosen' to act out the dialogue.
If.they need help the teacher prompts, asks for choral
repetition.

The tteChefitakt indiWidual students questions like:
ContOpe vows appelez-vows?

togme4teteOPene votre Pere?
COIMent,kappelle votre' oncle?
04ei 'eat vdtre-

Quel est le' Metier de' votre pere?

'Opel est le metier de votre oncle?
oa travaille-t-il?
If the individual cannot answer the question the teacher
prompts, supplies an answer and asks the individual and
then the class to repeat. The teacher makes it clear
that the answers to the questions being asked may require
unknown words, which he Will be glad to supply. (Unknown
tiords are repeated swierai timis by the class and the
teacher and written on the board.)

G. During the section above it was established that the father
of Charles is a salesman (vendeur) that he works,in a
department store (dans un magazin). The teacher now
asks Charles to take the part of B and asks another
'student to take the part of A and asks about Charlefi's
father. A similar procedure is repeated with two or three
other groups of students.

H. The homework assignment is to rewrite the dialogue
in such a way that it is now dealing not with
Bernard Cordonnier, the uncle of t -- but with another
person who has a different profession,
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Micro-lesson 28. (1/2).

Goal: Use of tape recorder in introduction of new dialogue.

Linguistic Basis:

Performance Criteria:

Used in planning: II-I, 4; 1X-3, 4.

To keep in mind: I; III.

Outline of lesson:

A. The teacher will have the tape recorder in such a position
that it is the center of. attention. The machine should
be threaded and warmed up 'v./4)re the lesson begins. The
moment the Play button is pressed the dialogue should
begin. (Students should latst be made to listen to

statements about copyright laws in English). There has
been no previous announcement that the students will hear
a new dialogue.
Tape: Dis, donc. est la bibliotheque?

C'est tout droit. Tu y vas tout de suite?
Oui, ii fast que j'aille chercher un livre. ft

dialogue #7).
Teacher: (Stops the machine): Vous avez Bien compris,
heir? You understood all that? (Probable reaction from
class will be laughter.) Haiti pouaquoi pas? Why not?
It's very simple. Paul asks Robert where the library
is and Robert tells him and asks him if he's going there
right away. Paul says yes, he has to go get a book, and
so on. Listen. Ecoutez: (Teacher now models the lines
and then starts the tape recorder.)

B. The tape at this point models and drills the first line
of the dialogue: As soon ascthbcmodel line has been
spoken the teacher stops the machine and takes over the
modelling himself. He repeats the line several times
and then asks the students to repeat. It is important
at this point that he vary the sentence carrying the
underlying structure.
Teacher: &I est la bibliodkue? (Repetition.)

Oil est Paul Martin? (Repetition.)
Jeanne Leblanc...
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Student: Ou est Jeanne Leblanc?

Teacher: Le cours de francais...etc. until he gets

back to'the original liners He will then start the tape
recorder.again and lead the students in the repetition.
As soon as'the next line has been modelled by the taped

voice he will stop the machine and once again take over
the teaching process.

C. The teacher moves the tape back to the point where the

.....dm114ng and Ar411 starts and sets the machine in

motion. During the time the machine is working, the
teacher moves around the room and listens to as many
students as possible, rewarding correct utterances and
encouraging the less able students.

D. When the drill session for the first segment of dialovie
is over the tape will repeat the entire segment. Theoz

teacher points out to the class that now that they know

what is being said, they can understand it.

no N. gram-


